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HUMAN INTERACTION WITH ASSISTIVE FREE-FLYING
ROBOTS
Daniel J. Szafir
Under the supervision of Professor Bilge Mutlu
At the University of Wisconsin–Madison
Robots are becoming increasingly prevalent and are already providing assistance in a variety of activities, ranging from space exploration to domestic
housework. Recently, a new class of robot has emerged that is small enough
to operate within human environments while possessing the capacity for
flight. These free-flying robots have traditionally been designed from an
engineering perspective, which, while sufficient to develop small robots that
can fly, does little to make such robots useful or appropriate for working
with or near humans. As a result, these robots have yet to advance beyond
research platforms or commercial devices that are manually piloted by hobbyists for entertainment. As an alternative, I believe that it is useful to
examine the design of free-flying robots from a human-centered perspective.
Through this approach, I seek to answer questions including: What is
the design space for human interaction with free-flying robots? How can
flying robots be designed to be more appropriate for human environments?
How might new robot interfaces be designed to better support collaboration,
teamwork, and accomplishing user goals?
This dissertation explores these questions in a series of three studies. The
first two studies focus on how robot flight behaviors and appearance might
be designed to better communicate intent and improve human perceptions
of free-flyers. The third study considers the design of interfaces for remote
collaboration with free-flyers to accomplish tasks including inventory logistics
and management, environmental data collection, and inspecting objects for
repair. In addition to these three studies, I present a preliminary exploration

xvi
into novel privacy threats that free-flyers might pose as they integrate more
broadly into society.
I also review the historical development of free-flying robots and propose
a design space for characterizing human-free-flyer interactions. Overall,
this work makes a variety of theoretical, methodological, and practical
contributions and presents several novel software and hardware design
artifacts. These contributions will help inform the development of new
free-flyers able to advance beyond research or hobbyist platforms, leading
to real-world deployments in which free-flying robots are able to effectively
assist users.

1

1

introduction

Traditionally, robots designed to provide human assistance have consisted
either of fixed-base systems, such as those used in industrial automotive
settings, or platforms with some degree of ground mobility, such as wheeled
or walking platforms. Recently, advances in the design of sensors, motors,
and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have led to the development
of robots with new degrees of mobility, including robots that can operate
underwater (ROVs) as well as robots with the capacity for flight.
Free-flying robots hold great potential due to their unique abilities to
freely traverse and survey environments. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
or “drones”, such as the General Atomics MQ-1 Predator and MQ-9 Reaper,
are now a staple in modern military operations (Sharkey, 2009), but do not
interact in close proximity with people. However, a class of smaller systems
designed to operate within human environments is rapidly emerging from
a growing body of research on micro air vehicles (MAVs) and multirotor
aircraft (Krajník et al., 2011; Pfeil et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2013), robotic
airships (Bueno et al., 2002; Elfes et al., 1998), and space exploration robots
(Fong et al., 2013a). These assistive free-flying robots are already providing
aid tasks such as reporting and journalism (Corcoran, 2014), inspecting
disaster sites (Reavis and Hem, 2011), and tracking sporting events from a
unique vantage point (Lavigne, 2014), and are envisioned to work in many
additional domains in the near future, including construction (Irizarry et al.,
2012), utilities (Wang et al., 2010), search-and-rescue (Goodrich et al., 2008),
and space exploration (Fong et al., 2012, 2013a).
While prior research has examined engineering various aspects related
to robotic flight, such as developing flight controllers (Gurdan et al., 2007),
approaches to trajectory planning (Mellinger et al., 2012), and vision-based
navigation (Engel et al., 2012), little is known regarding how humans
will actually interact with these robots and how they might be designed
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to successfully integrate into human environments. Lacking knowledge
regarding the complexities of working with and operating near humans,
current deployments have often been met with negative responses, with
flying robots violating the security of restricted areas (Calamur, 2015),
causing privacy concerns (Davison, 2014), and even leading to injury (BBC
News, 2014). To address this problem, my dissertation takes a humancentric approach towards the design of free-flying robots, leading to new
understandings regarding how to develop robots that can provide novel
forms of beneficial assistance while engendering positive responses when
operating in human environments.

1.1

Problem Statement

Currently, there exist several flying robot platforms that posses physical
characteristics that might enable operation within human environments.
However, simply imbuing robots with flight capabilities does not necessarily
mean that such robots will be perceived as useful, safe, or able to carry out
the complex interactive tasks required to truly realize the goal of an assistive
free-flying robot. The goal of this thesis is to further the design of free-flying
robots that are safe to be around, usable, and even enjoyable to interact
with, that make current tasks easier and enable previously impossible tasks,
by focusing on the element of human-robot interaction.
My central thesis is that understanding the design space for
human interactions with free-flying robots, creating methods by
which free-flyers can effectively express their intentions to nearby
users, and devising intuitive control schemes that allow users to
communicate their goals and take advantage of unique robot flight
capabilities, will enable the design of robots that are able to
achieve user goals more quickly and efficiently while appearing
safer and more usable. To support this argument, I will present a design
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space that serves as a theoretical framework to understand the essential
aspects of human interaction with free-flying robots. I will also describe
three empirical studies that focus on improving interactions by modifying
aspects of robot behaviors, appearances, and interfaces. Finally, I will
present a preliminary extension that bridges these focused experiments with
future work on supporting bystanders that will be necessary for larger scale
free-flyer deployments beyond laboratory settings.

1.2

Research Context

At a high level, this dissertation focuses on expanding our knowledge regarding human interaction with flying robots to enable the design of interactive,
usable, and safe free-flyers. To this end, I aim to outline an overall interaction
design space for free-flyers, recognize where previous research in fields such as
robotics, traditional human-robot interaction (HRI), and human-computer
interaction (HCI) might inform human interaction with free-flying robots,
and identify areas for further research in which we currently lack knowledge.
Several challenges are present in attempting to characterize the design
space of human interaction with free-flying robots. A reductionist approach
might attempt to simply model and control for all possible variables that
may affect human interaction. However, this approach may be inadequate
to capture the complexity of the interaction space, which can consist of a
number of variables relating to robots, users, and their relationships. For
instance, a reductionist approach would need to simultaneously consider
variables representing factors such as team role, the user’s prior experience
with the robot or similar robots, their mental model for how the robot
should behave, the method used to communicate between user and robot
and whether this communication is mediated by an interface, and features
such as robot speed, altitude, and proximity. Further, due to the relatively
recent emergence of free-flyers, we currently have very little knowledge
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regarding the impact these variables may have on interaction outcomes
such as perceived robot usability or safety. Additionally, we lack knowledge
regarding the relative importance of these variables and how they interact
with each other, an important consideration as variables may be synergistic,
opposing, or independent in achieving desired interaction outcomes. As a
result, a reductionist approach appears infeasible at this time.
As an alternative approach towards overcoming these challenges, I propose an interaction space that is structured using knowledge from cognitive
engineering and prior work in human interaction with ground robots.Instead
of focusing on low level variables, this framework leverages the human action
cycle (Norman and Draper, 1986), a proposed psychological model of how
humans act with interactive systems, to analyze how interaction breakdowns
may occur. Using this model, I identify two high level aspects regarding
issues critical for free-flyer interaction: breakdowns in the “gulf of execution,”
where users are unsure how to control and direct input to free-flyers to
achieve their tasks, and breakdowns in the “gulf of evaluation,” in which
the robot’s behaviors are not expressive enough to enable users to predict
robot actions or communicate what robot is attempting to accomplish. I
detail this proposed design, which chiefly consists of aspects relating to robot
control and expression, in Chapter 3.
In Chapters 4–6, I seek to generate knowledge regarding how design
variables relating to aspects of robot control and expression can be manipulated to improve free-flyer interaction outcomes such as perceptions
of robot usability and safety (Figure 1.1). By exploring aspects of robot
control and expression, I generate knowledge of critical design elements for
the development of free-flyers that are able to work effectively alongside
users. I examine communication from free-flying robots to colocated users
that conveys robot intentions and communication from users to free-flyers
that allow users to control, task, and manage these robots to achieve user
goals. While these focused examinations addressing the gulfs of execution
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Design Space
Design Outcomes

Control Design Variables

Expression Design Variables

Figure 1.1: At a high level, this research presents an interaction design space
that focuses on variables that may improve user control of flying robots
and variables that may improve robot expressivity. By manipulating these
variables, we can achieve design outcomes such as increased robot usability
and perceptions of safety.

and evaluation yield several new design insights, this work must be further
extended to examine the context of real-world deployments and address
research questions that arise from the broader integration of free flyers
into society. As a first step toward investigating such issues, in Chapter
7, I present a preliminary exploration of novel privacy concerns that are
emerging as free-flyers increase in ubiquity. In this exploration, I examine
the design of technological systems that provide support for bystanders
and other third-parties indirectly affected by the deployment and use of
free-flying robots.

6

Contextual Scenarios
This research is concerned with human interaction with assistive free-flying
robots—robots with the capacity for flight that operate within human
environments. These robots may act autonomously in an environment with
nearby humans, collaborate with users in proximity, or be teleoperated by a
remote user. Their potential for human assistance crosses a wide range from
environmental inspection and mapping to telepresence and even delivery
tasks. Below, I provide three potential scenarios that contextualize how
free-flyers can be used and illustrate the necessity of exploring their design
from the perspective of human-robot interaction. Each scenario highlights
one of the central themes of this dissertation: enhancing aspects of robot
expression, the importance of robot control, and broader issues in the context
of free-flyer deployment.
Scenario 1: Expression
John just got a job working as a materials handler and lift operator at an ABC Industrial Supplies warehouse in Anytown, USA.
While his training had mentioned that he might occasionally see
robots flying throughout the warehouse to track inventory and
monitor warehouse conditions, John hadn’t given them much
consideration. As long as they stay out of my way, I’ll stay out
of their way, he thought. It turned out that every Wednesday,
John’s shift corresponded with an inventory scan by a free-flyer.
On his first Wednesday shift, John was amazed to see the robot
flying through the warehouse. However, this amazement quickly
turned to annoyance as he found that the robot was constantly
impeding his work. The problem was that John could never tell
where the robot intended to fly next and felt he had to constantly
monitor the robot and change his work accordingly. Moreover,
the robot was loud and John was never quite sure whether or
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not the robot was even aware of John’s presence. On Wednesdays, John eventually ended up working on racks as far from the
robot as possible and, when forced to sort items near the robot,
sneaking them in only when the robot was hovering during a scan.

John’s problem is reminiscent of challenges that have arisen in the integration of mobile ground robots into workplaces and domestic settings.
Integrating technology to benefit organizations does not necessarily benefit individuals within the organization (Grudin, 1994). For example, one
deployment of robot assistants in a hospital setting met negative reactions
from certain units as it required alterations to individual workflow and even
additional work (Mutlu and Forlizzi, 2008). Perceived imbalances between
the priority of robot work and human work can significantly effect robot
integration, which is compounded in this scenario by John’s inability to
understand the robot’s intent. In this scenario, the robot is exhibiting
functional motion—motion that will achieve the robot’s goals and avoid
collision. However, such motion hampers collaboration and coordination;
lacking an understanding of where the robot will move, John has difficulty
adapting to working near the robot and even has concerns about his safety.
Prior work has explored the critical issue of human-aware and safety motion
planning for ground mobile robots (Sisbot et al., 2007) and has distinguished
between functional robot motions, legible motions, allowing users to correctly infer the robot’s goal, and motions that are predictable, matching the
expectations of an observer who knew the goal a priori (Dragan et al., 2013;
Lichtenthaler et al., 2012). While legible motion has been shown to enhance
human collaborations with proximal ground robots (Dragan et al., 2015),
designing intent-expressive motion for flying robots moving freely through
three-dimensional space has been entirely unexplored. Chapters 4 and 5
describe two studies that address the challenge of improving communication
from flying robots to nearby users allowing them to better understand and
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predict robot intent, leading to increased perceptions of robot usability and
safety.
Scenario 2: Control
Alice is an International Space Station (ISS) flight controller
working at NASA’s Johnson Space Center (JSC). She is responsible for managing three Astrobee robots—small free-flying
robots that operate on station and are outfitted with a variety
of sensors and data-collection implements. Currently, the crew
on-station are involved in repairing a resistance exercise machine.
In advance of the crew activity, Alice has activated an Astrobee
unit in case additional tools or equipment are needed. Sure
enough, once the crew has diagnosed the problem, they realize
they need a specialized wrench to take out a stuck bolt. Alice
tasks the Astrobee robot with finding the tool, uploading the
tool ID and expected location. However, when the robot scans
the expected location, the tool is not found. Alice tasks the
robot with carrying out a search to explore several additional
racks where the tool might be located. Simultaneously, she is
monitoring crew activities and realizes they will also need a set
of replacement bolts. Alice modifies Astrobee’s plan to include
a search for the bolts as well. After a few minutes, she receives
a message that Astrobee has located the missing wrench. Alice
confirms from a picture that the wrench has been found and
updates the logistics database regarding where the crew can find
the wrench. She then receives a message that the bolts have been
found in the location indicated by the database. Alice relays this
information to the ISS Operations Planner, has the Astrobee
dock to conserve battery, and continues to monitor the repair.
Assistive free-flying robots are envisioned to be used not just in terrestrial
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settings, but also as aids in space exploration (Fong et al., 2013a). Free-flying
NASA Smart-SPHERES robots are already operating on the ISS in a limited
capacity (Fong et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2000). Currently, NASA is engaged
in developing Astrobee as a successor to the SPHERES platform, which will
be able to perform a variety of mobile sensing tasks including environmental
monitoring (e.g., air quality, radiation, sound levels), autonomous logistics
management (e.g., inventory), and mobile camera work to support astronaut
activities and payload experiments. While Astrobee is planned to support
autonomous operations, remote operation by ground controllers, and humanrobot interaction with crew members (Bualat et al., 2015), little is know
regarding how to design free-flyer tasking and management interfaces, such
as that used by Alice in the above scenario. However, a great deal of
literature has explored the development of interfaces for traditional robot
teleoperation (e.g., Nielsen et al., 2007; Sheridan, 1989, 1992) as well as
exploring function allocation—determining an appropriate division of labor
between functions controlled by the robot and those controlled by the user
based on their asymmetric strengths and weaknesses—for both robotics
and interactive systems. Various collaborative paradigms with differing
levels of user supervision have been proposed, including supervisory control
(Sheridan, 1986, 2006), adaptive or adjustable autonomy (Dias et al., 2008;
Dorais and Kortenkamp, 2001), mixed-initiative interaction (Allen et al.,
1999; Murphy et al., 2000), collaborative control (Fong et al., 2001b), and
coactive design (Johnson et al., 2011). A review of many such collaborative
paradigms can be found in Mutlu et al. (2014). Chapter 6 will explore
the application of much of this prior research to the design of tasking and
control interfaces for robotic free-flyers.
Scenario 3: Broader Issues
Rand is an avid gardener living in a subdivision in Longmont,
Colorado. While he and his family have lived in the same home
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for the past ten years, they have watched many neighbors come
and go as the local economy shifted and developed into what
is now a vibrant startup community. One day, as Rand is
outside pruning his boxwood shrubbery, he hears the sound of
propellers nearby and looks up to see a robot flying overhead.
The robot is flying too fast for Rand to see it clearly, but later
that week, Rand spots it again, this time hovering 15 feet above
the street near the entrance to his driveway. This time, Rand
notices that the robot is sporting a “RealKing Realtors” logo.
Rand looks up the company website online and sees that the
company is experimenting with collecting aerial photography for
selling homes. While Rand doesn’t mind the company using the
robots, he is concerned that the robot might take pictures of
his property or his children playing outside. He writes an email
to the contact address listed on the RealKing website about
his concerns, but receives an unsatisfying generic reply that
only mentions that photographs will be reviewed prior to their
posting on the RealKing website. Without any other options,
Rand files a complaint with the Better Business Bureau against
the company.
Flying robots are already causing concerns similar to Rand’s. For example, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation reported on at least 10 incidents
in which police complaints were filed on account of robots hovering near
residences in August of 2014 (Davison, 2014). These events demonstrate
that integrating new technology into human activities and environments
affects more than just the main users of that technology. Prior work in
HRI has identified several human-robot interaction roles including operator,
mechanic, supervisor, teammate, and bystander (Scholtz, 2003; Yanco and
Drury, 2004). Although research has begun to examine the role of bystanders
in robot interaction (e.g., Scholtz and Bahrami, 2003), currently bystanders
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have no means of understanding who is responsible for a flying robot or way
of communicating issues such as privacy concerns. This issue goes beyond
privacy and can become a matter of security when trying to designate areas
such as airports, government facilities, or sporting events as no-fly zones.
Chapter 7 examines these issues and describes the design of a prototype
system to support users, such as homeowners, building managers, and law
enforcement agencies, to specify, communicate, and enforce privacy and
security policies on nearby free-flyers.

1.3

Research Approach

Designing effective interactions with free-flying robots requires an understanding regarding user roles, expectations, desires, and goals as well as
developing new robot behaviors and interfaces. In this dissertation, I utilize
a versatile research methodology that integrates prototyping novel solutions
in hardware and software, formative explorations to gain initial insights
at early phases of the design process, and formal experimental evaluations.
Below, I discuss each aspect of this approach.

Design-Oriented Research
This dissertation follows the tradition of design-oriented research, in which
artifacts (research prototypes) are developed to probe and study a proposed
phenomena. While much of this dissertation will cover the technical details
involved in implementing novel robot behaviors, hardware modifications, and
interface prototypes, Fallman (2003) notes that “in design-oriented research,
the knowledge that comes from studying the designed artifact in use or from
the process of bringing the product into being is the contribution, while
the resulting artifact is considered more a means than an end.” Likewise,
Zimmerman et al. (2007) note that research artifacts can be differentiated
from design artifacts as “the intent going into the research is to produce
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knowledge for the research and practice communities, not to make a commercially viable product,” while simultaneously offering four criteria for
evaluating such interaction design research: the process validity, invention
novelty, research relevance, and extensibility. Thus, the main goal of this
research is in knowledge generation regarding the phenomena of designing
free-flying robots that can effectively interact with users, with a secondary
contribution regarding each of the design prototypes themselves.
To develop the research artifacts described in this dissertation, I make
use of several prototyping methods including use-case narratives and storyboards from scenario and goal-directed design (Cooper et al., 2007), affinity
diagramming (Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1993), and the application of design
constraints (Norman, 1999). I evaluate my designs at various stages in
the design process using a positivist empirical approach. This approach
seeks early feedback using formative inquiries and then conducts formal
experimental evaluations in which the artifacts are used to gain knowledge
regarding a specific aspect of human-free-flyer interaction.

Formative Inquiries
Understandings of human behavior can help inspire and guide the design
process for developing robots that are able to effectively collaborate and
assist. Formative inquiries collect data early on in the design process to
inform and structure further study. I make use of two types for formative
inquiries in this work: formative explorations and formative evaluations.
Formative explorations are generative and involve identifying and formalizing
resources for design, for instance collecting data on human behaviors to aid
in the development of computational models for robot behaviors and ideation
regarding potential deficiencies in current approaches. Formative evaluations
are discriminative and involve iterative assessments of design quality at early
stages. While formative evaluations provide less structure and control than
formal experiments (e.g., formative evaluations typically lack hypotheses),
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they can help focus developmental effort in large and unexplored solution
spaces. In this dissertation, Chapter 4 uses a formative evaluation to identify
a set of primary robot motion manipulations from a large candidate set
within a factorial design space. Chapter 6 uses a formative exploration to
analyze human-human collaborative behavior to generate design insights
when developing interfaces for tasking and managing free-flyers.

Experimental Evaluations
The final evaluations of the software and hardware prototypes I develop are
conducted through controlled laboratory studies in the tradition of positivist
empirical research. These tasks either examine aspects of system performance
(as in Chapter 7) or involve participants performing an experimental task
with a flying robot (Chapters 4, 5, and 6). In the experiments involving
participant interaction with the robot, robot behaviors are activated either
via Wizard-of-Oz (Chapter 4) or controlled autonomously using algorithms
developed for the experiment (Chapters 5 and 6). Evaluating participant
responses in a controlled setting enables the collection of objective data,
such as participant speed and accuracy deducing robot intent or working
with the robot to accomplish a task, as well as subjective responses towards
interacting with a flying robot. The technical details regarding the design,
implementation, measures, and results of each experiment are provided in
their corresponding chapter.

1.4

Scope

While assistive free-flying robots are a novel technology with great potential,
currently they are mainly used in research environments or as hobbyist devices. Examining free-flying robots from an interaction perspective represents
a broad and currently nascent research area. As a result, I have focused the
scope of this dissertation in several ways.
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The proposed design space represents an initial look at the variables that
appear to be most critical in human interaction with assistive free-flying
robots. It has been developed using insights from prior studies with ground
robots and other related technologies, but is not intended to be exhaustive
or complete.
The studies discussed in this dissertation aim to fill in many of the
knowledge gaps identified in the design space. However, they do not fully
explore all aspects of human interaction with free-flying robots. The work
described in this dissertation mainly focuses on interactions between a single
robot and a single user, which can be either proximal (Chapters 4, 5) or distal
(Chapter 6). My investigation of proximal interactions focuses on aspects of
perceived robot safety and usability, while my exploration of distal interaction
examines issues of teamwork and collaboration. In addition to these studies,
the scope of my work includes an initial examination of designing systems
to mitigate privacy issues that may influence the acceptance and integration
of free-flyers into society at a broad level (Chapter 7). In all studies, the
scope of my work is targeted towards free-flying robots operating in human
spaces, such as indoor or living environments.
While the aim of the design space is to formalize aspects of interaction
important for any assistive free-flying robot working in such spaces, the
studies only examine interaction with one type of free-flyer: micro-aerial
vehicles (MAVs). MAVs currently represent the most common form of freeflyer, and while it is expected that some of the results may apply outside
of this scope (e.g., methods of signaling robot intent), it is unknown to
what degree the findings presented here will generalize to interactions with
free-flyers that have different embodiments and constraints, such as robotic
blimps or robots used in microgravity environments.
Due to the recent emergence of free-flyers, the studies in this work take
the form of empirical laboratory experiments. As free-flying robots begin
to be deployed more widely, future work of a more naturalistic nature may
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Figure 1.2: One virtual and three physical robot platforms were used in the
empirical studies in this work.

reveal new insights regarding the integration of free-flyers into human work
practices and environments, necessitating updates to the design space.
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1.5

Research Platforms

One virtual and three physical robotic platforms were used in the formative
explorations and empirical studies in this dissertation (Figure 1.2). The
first study that examines the development of expressive robot flight motions
utilized a virtual and a physical free-flyer. The virtual robot was based on
the open-source Arducopter and developed in combination with the Unity
3D game engine. The physical robot took the form of a Parrot AR.Drone
2.0, a popular commercial platform that contains a forward-facing camera,
provides a public API, and communicates by hosting an 802.11 wireless
access point. The second study that examines explicit light cues led to
design prototypes implemented on both a the Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 and
a physically-embodied Arducopter, although only the Parrot was used in
the experimental evaluation. The Arducopter is an open-source, modular
platform popular with hobbyists that communicates via radio. The third
study regarding the development of robot tasking and control interfaces
utilized the AscTec Hummingbird. The Hummingbird is a popular research
platform that communicates via radio and offers a faster processor, improved
stability for indoor environments, and more precise flight capabilities than
the Parrot or Arducopter. Although the Hummingbird represents a more
advanced research platform, the Parrot and Arducopter represent free-flyers
that are more commonly used today in practice. Thus, the final study
examining the development of support for bystanders near free-flying robots
operating in domestic and commercial settings was implemented using the
Parrot and Arducopter.

1.6

Contributions

This dissertation provides theoretical, methodological, and practical contributions towards the design of free-flying robots that can effectively work
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within human environments and provide assistance to users. In particular,
this thesis contributes:
Human-Free-Flyer Interaction Design Space: The proposed design space (Chapter 3) helps serve as a theoretical underpinning that
collects and synthesizes previous findings in the fields of human-robot
interaction (HRI), human-computer interaction (HCI), and cognitive
science relevant to the design of free-flying robots while identifying
new areas for future study. It further serves as a conceptual scaffold
in designing for and analyzing human-free-flyer interactions in terms
of the expression of robot goals and intent to users, user control and
input into the system, and the ecological fit of free-flyers within a
larger environmental context. Finally, it provides an organization for
understanding the diverse array of potential free-flyer use cases to
guide the design of new systems.
Design Variables: The design space provides a set of design variables
that developers can modify in practice to affect various aspects of
interaction. While examining every variable identified is beyond the
scope of this dissertation, a subset of these variables are explored in
detail to illustrate the design process of constructing each research
artifact and build knowledge regarding their potential for affecting
user interactions.
Experimental Methodology: Currently, little is known regarding
how to study and evaluate human interaction with free-flying robots.
The studies in this dissertation take the form of positivist empirical
inquiries and provide examples of experimental tasks and measures
useful in isolating the effects of particular free-flyer design variables.
Design Artifacts: Each study in this dissertation provides a novel
and extensible design that has been empirical validated and shown
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to improve human interaction with free-flying robots. These include
new robot flight behaviors (Chapter 4), hardware modifications that
can alter robot morphology (Chapter 5), interface designs (Chapter
6), and an end-to-end system that provides new functionality and
connectivity (Chapter 7).
Design Guidelines: Overall, the design-oriented studies presented
in this dissertation build theoretical and practical understandings
regarding interaction between humans and free-flying robots. This
research contributes design guidelines and empirical findings regarding
how to develop collaborative interfaces for free-flying robots and how
robot behaviors and morphology might be designed to better signal
intent.

1.7

Chapter Summary

This chapter provided an introduction to the consideration of free-flying
robots from a human-centered perspective. It explains the context of my
research, specifies my research approach and methodology, defines the scope
of this dissertation, describes the robotic platforms used, and outlines my key
contributions. Chapter 2 provides a background regarding free-flying robots
in general, describing the historical development of flying robots, common
platforms in use and under development, and presenting a categorization of
free-flyer use cases. Chapter 3 proposes a design space as a theoretical scaffold
in considering the design of free-flyers from a human-centered perspective.
Chapters 4–6 provide details on the design and results from three studies
that utilize controlled laboratory experiments to examine specific aspects
of this design space. Chapter 4 provides an overview of related work on
expressive motion and demonstrates how robot flight motions can be designed
to express free-flyer intent and improve perceptions of safety and usability.
Chapter 5 presents the design of modifications to free-flyer embodiments
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that enable signals using light to enhance robot predictability and includes a
review of relevant work on similar explicit cues. Chapter 6 reviews prior work
on interfaces for ground robots and examines new considerations necessary
for the design of free-flyer interfaces.
Chapter 7 bridges this empirical work with a preliminary extension
examining the design of systems to support bystanders in communicating
their privacy concerns to nearby free-flyers, a critical challenge for real world
robot deployments. Chapter 8 discusses issues of validity and generalizability
and considers how future research might build on the findings presented in
this dissertation. Finally, Chapter 9 details the contributions and conclusions
of my research.
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2

background

The primary goal of this dissertation is to begin to explore human-interaction
with free-flying robots that operate within human environments. Freeflying robots present many challenges towards achieving effective humanrobot interaction due to their potential for unconstrained, three-dimensional
movements, a variety of potential form factors that often display a functional
morphology, and difficulty fitting into current ecological paradigms. Further,
the complexity of the tasks envisioned for free-flyers will likely require a
mix of autonomous and teleoperated control mechanisms for distal users,
while the collaborative nature of such tasks will require that these robots
effectively interact with humans in close proximity.
In this dissertation, I specifically focus on designing methods to improve
free-flyer communication of robot intent to colocated humans as well as
developing interfaces to support users and bystanders in interacting and
managing free-flying robots. This work builds upon prior understandings
regarding robot behavior design and control interfaces.
In this chapter, I provide relevant background information concerning
free-flying robots. Below, I briefly trace the historical development of freeflyers and provide an overview regarding common free-flying platforms that
are currently in use or under development. Next, I discuss several types of
usage scenarios in which free-flying robots might provide assistance while
operating within human environments. The goal of this chapter is to present
a broad overview of free-flyers at a high level to provide context for the
presentation of the interaction design space in Chapter 3. A more focused
review of related work specific to each study in this dissertation can be
found in Chapters 4–7.
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2.1

The Development of Flying Robots

While flying robots are only beginning to emerge as a pervasive platform,
the development of such robots can be traced back to the ancient Greeks
and Chinese. The earliest record of a flying automaton appears to be a
wooden pigeon or dove constructed by Archytas of Tarentum in 425 B.C.
(Dalamagkidis, 2014; Gellius, 1927). This design likely utilized steam and
could reportedly fly 200 meters before needing to be reset. The early Chinese
were also interested in developing flying machines, although it is difficult
to determine whether reports detailing simple flying automata represent
prototype kites, hot air balloons, rockets, or more complex machines (Deng,
2011; Mazlish, 2009). Other notable developments in flying automata
include Da Vinci’s notes on an aerial screw from 1483 (Garcia et al., 2006),
a mechanical fly and eagle constructed by Johannes Müller, known as the
“Regiomontanus” (Jefferson, 1949; Bedini, 1964), and Mikhail Lomonosov’s
spring-powered coaxial rotor in 1754 (Leishman, 2006).
From the end of the 18th century through the early 1900’s, development shifted away from flying automata to flying machines for human use.
Principle achievements in this time include the first manned flight by the
Montgolfier brothers in 1783 using a hot air balloon (Gordon, 2015), the
Giffard dirigible (or Giffard airship) from 1852 (Liao and Pasternak, 2009),
and the famous flight of the Wright brothers in 1903.
Interest in unmanned flying systems soon resumed following the Wright
brothers’ demonstration. Nikola Tesla promoted the idea of autonomous
or remotely operated flying machines for combat purposes, which was actively pursued by the United States military, leading to the development
of systems including the Hewitt-Sperry Automatic Airplane in 1916 and
radio-controlled unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) developed by Reginald
Denny as target drones for anti-aircraft practice during World War 2 (Blom,
2010; Dalamagkidis, 2014; Cai and Geng, 2015).
The development of autonomous, semi-autonomous, and remotely telope-
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rated flying machines has continued throughout the 20th and 21st centuries
and led to the emergence of two distinct classes of flying robot. The first,
represented by “drones” such as General Atomics’ MQ-1 Predator and MQ-9
Reaper, are a direct outgrowth from the investigations into the use of UAVs
during World War 2. These robots are now staples in modern military operations (Sharkey, 2009) and are typically large, expensive, utilize fixed-wing
flight, and fly at high speeds while operating at altitudes far from any human. The second, small free-flying robots, are the focus of this dissertation.
These robots began to emerge in the 1990’s as advances in micro electrical mechanical systems (MEMS) enabled the development of autonomous
miniature airplanes, helicopters, and robotic insects (Nonami et al., 2010).
Major research into the development of micro air vehicle technologies was
spurred by a $35 million program by the United States Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which initially envisioned that such
robots might be used on battlefields as aids in over-the-hill reconnaissance.
However, Michelson (2004) notes that a stronger use case emerged in the
form of “indoors and in confined spaces” where such robots can “enter
enclosures by non-obvious means...navigate their interiors more effectively
(e.g., circumventing obstacles such as stairs and ground objects) and while
doing it more rapidly than ground robots.” Critically, he observes that a
small flying robot “presents a new paradigm...whereby close-in interaction
is encouraged rather than a stand-off capability”.
While initial research mainly focused on insect paradigms and coaxial
multirotor platforms, a wide variety of small free-flying robots exist today.
Although these robots have a variety of form factors and methods for
propulsion, they share several characteristics: in general such robots are
smaller than a person, relatively inexpensive, and provide many advantages
over fixed-wing drones including the ability to hover in place, fly at low
speeds, and vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capabilities. Their key
distinguishing feature is the potential for direct interaction with users within
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human environments.

Current Designs
This dissertation, focused on human interaction, only explores robots with
aerial capabilities that can feasibly operate colocated within human environments. However, even within this limited space of small free-flying robots,
there exists a large variety of shapes and sizes and a corresponding assortment of terminology including micro air vehicles (MAVs), micro/small-UAVs,
floating robots, flying blimps, autonomous dirigibles, etc.
Within this diverse array of platforms, the most common paradigm is
represented by multirotor MAVs. Below, I describe the common characteristics of MAVs, which are the focus of the studies in this dissertation.
I additionally highlight several specialized design variants on core MAV
technology, such as robotic blimps and space free-flyers, that are currently
under development. The critical aspect for both MAVs and these specialized
variants is their potential for interaction with users while operating within
human environments (Figure 5.4)
Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs)
Micro air vehicles (MAVs) represent the broadest category with a large
variety of configurations, including multi-rotors with three to eight or more
propellers and robots with flapping wings. Although DARPA initially
envisioned MAVs as having dimensions less than or equal to 15cm, with
a range of 10km, flight speeds up to 30mph, and be able to operate for
missions ranging from 20 minutes to two hours, efforts to produce MAVs
meeting these specifications have as yet been unsuccessful (Michelson, 2004;
Nonami et al., 2010). More broadly, Kumar and Michael offer a general
guideline for MAVs as robots weighing between 0.1 − 0.5kg and ranging in
length between 0.1 − 0.5 meters (Kumar and Michael, 2012). Alternatively,
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Figure 2.1: Small free-flying robot platforms most commonly take the
form of multirotor micro air vehicles (MAVs). However, research is also
progressing on variations such as robotic blimps and space free-flyers that
operate in microgravity. All types of free-flyers are envisioned to interact
and collaborate closely with humans.
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Murphy distinguishes between micro UAVs, weighing less than 1kg and
measuring less than 1m across any dimension, and small UAVs, weighing less
than 25kg (Murphy, 2014). As this space is still emerging, I consider MAVs
across a broad spectrum ranging from flyers that can fit in the palm of a
user’s hand to larger robots that may face difficulties traversing hallways
and small rooms but might still collaborate with users in outdoor contexts
such as surveying agricultural areas or assisting in construction sites.
MAVs face the challenge of fighting gravity and balancing lift, which
gives an inherent orientation bias and requires multirotors to be generally
symmetric. However, the presence of a forward-facing camera may denote
an apparent front. Flappers often represent designs inspired by nature and
may take an insect or bird-like appearance (e.g., Pornsin-Sirirak et al., 2001;
Teoh et al., 2012). Overall, the functional appearance of MAVs offers few
perceived affordances. Although smaller multi-rotors may afford catching
and tossing, propellers and flapping wings may present users with safety
concerns.
Recent research has explored hybrid MAV systems with multiple environmental traversal mechanisms, either through an “adaptive morphology”
in which wings can also be used as legs (Daler et al., 2013) or by placing the
MAV within a protective casing that enables more effective collision-handling
and affords ground traversal via rolling (Briod et al., 2013; Kalantari and
Spenko, 2013; Kawasaki et al., 2013; Klaptocz et al., 2013). Such protective cases may also serve to enhance usability in human environments by
constraining the MAV and enhancing perceptions of safety.
Specialized Designs
While MAVs currently represent the dominant paradigm for free-flyers, research is progressing on several variations of flying robots. These specialized
free-flyer designs share several high-level features important to human interaction at a broad scale, such as the ability for movement in three dimensions
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and the capacity for various levels of autonomy. However, certain variations
on aspects such as form factor or propulsion technology can introduce subtle
differences in characteristics such as aerial agility, noisiness, and perceived
affordances for interaction that may require a nuanced examination for
effective design. Below, I provide an outline of robotic blimps and space
free-flyers as two promising variations on core MAV technology to situate
the MAVs I examine within the larger design space of free-flying robots that
will closely interact with users in human environments.
Robotic Blimps use lighter-than-air gasses to achieve lift and servoing
systems for translation and rotation. The servoing systems, similar to MAV
lift mechanisms, may appear as bladed fans or flapping mechanisms mimicking biological systems (Kuhle et al., 2003). Blimps offer a high potential
as embodied avatars (Paulos and Canny, 1998), especially as new systems
are able to project a video feed of the operator directly onto the blimp
(e.g., Tobita and Kuzi, 2012). Although blimps are generally not as agile as
MAVs, they may offer a greater range of perceived affordances (e.g., pushing,
bouncing, batting), are more collision-tolerant, produce less noise, and can
represent larger platforms at a cheaper cost (e.g., Siegwart and Beardsley,
2013).
Space Free-Flyers are represented by robot platforms designed to assist
astronauts in microgravity. For instance, NASA is currently developing
robots to operate inside spacecraft (e.g., the International Space Station)
when humans are present to perform a variety of mobile sensing tasks
including environmental monitoring (e.g., air quality, radiation, sound levels),
autonomous logistics management (e.g., inventory), and mobile camera work
to support astronaut activities and payload experiments (Fong et al., 2013a).
Current development is focused on the “Astrobee” prototype, a successor
to the Smart-SPHERES flying robot platform has operated on the ISS
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since 2006. The Smart-SPHERES are roughly the size of a volleyball,
navigate using cold gas (CO2 ) thrusters, and contain a smart-phone to
extend processing, sensing, and display capabilities. Future space free-flyers
may utilize rotors, ducted fans, or reaction wheels for navigation and attitude
control.
Space free-flyers face several unique design challenges compared to MAVs
and robotic blimps designed for use in terrestrial settings. For example, space
free-flyers face all of the challenges common to space robots, such as a lack of
“enabling factors” (e.g., GPS), long lifetimes with limited repair opportunities,
and difficulties in accurate operations simulation and rehearsal. An overview
of such issues can be found in Fong et al. (2013b). Although operating
in micro-gravity offers space free-flyers truly unconstrained flight and the
potential for longer battery life as energy need not be expended fighting
gravity, the absence of gravity provides no basis for orientation. However,
the addition of a touch-screen display to free-flyers such as SPHERES
implicitly denotes a front-facing directionality and may impose a top/bottom
orientation if the screen orientation is kept constant. Additionally, the
presence of a screen further extends perceived interactive affordances to
those common with touch screens including placing, touching, tapping, and
swiping.

2.2

Use cases

Free-flying robots can aid humans in a variety of ways, from forming adhoc, deployable wireless networks (Kruzelecki et al., 2013) to serving as
an unconstrained mobile camera. Section 1.2 presented three narrative
usage scenarios; below, I present several broad categories of free-flyer use
necessitating close interaction and collaboration with humans in which such
scenarios would fit and highlight novel design considerations that emerge
from these applications (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Free-flyers are envisioned to assist humans in a several ways,
including mobile sensing, such as collecting environmental, inventory, or
video data, mediating human communication, for instance acting as a
telepresence system, or providing low level task assistance, such as carrying
a load or serving as a guide.
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Mobile Sensing
Free-flyers may assist in a variety of sensing and inspection tasks for terrestrial and space applications. Such tasks include external safety and accident
surveys, automated inventory and asset tracking, and environmental surveys
and spot checks such as measuring air quality, sound, or temperature. On
Earth, such inspection capabilities may find use in construction (Irizarry
et al., 2012) and utilities (Wang et al., 2010), precision agriculture (Cambra
et al., 2014), general purpose commercial use (e.g., taking inventories in
warehouses, measuring temperature and humidity in museums), and even
personal use (e.g., inspecting roofs for repair).
Free-flyers have also shown promise in military, law-enforcement, and
disaster response scenarios. Nonami et al. (2010) note that “it is often
very useful if a flying robot can monitor dangerous or difficult to access
areas with cameras and sensors” for gathering information, performing
rescue operations, and preventing secondary disasters. For example, the
Honeywell T-Hawk MAV, adapted to carry radiation sensors, completed
five missions collecting image and video data of the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear facility damaged by an earthquake and tsunami in 2011 (Reavis
and Hem, 2011). Similar man-portable flyers might be used in over-the-hill
reconnaissance, locating and disposing of explosive ordinance, and locating
or tracking a person of interest, due to their ability to assist in search-andrescue (Goodrich et al., 2008, 2009), response and recovery (Murphy, 2014),
and exploration/mapping tasks (Achtelik et al., 2009).
Free-flyers in space may be used to monitor environmental factors such
as sound and airborne combustibles, automate logistics management, and
may even be used to conduct exterior surveys for damage or leaks (e.g., the
AERCAM Sprint and Mini AERCam platforms described in Fredrickson
et al., 2006 and Pedersen et al., 2003). Both terrestrial and space sensing and
inspection tasks must be considered in terms of time and space demands,
whether data needs to be analyzed in real-time or if data simply needs
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to be collected for offline processing, and whether data will be viewed
locally or off-site. Additionally, sensing tasks may be analyzed in terms
of inspection specificity, which may influence whether flyers can perform
inspections autonomously or must be teleoperated. Finally, several new
human roles may arise in interacting with free-flyers used for mobile sensing
tasks, including free-flyer deployer, who may only interact with an robot
that is powered off, an free-flyer target in cases of search-and-rescue that
may be injured or have other special considerations, and even an enemy
combatant acting in an adversarial role in military or law enforcement tasks.
More work is needed identifying the design considerations for each of these
novel roles.

Mediating Human Communication
Free-flyers with network capabilities can assist in a variety of communicative
tasks. These robots may act as a telepresence platform allowing users
to collaborate at a distance, might serve as an automated recording and
broadcasting system for conferences (e.g., Siegwart and Beardsley, 2013) or
sporting events (Lavigne, 2014), serve as a “floating microphone,” automated
cameraman, or other tool for reporting and journalism (Corcoran, 2014),
act as midair displays (Schneegass et al., 2014), or even act as deployable
wireless networks (Kruzelecki et al., 2013). Such tasks will require a careful
consideration of how to mitigate robot noise, which might impede human
communication, as well as proxemics in determining how close humans can
comfortably work near flyers and the altitudes, angles, and orientations for
flyers to effectively record humans. Previous research in ground telepresence
robots may provide insights for designers seeking to utilize free-flyers as a
mediating technology.
Telepresence robots can provide operators with an embodied social presence in remote environments and mediate collaborations between distantly
located parties. Although such systems have traditionally been limited
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to ground platforms (an overview of such systems can be found in Tsui
and Yanco, 2013), robotic blimps have been proposed as free-flying teleembodiment platforms (Paulos and Canny, 1998). Designers seeking to
deploy free-flyers as telepresence platforms may benefit from an exploration of the traditional telepresence design space: designing for the robot
operator, designing for collaborators who are proximal to the robot, and
designing the technology in such a manner as to facilitate, rather than
impede, social communication. Within this space, certain findings from
traditional telepresence systems may provide direct insights regarding flyer
integration. For instance, visual and verbal framing may have similar effects
across traditional and free-flying platforms (Rae et al., 2012, e.g.,), and
the need for simple autonomous navigation behaviors and features such as
dynamic volume control (Tsui et al., 2011) are perhaps even more necessary
in free-flyers as in ground telepresence systems. Other findings may provide a
basis for understanding the new capabilities flying robots afford; for example,
findings on the effects of system height on persuasion and social dominance
in traditional telepresence systems (Rae et al., 2013) may inform the design
of flying altitudes.
Free-flying robots also present several new challenges in mediating human
communication. For instance, designers must now consider issues when the
operator, the robot, and the collaborator all have different orientations and,
in the case of free-flyers deployed in micro-gravity environments, potentially
different frames of reference. Additionally, designers may face new challenges
ensuring that the robotic control, which has many more degrees of freedom
than traditional mobile ground robots, does not distract from conversation.
Flight mechanism noise for actuated systems has the potential to completely
disrupt the conversation for both parties, thus noise dampening is a critical
design challenge. Finally, free-flyers present new questions of embodiment,
perception, and teamwork regarding how a floating embodiment effects the
operator’s sense of presence, the collaborators perceptions of the operator,
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and how to successfully integrate the operator, robot, and collaborators as
a team.

Task Assistance
Flyers may provide low-level task assistance to proximal users in several
ways. As with traditional robots, free-flyers may aid users by holding tools
such as lights or scientific instruments. Additionally, free-flyers have shown
promise in aerial towing, carrying of loads, and assembly tasks (Pounds
et al., 2011; Lindsey et al., 2011; Mellinger et al., 2013; Michael et al., 2011).
Further, flying robots may make use of their unique mobility by serving as
a moving camera, providing a video feed of users carrying out tasks that
may be used in task monitoring or as educational demonstrations. Flyers
may also be augmented to afford projections onto the task environment, for
example highlighting a certain input sequence for repair. Finally, free-flying
robots may make use of their embodiment to serve as escorts, guides, or
walking and jogging partners (Graether and Mueller, 2012; Mueller and
Muirhead, 2015; Lab, 2013), or may be integrated into leisure activities and
augmented sports (e.g., Nitta et al., 2014).
Free-flyer morphology may play a large role in domain specific task
assistance, perhaps leading to form factors specialized for task demands such
as an industrial flyer with robotic arms for construction and load-bearing
(Kim et al., 2013) and a social flyer with human or zoomorphic features
supporting human guidance. Further, due to the close collaboration between
humans and flyers in task assistance scenarios, careful consideration must be
given as to the users’ control scheme. Designers may find inspiration from
human interactions with birds (e.g., falconeering; Ng and Sharlin, 2011), or
may adapt previous work in human interaction with mobile ground robots
assisting in human environments.
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2.3

Chapter Summary

This chapter began by providing background information regarding the
development of flying robot technology. Next, I presented an overview of
MAVs and other promising variations of free-flyer technology to situate the
quadrotor MAVs that are the focus of this dissertation within the diverse
array of free-flying robot platforms available today. Finally, I reviewed
the wide variety of envisioned use cases for free-flyers, which I structure
into three categories of mobile sensing, mediating human communication,
and contextual task assistance. In the next chapter, I build upon this
background to propose a design space for considering free-flying robots from
the perspective of human interaction.
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3 a proposed design space for human
interaction with free-flying robots
This dissertation seeks to explore human interaction with free-flyers in
context—how free-flyers can be designed to effectively integrate into human
environments in real world scenarios operated by distal users or collaborating
with proximal users. In this chapter, I propose a theoretical design space to
organize free-flyers within the broader context of human-robot interaction
and situate the major studies in this dissertation. I provide an analysis of
this design space in terms of aspects such as robot control and expression
that might effect both proximal and distal interaction (see Figure 3.1).
While certain design considerations for free-flyers are similar to those of
traditional ground robots (e.g., both mobile ground robots and free-flyers
may be teleoperated by distal users and both will require motion planning
and obstacle avoidance algorithms), the proposed space focuses on aspects
of interaction that either require extension (e.g., teleoperation must now
support free movements in three dimensional space) or are entirely novel
(e.g., how free-flying robots might be perceived within human workflows).
In attempting to characterize a design space for human interaction with
free-flying robots, a number of variables appear potentially important in
affecting user interaction. Instead of taking a reductionist approach, which
would attempt to model and control for all possible variables and their
interaction effects, the design space proposed in this chapter focuses on
a consideration of three high-level facets of human-free-flyer interaction:
control, expression, and ecological fit.
These facets are derived from prior work in cognitive engineering and
prior work in human interaction with ground robots. The facets of robot
control and expression are inspired by the human action cycle (Norman and
Draper, 1986), a model from cognitive engineering that has been successful
in describing human interaction with computer systems. Applying this
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Figure 3.1: The design space of human interaction with free-flying robots
consists of the variables that effect interaction with proximal users as well as
the variables that impact distal users who utilize free-flyers as teleoperation
or telepresence platforms. At a high level, these variables can be grouped
into aspects of control, expression, and ecological fit.
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model to the domain of flying robots reveals breakdowns that might occur
in gulfs of execution (robot control and collaboration) and evaluation (robot
expression and behavior). The facet of ecological fit was derived from
considering more complex aspects of human interaction, such as integration
into human organizations and workflows, that prior work on interaction
with ground robots has shown can be critical to real world deployments.

3.1

Control

Control, representing fundamental user input into the system, focuses on
interaction that occurs as users strive to direct the robot in achieving
a desired outcome. The concept of control shares many similarities to
Norman’s “gulf of execution,” which highlights potential gaps between user
goals and the affordances traditional software systems provide in achieving
such goals (Norman and Draper, 1986). In developing free-flyer control, in
which commands to the robot may be issued by both proximal and distal
users, designers must consider both the direct form and execution of user
commands as well as the representation and feedback that the robot provides
to users to indicate acceptable commands and correct errors. While this
chapter presents a broad overview of several variables involved in free-flyer
control, Chapters 6 and 7 investigate specific instantiations of control more
deeply. Chapter 6 explores the design of effective free-flyer tasking and
control interfaces for remote users and Chapter 7 presents the design of a
preliminary system for enabling bystanders to direct proximal free-flyers
based on their privacy preferences.

Form and Execution
There are several methods for a free-flyer to accept and execute user commands, which can be classified across a number of axis.
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Channel: Channel represents the communicative medium the robot
affords to the user for directing input. This could take several forms,
including vocal (speech, utterances), nonverbal (gesture, gaze, expression),
remote electronic (touch screen, keyboard and mouse, joystick, 3D mouse,
HUD, interactive projected screen), proximal electronic (touch screen on
the robot, buttons on the robot), and physical (holding and moving the
robot). A physical emergency stop button (or buttons) may be necessitated
as a minimum communication channel safety precaution due to the close
proximity in which free-flyers are envisioned to work with nearby users.
While such “e-stops” have been integrated with ground robots deployed
in situations such as museums (Graf et al., 2004), safety standards (e.g.,
Bicchi et al., 2008) may need to be amended or expanded for terrestrial
free-flyers, introducing concepts such as “safe land” or “safe hover” so that
emergency stops do not create additional safety hazards by causing free-flyers
to plummet as their motors stop producing lift.
Level: Execution level measures the amount of abstraction and aggregate
information conveyed by user input. This can range from very low-level
input, such as manual or discrete commands, to supervisory control schemes,
and to abstract input involved in collaboration and teamwork. In considering
higher level aggregate and abstract input, free-flyer designers may find it
useful to consider actions across implicit or explicit bounds; for example a
user may take a step closer to an free-flyer that would bring them within an
unsafe range, an implicit command for the robot to move backwards and
conserve appropriate spatial boundaries.
Time and Space: The execution time and space aspect classifies input
based on principles of synchronicity and colocation identified in (Yanco
and Drury, 2004), but extends this taxonomy in several ways critical to
free-flyer designers. Due to flight dynamics and the potential for drift in the
absence of commands, I extend the time aspect to include concepts of input
delays and lag times (e.g., interaction in which user input is synchronous,
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but robot action becomes asynchronous). Further, free-flyer interaction
designers must be particularly concerned with the continuity of user input,
examining whether users will require a constant communication channel
with the free-flyer or whether input will be received intermittently. I also
extend the space aspect to further breakdown colocated input which may
take the form of spontaneous actions (e.g., a free-flyer enters a room and
gets waved away), or deliberate intentions (e.g., a user requests the aid of a
free-flyer for a task).
Ideal free-flyer execution of user commands can only be obtained by
selecting a communication channel that can support the expected level
of user input and be sensitive to the time and space requirements placed
by the desired interaction and task. For example, Murphy outlines three
alternative control schemes for distal control: direct teleoperation, waypoint
delegation, and user-directed guarded motion (Murphy, 2014). Each utilizes
similar control channels but represent disparate control levels and have
differing sensitivities to input delays and lag times. After identifying such
discrepancies, task requirements may serve as a guide in choosing the
appropriate control scheme.

Representation and Feedback
Several challenges face free-flyers in giving users the correct understanding of
how to interact with the system and what sort of input is appropriate. These
difficulties arise from the functional appearance of free-flyers, which may
offer little in the way of perceived affordances, and are complicated by the
large space of potential flyer communication channels and the difficulty in
applying previous findings in human-robot interaction due to morphological
constraints placed by flight considerations. For example, a mobile ground
robot with a human-like appearance may indicate that high level input
such as speech and gestures can be understood by the system, but it is
unclear how free-flying robots that lack a human morphology might similarly
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indicate that such input is appropriate.
The difficulties in representing robot capabilities to users extends beyond
proximal interaction; teleoperators and telepresence users may face similar
challenges understanding how to control and direct input to a robot that has
unconstrained flight abilities. Preliminary research has begun to investigate
novel means of mapping users onto their environment, for instance by creating
a one-to-one mapping in which the user wears a virtual head-mounted display
(HMD) and the free-flyer becomes the users’ “floating head” (Higuchi and
Rekimoto, 2013). However, such a system constrains flyer motions to users’
physical limitations, a mismatch in capabilities with the potential to reduce
flyer utility.

3.2

Expression

The aspect of expression represents communication from free-flyers to users,
both in terms of the underlying goals regarding the information the flyer
must convey as well as the mechanisms through which communication is
attempted. It shares much in common with Norman’s “gulf of evaluation,”
a concept exploring where gaps exists between representations provided
by a system and user abilities to assess and interpret the system (Norman
and Draper, 1986). Several variables involved in free-flyer communicative
goals and mechanisms are described below, which may be of use to MAVs,
robotic blimps, or space free-flyers. This dissertation specifically explores
the communication of intent in MAVs in Chapters 4 and 5.

Communicative Goals
There is a large range of potential information that it may be useful for
a robotic free-flyer to convey to users. Such information ranges from lowlevel error messages, representations of internal state such as battery level,
or component status such as whether or not a camera is on, to mid-level
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goals such as movement intentions, operation mode (e.g., teleoperated or
autonomous), or requesting aid from the user, to higher level indications
regarding task progress, overall system health, and even relationship status.
Several variables might effect the communication goals, including:
• Desired response: Is the communication simply to convey information to the user, or does the communication require some response? If
a response is required, what level of feedback is necessary (e.g., simple
acknowledgement, a casual interaction, focused and lengthy response)?
• Time: Is the communication designed to convey current system
information, inform users regarding future intentions, or aggregate
past states?
• Complexity: Does the communication encode complex, aggregate
information or highly specific information?
• Importance: How important is communicating this information going
to be to the user? This aspect is highly context sensitive and will
require complex modeling of task and user to infer.
• Continuity: How often must this information be conveyed (e.g.,
continuous, intermittent)?
• Idempotency: Will the communication convey the same information
if transmitted once or multiple times? Will more recently transmitted
information override previous communication?

Communicative Mechanisms
Communication mechanisms represent the modalities through which freeflyers can communicate their goals to users. This space is very rich and may
draw from a diverse array of fields, including industrial design, computer
and film animation, and previous HRI and HCI communication literature;
however designers must take care in adapting communicative mechanisms
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for free-flying robots due to their functional, rather than zoomorphic or
anthropomorphic features. Potential communicative mechanisms can include
body language as well as feedback in the form of visual, auditory, or haptic
cues:
Body language: Free-flyers might make use of their physical embodiment to communicate, although designers may face challenges in creating
iconic, nonverbal behaviors given their functional appearance. Flyers might
leverage explicit “gestures” in the form of body movements (e.g., nodding,
rotating left and right), or might make use of more implicit cues such as flight
characteristics (e.g., velocity, trajectory, altitude, and proxemics). Although
initial work examining the effects of flight altitude on user comfort during a
free-flyer interaction found no apparent difference between two alternative
approach altitudes (Duncan and Murphy, 2013), the process of effectively
modifying flight parameters to support interaction is still unclear. Certain
principles identified in designing motions for ground mobile robots (e.g.,
Dragan et al., 2013; Saerbeck and Bartneck, 2010) appear to hold promise for
communicative free-flyer motions, and moreover free-flight capabilities offer
significantly more freedom and flexibility for communication. For example,
recent research has demonstrated the potential in modifying flight parameters to convey affective states (Sharma et al., 2013) and this dissertation
describes flight behaviors that can improve perceptions of usability and
safety (see Chapter 4; Szafir et al., 2014). In addition to flight parameters
that modify translation, flyers also hold to potential to utilize orientation,
assuming the flyer contains a discernable front, to signal users in a manner
similar to gaze. In developing communicative nonverbal cues, designers
may find inspiration from principles in film or computer animation (e.g.,
Lasseter, 1987), from the flight motions of birds or insects, or even from the
three-dimensional motions of underwater swimmers such as fish or jellyfish.
Visual mechanisms: Free-flyers might make use of a variety of electronic mechanisms for visually communicating information. These could range
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from electronic lights (e.g., point lights, light arrays), to lasers, and even
electronic screens. The addition of screens affords images, icons, video, and
even the potential for on screen agents which might utilize human social
behaviors, facial expressions, and gaze. Simpler visual mechanisms might
serve to indicate flight motions in a manner similar to automobile blinkers or
give an indication of internal state. However, electronic lights face issues of
occlusion, are sensitive to ambient environmental conditions (e.g., lighting,
clutter, distance from user) which may cause them to be missed by users, and
must consider cultural conventions and operational considerations regarding
color choices. The design of a visual communicative mechanism to support
free-flyer interaction is explored in Chapter 5.
Auditory mechanisms: Free-flyers might leverage sound as a communicative mechanism in a variety of ways. For example, the noise inevitably
created while flying can implicitly indicate state (e.g., on/off, taking off/flying/hovering/landing/landed), single errors (e.g., motor failure), and
indicate proximity to users. Flyers could also use explicit auditory cues,
ranging from non-verbal or non-linguistic utterances such as simple “chirps,”
beeps, or melodies (e.g., Read and Belpaeme, 2014) to fully synthesized
speech to attract user attention and ensure a required action.
Haptic mechanisms: In direct contact scenarios (e.g., a robot landing
on a users’ outstretched hand or perched on a shoulder), free-flyers may be
able to make use of haptic mechanisms such as vibration to signal users.
Alternatively, haptic feedback may be used in flyers that afford touching,
such as blimps, to indicate that users should not contact or interfere with
the robot.
Designers must effectively map communication goals to the mechanisms
through which the flyer will express those goals. In constructing such
mappings, it may be useful to evaluate mechanisms across several variables,
including:
• Information speed: How quickly can the mechanism convey infor-
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mation?
• Fidelity: How much information can the mechanism communicate?
Can it simultaneously convey multiple levels of information?
• Accuracy: Can the mechanism communicate explicitly or is there a
potential for ambiguity?
• Bandwidth: How efficient is the mechanism in terms of speed and
fidelity?
• Persistency: How effective is this mechanism at conveying long-term
information?
• Continuity: How often can this mechanism convey information (e.g.,
continuous, intermittent)?
• Proximity: How close must the user be to effectively utilize this
mechanism?

3.3

Ecological Fit

The aspect of ecological fit represents how users will perceive and relate to
free-flyers at a high level, how these robots will affect human work practices,
and how free-flying robots might integrate into human environments across
different contexts. Although the domain of robotics for disaster response has
begun to conduct field studies regarding the use of fixed-wing and free-flying
robots for the remote collection of environmental data (Duncan and Murphy,
2014; Murphy et al., 2015), the broader aspect of ecological fit for free-flying
robots operating with colocated humans has been largely unexplored due to
the novelty of such robots and a corresponding lack of real-world deployments.
While an interpretivist exploration regarding free-flyer deployments into
human work contexts is beyond the scope of this dissertation, below I offer
several findings from prior work in traditional human-robot interaction that
appear relevant to aspects of free-flyer acceptance and integration.
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Interaction Paradigms
Free-flying robots may eventually be perceived as colocated social collaborators as they integrate into human environments (Ng and Sharlin, 2011). In
designing paradigms for free-flyer interaction, developers must account for
how users will build mental models based on user roles, user perceptions,
the interaction styles afforded by the flyer, and training. Novice users constructing mental models will likely be challenged by the variety of free-flyer
use cases, including acting autonomously, acting as an extension of a teleoperator, and acting as a physical embodiment of a telepresence user. These
interaction paradigms (autonomous, teleoperation, and telepresence) may
affect the social relationships between the user and the robot, influencing
perceptions of intrusion, likability, and the range of acceptable behaviors.

Organizational status and relationships
As free-flyers increase in popularity and capability, researchers must examine
how such robots will fit into existing organizational structures. Free-flyers,
like mobile ground robots, may benefit by understanding their own inherent
limitations and modeling humans as a potential source of data input to reduce
uncertainty or provide assistance (Fong et al., 2003b; Kaupp et al., 2010;
Rosenthal et al., 2011; Rosenthal and Veloso, 2011). However, additional
work is needed for robotic free-flyers to adequately balance their own unique
limitations, the demands of their task, and the potential demands placed on
humans when requesting aid so that flyers can effectively help, rather than
disrupt, organizations.
Although there has yet to be analysis examining free-flyer impact on
organizational workflows or the social and environmental factors on free-flyer
acceptance, designers may find inspiration from similar studies of ground mobile robots. For example, studies have shown the necessity for robots, which
generally execute routine, low-priority tasks, to not interrupt or obstruct
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more complex and important human tasks (Mutlu and Forlizzi, 2008). Designers who wish to develop free-flyers may find inspiration from ethnographic
studies exploring the acceptance and use of domestic service robots, which
have shown that the technology introduction process is critical and can
potentially have a greater impact on user perceptions than the technology
itself (Forlizzi and DiSalvo, 2006). Further, introducing flight capabilities
may compound several workplace challenges already identified. For instance,
service robot users have shown difficulty constraining the operating space of
two-dimensional robots; free-flyer users may have an even greater difficulty
constraining three-dimensional operating spaces as well as a greater desire
to do so due to privacy or safety concerns. Designers must recognize that
flyers with any degree of autonomy will likely function as social products
(Forlizzi, 2007). Introducing robotic free-flyers will fundamentally alter
workplace ecologies by changing users, work practices, activities, and social
and cultural contexts. As free-flyers begin to be integrated into workplaces,
further studies using ethnomethodology and grounded theory approaches
may be critical in understanding and extending design implications from
mobile robots to those specific for the development of flyers in real work
contexts.

3.4

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I proposed a design space for understanding and developing
free-flyers from a human-centered perspective. At a high level, this design
space considers robot control, expression, and ecological fit. I presented
several design variables that may affect each facet of this space and presented
relevant work from traditional human-robot interaction that may inform
related aspects of free-flyer design. In the subsequent chapters, I examine
specific aspects within this overall design space; Chapters 4 and 5 focus on
expression, while Chapter 6 focuses on robot control. Chapter 7 provides
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a preliminary extension into more complicated interactions, investigating
aspects of privacy as free-flyers are deployed in real world scenarios.
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4 study 1: designing flight motions to
communicate robot intent
Assistive robots with the capacity for flight appear uniquely suited to
certain exploration, surveillance, inspection, and telepresence tasks. However,
unconstrained aerial movements may make it difficult for colocated operators,
collaborators, and observers to understand robot intentions, potentially
leading to difficulties understanding whether operator instructions are being
executed properly or to safety concerns if future flight motions are unknown
or difficult to predict. This study explored one aspect of free-flyer expression:
the design of natural and intuitive flight motions that may improve robot
abilities to communicate intent while simultaneously accomplishing task
goals when working in close proximity to users.1

4.1

Overview

For free-flying robots to successfully work and collaborate with colocated
humans, designers must account for human perceptions of flying robots traveling within human environments. Although six-degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
flight affords unique task abilities, users who do not generally interact with
free-flying physical embodiments may not feel safe or may have trouble
working near robots that exhibit unconstrained motion. Misunderstandings
regarding robot intentions may damage human-robot rapport, prove detrimental to task efficiency, reduce trust in automation, or create dangerous
situations. Alternatively, being able to understand robot intentions and
predict where, when, how far, and how fast it will move may increase the
effectiveness of human collaboration with free-flyers.
This work seeks to address the question of how designers might improve
1

This chapter is adapted from (Szafir et al., 2014)
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Figure 4.1: This study examines how to manipulate flight paths of free-flying
robots, such as the quadrotor shown here, in a principled fashion to more
effectively express robot intent and increase usability.

robot motions to increase the usability of free-flyers that work near colocated
humans. In this study, I review related work in designing motion for ground
robots and expressive animated characters. I propose a formalism for
representing robot flight paths as a series of motion primitives and present
two experiments examining the effects of modifying the trajectories and
velocities of these flight primitives based on natural motion principles. My
proposed framework deconstructs task-based robot flight paths into a library
of motion primitives. I designed a collection of parameterized manipulations
inspired by animation principles to modify the trajectories and velocities of
these primitives (Figure 4.1). I evaluated the utility of these modifications
in expressing robot intent in a formative exploration. Using these initial
findings, I constructed modified robot flight paths designed to express intent
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and support task requirements for a prototypical free-flyer interaction. I
conducted an in-person experiment to evaluate the effects of using such
modified flight paths on high-level outcomes including perceived robot
usability and safety. Below, I outline relevant work that informed my design
process and describe the development of the framework of primitives and
motion modifications. Next, I describe the design, methodology, and results
of both the formative exploration and in-person study. I conclude with a
discussion highlighting the importance of considering robot motions for user
interaction, especially for aerial robots with six DOF.

4.2

Related Work

This work draws from an emerging body of research focused on communicative robot motion. Additionally, my understanding of the design space is
informed by research in film and computer animation, which offers a rich
tradition of designing motions that are both communicative and visually
appealing.

Robot Motion and Intent
When developing robots for human use, HRI researchers and designers must
account for inferences users will make when perceiving robots in motion.
Studies suggest that observers as young as six-and-a-half months will infer a
mover’s goals from both human and robot motion (Kamewari et al., 2005) and
that robot motion can convey affective state (Saerbeck and Bartneck, 2010;
Sharma et al., 2013). Although prior work has examined the development
of human-aware motions and intent-expressing gestures for robots with
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic features (Asfour and Dillmann, 2003;
Gielniak and Thomaz, 2011; Harris and Sharlin, 2011; Nehaniv et al., 2005;
Takayama et al., 2011), it is not always clear how to apply these findings to
robots, such as free-flyers, that lack such morphological features.
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For free-flyers and other robots with functional morphologies, manipulating motion trajectories appears to hold substantial promise in aiding users
to better understand and predict robot intentions. Prior work has examined
the effects of manipulating robot path planning, often using proxemics-based
cost functions that prioritize paths respecting human spatial boundaries, on
the physiological and subjective responses of colocated humans (Kidokoro
et al., 2013; Kirby, 2010; Kulic and Croft, 2007; Mainprice et al., 2011, 2012;
Scandolo and Fraichard, 2011). Further research distinguishes robot motions
that are legible, allowing users to correctly infer the robot’s goal, and motions
that are predictable, matching the expectations of an observer who knew
the goal a priori (Dragan et al., 2013; Lichtenthaler et al., 2012). Dragan
et al. (Dragan et al., 2013) show that observers of videos in which robot
trajectories were optimized for legibility, resulting in arced motions rather
than straight lines, were better able to predict an end target. However,
viewers who knew the target in advance reported a direct path, optimized
for predictability, closely matched their expected trajectory, indicating that
prior knowledge and expectations might confound the interpretation of
goal-based trajectories.
Recent research has also examined robot motion beyond the realm of
goal-based movement. For instance, research demonstrates that free-flying
robots might be able to communicate affective states to users through
manipulations of flight trajectories using the Laban Effort System (Sharma
et al., 2013). Although motion seems to be a promising means of conveying
affect, it may be challenging to specify such movements without the aid of a
Laban-trained artist. Research using the ground-based iCat and Roomba
robots has shown that both curvature and acceleration can have an effect
on the robot’s perceived affective state and can be generated algorithmically
(Saerbeck and Bartneck, 2010). While such work is useful in designing
motion that enables social robots to display varying levels of arousal, it does
not inform us regarding the effects of such motions on user perceptions of
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robotic intent, trust, or competency. More work is needed to explore how
robots, particularly those with free-flying abilities, might better express their
intentions regarding where, when, how far, and how fast they will move.

The Motion Design Space
Film and computer animation research focuses on effective, visual communication of both affective state and intention. As such, prior research
regarding the principles of animating characters may prove beneficial for
designers interested in robot motions. Prior work in these fields offers eleven
animation principles (Krasner, 2013; Lasseter, 1987): squash and stretch,
timing, anticipation, staging, follow through and overlapping action, straight
ahead action and pose-to-pose action, slow in and out, arcs, exaggeration,
secondary action, and appeal. Users find animations designed in accordance
with these principles, for example squashing and stretching the shape of an
animated bouncing ball to convey the ball’s rigidity and mass, to be more
appealing, and users are able to better predict virtual object trajectories
when animation principles are applied (Garcia et al., 2008).
Prior HRI research has adapted certain animation techniques and principles to increase the naturalness of robot motions and expand their communicative abilities (Gielniak et al., 2010a,b; Gielniak and Thomaz, 2011, 2012;
Ribeiro and Paiva, 2012; Saerbeck and van Breemen, 2007; Takayama et al.,
2011; Van Breemen, 2004; van Breemen, 2004). In one study, Takayama
et al. (Takayama et al., 2011) developed techniques based on anticipation
and reaction principles to enable a robot to effectively express forethought
and reactions to task outcomes. In another study, Gielniak and Thomaz
(Gielniak and Thomaz, 2011) used an optimization approach to identify the
most salient motion frame of a symbolic gesture and move this frame earlier
in the motion, generating anticipation that increased observers’ abilities
to accurately perceive intent. Other research has combined and blended
animation principles to generate complex robot motions; for example, using
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anticipation, slow in and out, and secondary motion to create believable
turning and sleeping motions for an iCat robot (Van Breemen, 2004; van
Breemen, 2004) or using exaggeration and timing to exhibit nonverbal expression of emotions (Ribeiro and Paiva, 2012). However, such research
utilizes humanlike robots with limbs and expressive faces—features freeflying robots generally lack. Further investigation is needed exploring the
potential benefits of adapting animation principles to the design space of
robot motion for robots with functional morphologies and investigating
how low-level, easily implemented motion manipulations impact high-level
human-robot interaction outcomes.

4.3

Formalization and Modeling

To explore the design space of expressive motion for flying robots, I first
developed a formal framework for free-flyer motion. This framework defines
motion using three aspects and outlines a set of motion primitives that can be
used to construct flight paths. These primitives represent a set of underlying
actions that free-flyers will undertake to complete tasks when operating near
colocated humans, such as providing instruction or performing surveillance.
Additionally, I developed a set of parameterized motion manipulations that
might be applied to the primitives, which I evaluated for their ability to
increase human perceptions of robot intent and usability.

Defining Motion
I define free-flyer motion as a composition of three aspects: trajectory,
velocity, and orientation. Trajectory and orientation are represented as
three-dimensional vectors Txyz and Oxyz , which correspond to the position of
the robot and the direction it faces2 , while velocity magnitude is represented
2

Orientation assumes a front based on the side of the free-flyer with a camera. For
free-flying robots with no obvious front, an arbitrary side can be chosen as long as it is
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by a scalar V .

Free-Flyer Motion Primitives
To explore the design space of expressive flight movements used while
interacting with colocated operators, collaborators, and observers, I analyzed
several hypothetical free-flyer interactions in scenarios drawn from each of
the major free-flyer use cases outlined in 2.2. These interactions, such
as warehouse inspection, utilities surveillance, and telepresence in space
missions, were all inspired by prior free-flyer research (Fong et al., 2012;
Irizarry et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2010). From a variety of potential robot
flight movements during such interactions, I developed a set of 11 motion
primitives that could be combined to create all of the flight paths in the
scenarios (Table 4.1). These primitives are divided into two main categories:
(1) core principles of flight including taking off, landing, and hovering, and (2)
interactive primitives such as approaching, avoiding, and departing that allow
free-flyers to work with objects and people in their environment. Additionally,
primitives are classified using an understanding of viewer perspective as
either egocentric, meaning the primitive represents robot motion in a firstperson interaction with the viewers themselves, or exocentric, meaning the
motion represents robot interaction with other objects or people in the
environment viewed from a third-person perspective. These perspectives
are adapted from work in robot perspective-taking (Trafton et al., 2005) as
well as teleoperation interfaces (Ferland et al., 2009), which have shown the
importance of considering viewer perspective in human-robot interactions.
Certain primitives, such as approaching a person, can be both egocentric,
as when the robot approaches a viewer, and exocentric, as when a free-flyer
approaches a second colocated human in the viewer’s environment, and may
be perceived differently across each perspective.
kept consistent.
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Table 4.1: I identify 11 primitives for free-flyers working in environments
with colocated humans.

Primitive

Category

Perspective

Take off
Hover
Cruise
Land
Approach person
Avoid person
Depart person
Approach object
Avoid object
Depart object
Scan objects

Core
Core
Core
Core
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive

Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Egocentric, Exocentric
Egocentric, Exocentric
Egocentric, Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric

Motion Manipulations
The design space for expressive motion encompasses all possible manipulations to robot trajectories, velocities, and orientations while executing
primitives. Within this space, the animation principles as well as previous work in robot motion literature guided the design of several potential
manipulations that might increase the saliency of free-flyer actions. Such
designs might include flight trajectories with arcs rather than straight lines,
easing in and out of primitives using slow in and out velocity profiles, using
anticipatory motions by first reversing trajectories for a short time, foreshadowing intentions by altering orientation to show directionality prior to
movement, and applying exaggerated secondary motions such as side-to-side
movements prior to completing the main trajectory. From the large space of
potential manipulations, I elected to explore arc trajectories, easing in and
out of velocity profiles, anticipatory motions, and their combinations (Figure
4.2). These manipulations were selected on the basis of prior HRI research,
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Figure 4.2: The arc, anticipation, and easing manipulations explored in this
study and an example of a combined manipulation.

which suggests that such manipulations may hold promise in communicating
intent (e.g., optimized arc trajectories can improve motion legibility even
for point robots (Dragan et al., 2013)) and affect (Saerbeck and Bartneck,
2010). Further, these manipulations, when parameterized with respect to
platform constraints, strongly parallel the underlying animation principles
proposed to enhance human-robot interactions (Van Breemen, 2004). Below,
I describe the development of each manipulation, followed by a formative
exploration to evaluate the utility of these manipulations, based on principles
of natural motion in articulated characters, in achieving intent-expressive
robot flight motion.
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Arcing
Symmetric arcs between two points in three-dimensional space can be
represented by considering the straight path between the points as a chord
on a sphere. To generate an arc, we need only to specify the center point
for the sphere by first constructing a midpoint M between starting point
S and ending point E and displacing M by a desired amount which will
correspond to the radius of the sphere:
M=

ω(S + E)
−R
2

where ω = [0, 2] defines how close M is to the true midpoint of S and E,
and R represents a vector < x, y, z > that displaces M to define the depth
and dimensionality of the curve. The choice of R determines the shape of
the arc; for example, Rxyz =< 0, −1, 0 > creates a vertical arc by specifying
a spherical center below S and E.
Easing
To generate easing—a velocity profile with slow in and out—I adapt previous
work on slow-in and slow-out filters (Kwon and Lee, 2011) and work on modifying velocity profiles to achieve smooth motion transitions for humanoid
robots (Gielniak et al., 2010b). To ease into and out of desired velocities, I
use a Gaussian function sampled at discrete time intervals:
2
2
v(t) = ae−(x−µ) /2σ

For this work, I assigned constant values to the Gaussian parameters as
follows:
a=

1
√ , µ = 0.5, σ = 0.15
.5 2π
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Figure 4.3: A velocity profile for a free-flyer using a Gaussian function to
ease into and out of desired velocities.
to generate a smooth normalized curve in the range [0,100] that can be
scaled to desired velocities. By keeping track of flight distance (the area
under the Gaussian curve), a free-flyer can use the first half of the curve to
ease into the desired velocity and the second half of the curve when stopping,
connecting the two halves of the curve with the desired maximum velocity
(Figure 4.3).
Anticipation
Anticipatory actions, which can make movements more expressive, represent
motion that occurs along the direction opposite to the main movement (Kim
et al., 2006). For this study, I define anticipatory motion as a trajectory
vector T :
T = S + θ(E − S)
where T is opposite of the direction of the main trajectory, defined as the
start of the trajectory S and end of the trajectory E, and is proportional in
magnitude to the main trajectory by the scaling factor θ = [0, 1]. In this
work, I used a constant θ = .3, meaning that a robot using anticipation
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would first fly approximately 1/3 of the distance of its main trajectory in
the opposite direction, then fly to the desired end point, lengthening the
total trajectory by 33%.

4.4

Formative Exploration

To gain an understanding of how arcing, easing, and anticipatory robot
flight motion manipulations might impact viewers’ abilities to perceive and
reason about free-flyer intent, I first conducted a formative study using
pre-constructed videos of a virtual robot. Due to the wholly unexplored
design space of manipulating flight motions to showcase intent, I treated
this study as a form of design exploration lacking a priori hypotheses. In
the exploration, I gathered data on the effects of each potential motion
manipulation on viewers’ understanding of robot intent across a range of
scenarios that sampled from each interactive free-flyer motion primitive.

Depart person (Egocentric)

Approach person (Exocentric)

Figure 4.4: Examples of stimuli from the formative exploration: an egocentric
departure with four potential numbered targets and an exocentric approach.
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Study Design
In this formative exploration, I examined the effects of manipulating the
interactive free-flyer motion primitives identified in Section 4.3. I did not
examine the effects of applying manipulations to core primitives due to their
nature as actions necessary for basic flight. I created ten scenarios, one for
each of the seven interactive primitives from an exocentric perspective and
an additional three using an egocentric point of view for the primitives that
can be viewed from both perspectives.
I used Unity3 , a 3D game and animation engine, to develop the scenarios
into short (∼10 second) video clips showing a virtual robot, based on a
model of a commercial free-flyer platform, moving throughout a realistic warehouse environment (Figure 4.4). To generate arc trajectories, I constructed
smooth motion along the curves defined by the starting, ending, and center
points using spherical linear interpolation (SLERP) (Shoemake, 1985). To
implement easing, velocities at each frame were sampled from the Gaussian
velocity profile described in Section 4.3 while keeping track of the distance
that the robot had traveled by approximating the area under the curve
using trapezoidal Riemann sums. Eased velocity profiles were constructed
such that the robot used slow in and out for the first and last 15% of the
main trajectory and traveled at the desired speed for the remaining 70%.
Anticipation was implemented as described as in Section 4.3 using θ = .3;
thus, a longer anticipation distance corresponded to a longer main trajectory.
To limit potential confounding effects of orientation, the virtual free-flyer
was designed without a distinct “front” and orientation was kept constant
throughout each video.
I conducted a 2 × 2 × 2 between-subjects experiment using the motion
manipulations (arcing, easing, and anticipatory motion) as independent
variables. Each manipulation had two levels corresponding to the manipu3

Unity is a cross-platform game and animation engine that can be downloaded from
http://unity3d.com/
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lation either being present or absent. In total, I rendered 80 videos—each
video corresponded to one of the 10 scenarios for each of the eight unique
conditions made from all possible combinations of the presence/absence
of arcing, easing, and anticipation with the parameters set at values described above. Each participant viewed 10 videos to see all primitives in a
randomized order for a given condition. Following each video, users were
presented with four potential options describing their belief regarding the
robot’s future movement intentions (e.g., for approach and avoid primitives,
options included flying to the left, to the right, above, or stopping in front of
the target). To limit potential learning effects, each participant first viewed
a longer (∼30 second) video clip that showed the robot exhibiting a longer
flight path using the manipulations that corresponded to the participant’s
condition.

Participants
Participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk infrastructure
and randomly assigned to one of the eight conditions. As in previous HRI
studies using Mechanical Turk (e.g., (Dragan et al., 2013; Takayama et al.,
2011)), I only recruited participants with at least a 95% approval rating and
validated participant responses using a control question. In total, I recruited
85 participants (42 males and 43 females) who ranged in age from 18 to 80
(M = 35.29, SD = 11.79). The entire task took participants on average 5
minutes, for which they were paid $1.00.

Measures
I used three objective measures to evaluate the effects of the manipulations
on participants’ understanding of robot intent: response time, accuracy,
and a composite measure based on Guttman scoring (Bergersen et al., 2011;
Dragan et al., 2013). To evaluate response time, participants were instructed
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to pause the video as soon as they could infer where they believed the robot
was traveling. For example, in the video corresponding to an egocentric
approach, participants were instructed before the video started that they
should pause the video as soon as they believed they knew whether the
robot would pass to their right, to their left, fly over them, or stop in front
of them. Response time measured the time passed between when the video
started and when participants paused the video. To evaluate accuracy, once
users paused the video, the video disappeared, and participants filled out a
four-item multiple-choice question. I created a composite measure based on
Guttman structures that penalized wrong answers and assigned scores to
correct answers based on the response-time measure.

Findings
I analyzed the objective measurements using a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the main experimental manipulations of arcing, easing,
and anticipation, and all two-way and three-way interactions among these
manipulations, as a fixed effects. Dunnett’s test controlled for Type I errors
in comparing all individual manipulations and their combinations against a
no manipulation baseline. Contrast tests using Scheffé’s method analyzed
the relative contributions of each manipulation.
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Table 4.2: Results illustrate the most effective motion manipulations compared with a no-manipulation baseline on accuracy, response time, and a
composite measure. Bold text indicates marginal and significant results. (◦ ),
(+), and (−) denote perfect accuracy, increased scores, and decreased scores,
respectively.

Primitive Perspective
Approach person
Avoid person
Depart person
Approach person
Avoid person
Depart person
Approach object
Avoid object
Depart object
Scan objects
All

Egocentric
Egocentric
Egocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
N/A

Primitive Perspective
Approach person
Avoid person
Depart person
Approach person
Avoid person
Depart person
Approach object
Avoid object
Depart object
Scan objects
All

Egocentric
Egocentric
Egocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
N/A

Best Manipulation
Accuracy

Response Composite Score

Ease˚, anticipate˚, ease+anticipate˚

Arc

Ease

Arc˚, arc+ease˚, arc+ease+anticipate˚

None

Ease (p = .028), arc+ease (p = .003)

Ease, none˚

Ease

Ease (p = .075)

Ease+anticipate˚

None

None

Arc, arc+ease˚

Ease

Arc+ease (p = .002)

Ease+anticipate

Ease

Ease

Anticipate, arc+ease˚

Ease

Anticipate

Arc+ease

Ease

Ease (p = .070)

Arc+ease+anticipate

Arc+ease

Arc+ease

Ease+anticipate

Ease

Ease+anticipate

Ease+anticipate (p = .071)

Ease

Ease

Main Effects on Composite Score
Arc
Ease

Anticipate

F(1, 77) = 2.26 p = .137

F(1, 77) = 0.004 p = .947

F(1, 77) = 2.91 p = .092 (–)

F(1, 77) = 1.73, p = .193

F(1, 77) = 5.76, p = .019 (+)

F(1, 77) = 1.90, p = .172

F(1, 77) = 11.70, p = .001 (–)

F(1, 77) = 13.62, p < .001 (+)

F(1, 77) = 11.93, p < .001 (–)

F(1, 77) = .577, p = .450

F(1, 77) = 5.45, p = .022 (–)

F(1, 77) = 0.060, p = .807

F(1, 77) = 3.09, p = .083 (+)

F(1, 77) = 1.16, p = .286

F(1, 77) = 10.28, p = .002 (–)

F(1, 77) = 1.06, p = .306

F(1, 77) = 4.01, p = .049 (+)

F(1, 77) = 3.28, p = .075 (–)

F(1, 77) = 2.96, p = .090 (–)

F(1, 77) = 3.37, p = .071 (–)

F(1, 77) = 0.579, p = .449

F(1, 77) = 0.013, p = .911

F(1, 77)= 0.295, p = .589

F(1, 77) = 3.56, p = .063 (–)

F(1, 77) = 0.956, p = .331

F(1, 77) = 20.72, p < .0001 (+) F(1, 77) = 4.70, p = .033 (–)

F(1, 77) = 0.001, p = .982

F(1, 77) = 0.855, p = .358

F(1, 77) = 0.634, p = .428

F(1, 77) = 2.34, p = .131

F(1, 77) = 7.20, p = .009 (+)

F(1, 77) = 13.66, p < .001 (–)
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Table 4.2 provides a summary of the results. Although I found no
manipulation that significantly improved accuracy over the baseline for any
individual primitive, several manipulations led to 100% accuracy rates across
a very diverse population of online participants. Across all primitives, I
found that a combination of easing and anticipation marginally increased
accuracy over baseline motions (p = .071), demonstrating the potential of
these manipulations in accurately expressing intent.
I analyzed the composite measure based on Guttman scoring to gain a
better understanding of what manipulations might improve both accuracy
and response time. I found that a flying robot using both arcing and easing
motions when avoiding a person significantly outperformed baseline motions
from both the egocentric (p = .003) and exocentric perspective (p = .002).
Further, I found that easing motions marginally outperformed the baseline
when departing a person from an egocentric perspective (p = .075). These
results indicate that smooth velocities may be particularly important when
closely interacting with users and that arcing may effectively signal that a
free-flyer will not approach or collide with a user, echoing findings from prior
research into hallway encounters with ground robots (Pacchierotti et al.,
2005).
To further understand the effects of the manipulations, I analyzed the
relative individual contributions of arcing, easing, and anticipation to the
composite measure. I found that anticipation significantly lowered composite scores for several primitives; however, as these negative effects were
not reflected in the accuracy measure, I believe the poor performance of
anticipation in the composite measure may be due to slower response times
caused by the increased trajectory lengths from adding anticipatory motions.
These findings indicate a potential trade-off between how quickly and how
accurately users are able to predict robot intent, and that each primitive
and each combination of primitives may provide a different balance of this
trade-off. I found that easing helped in a number of primitives, especially in
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the egocentric perspective where it significantly outperformed manipulations
lacking easing for avoidance, F (1, 77) = 5.76, p = .019, and departure,
F (1, 77) = 13.62, p < .001, providing further evidence that smooth velocity
profiles are beneficial for free-flying robots operating near humans.

4.5

Experimental Evaluation

The formative exploration regarding the use of arcing, easing, and anticipatory motions to increase viewer understandings of robot intent revealed
that these manipulations appeared to hold the potential to positively effect
viewers’ understandings of robot intent for certain flight primitives. To
gain a further understanding of how such low-level motion manipulations
might effect high-level colocated interactions with free-flyers, I constructed
complete, task-based robot flight paths informed by the results from the
formative exploration. These flight paths were created by blending several
primitives, each of which used the motion manipulation that had achieved
the highest composite score in the initial study. I then designed and conducted an in-person laboratory experiment in which participants interacted
with a physically-embodied free-flyer to examine participant responses to a
flying robot using communicative flight primitives.

Hypotheses
I developed several hypotheses seeking to capture high-level interaction
outcomes for participants observing a colocated robot using flight paths
composed from primitives with the arcing, easing, and anticipatory motion
manipulations that the formative exploration found to be most effective
compared with non-manipulated primitives:
Hypothesis 1. Colocated individuals will prefer working with a free-flying
robot using manipulated flight paths than baseline paths.
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Hypothesis 2. Colocated individuals will perceive manipulated robot flight
paths as more natural and intuitive than baseline motions.
Hypothesis 3. Colocated individuals will feel safer interacting with a freeflying robot that uses manipulated flight paths over one using baseline
paths.

Experimental Design and Procedure
I designed a 2 × 1 within-participants study to evaluate participant responses
when observing a physically embodied, colocated free-flyer executing a flight
path designed to express intent. The independent variable, representing
whether the robot flight path was composed from primitives with or without
the manipulations that scored highest in the composite measure from the
formative exploration, involved two levels: motion manipulations present
and absent. Dependent variables included participants’ ratings regarding
the presence of the manipulations across conditions, robot usability, motion
naturalness, and how safe they felt near the robot.
During the experiment, the robot completed two flight paths scanning
several QR codes placed within the experimental environment. Each flight
corresponded to one of the experimental conditions. Both flight paths
contained the same number and type of primitives (Table 4.3). The order
in which the flight paths and experimental conditions were presented was
counterbalanced. To implement a flight path, the experimenter activated
pre-programmed primitives using custom Java code to send pitch, roll,
yaw, and elevation commands during the experiment (e.g., hover, approach
person), which were created both with and without motion manipulations.
The flight path was controlled in this Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) manner to ensure
participant safety and to correct for any path errors.
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Table 4.3: The primitives and the motion manipulations used in each
condition of the laboratory experiment.

Primitive

Take off
Hover
Cruise
Land
Approach person
Avoid person
Depart person
Approach object
Depart object

Perspective
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric
Egocentric
Exocentric
Egocentric
Exocentric
Exocentric

Motion Manipulation
Absent
Present
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
Ease
Arc+ease
Ease
Anticipate
Arc+ease

The Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 was used as the robotic free-flyer platform in
this study. Unlike the virtual free-flyer used in the formative exploration,
the AR.Drone has a distinct front with a forward-facing camera. To limit
potential confounding effects of orientation, in both conditions, the experimenter always rotated the robot to achieve an orientation facing the current
target prior to executing primitives. To simplify arc implementation, the
velocity commands for two of the pitch, roll, yaw, and elevation components
were simultaneously varied by monotonically increasing one dimension while
monotonically decreasing another such that the components always summed to one, generating a quarter arc with ω = 1. Arcs were implemented
such that the robot arced vertically over the person for the “avoid person”
primitive and best aligned the free-flyer with its next target for the “depart
object” primitive. Easing was accomplished by sending velocity commands
with magnitudes approximating a Gaussian curve; however, due to sensor
limitations in tracking robot travel distance, the ease in and out effects
were scaled to take 1.5 seconds each instead of being based on distance
traveled as in the formative exploration. Anticipation distances, used only
for approaching objects, were pre-measured based on the experimental setup
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using θ = .3, as previously described.
The experimental procedure took roughly 30 minutes and consisted
of six main phases: (1) introduction, (2) observation, (3) evaluation, (4)
observation, (5) evaluation, and (6) conclusion. First, the experimenter
obtained informed consent and introduced the participant to an experimental
confederate acting as a fellow participant. In reality, the confederate’s
presence allowed participants to view robot movements around another
person from an exocentric perspective. Participants and the confederate,
seated at tables on opposite sides of a controlled room, were instructed to
act as quality control personnel by evaluating two operators flying a robot
and identifying which QR codes each operator targeted during their flight
(Figure 4.5). QR codes were placed throughout the environment, including in
front of, above, and to the sides of both the participant and the confederate.
In phases 2 and 3, participants observed a free-flyer execute a flight path
that was controlled in the WoZ manner described above and completed a
questionnaire evaluating their experience and the “operator” whom they
believed had just flown the robot. Phases 4 and 5 repeated these steps, with
participants viewing and evaluating a second flight path under control of
a second “operator.” In phase 6, the experimenter collected demographic
information, debriefed the participant, and paid them $5.00 for their time.

Participants
A total of 24 native-English-speaking participants (12 males and 12 females)4
were recruited from the University of Wisconsin–Madison campus for this
experiment. Average participant age was 20.96 (SD = 2.17), with a range
of 18–27. On a seven-point scale, participants reported a moderate prior
familiarity with robots (M = 3.04, SD = 1.41), but a low familiarity with
aerial robots (M = 2.58, SD = 1.54). Participants reported a wide range of
occupations and majors, including 17 distinct areas of study.
4

A post-hoc power analysis is included in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: A participant (right) and a confederate in a laboratory experiment observe a free-flyer as it scans QR codes in their environment.

Measurement and Analysis
Dependent variables were captured through a number of scales administered
as a questionnaire. I constructed scales to confirm that participants noticed
the differences in motion manipulations between conditions (6 items, Cronbach’s α = .708) and to evaluate participant ratings of usability for each
robot “operator” (4 items, Cronbach’s α = .824), the naturalness of the
flight motion (5 items, Cronbach’s α = .910), and how safe the participants
felt interacting with the robot (3 items, Cronbach’s α = .746). I utilized
a one-way repeated-measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with the
main experimental manipulation as a fixed effect, participant gender and
the order of the presented flight paths as covariates, and participant ID
as a random effect to analyze the data from the manipulation checks and
dependent variables.
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Figure 4.6: Results show that the experimental manipulations positively
effected participant ratings of free-flyer usability, motion naturalness, and
participant sense of safety. (∗ ) and (∗∗ ), denote p < .05 and p < .01,
respectively.

Results
I verified manipulation success and found that participants correctly perceived the robot’s use of arcing, easing, and anticipation between conditions,
F (1, 23) = 12.00, p = .002. I performed a post-hoc power analysis for
each dependent variable. On the basis of the population size, the observed
standard deviations, and a medium expected effect size (δ = .5) (Cohen,
1988), I found power levels of .838, .518, and .811 for usability (σ = 1.15),
motion naturalness (σ = 1.69), and safety (σ = 1.19), respectively.
Hypothesis 1 predicted that participants would prefer working with a
free-flying robot that utilized flight paths with the most effective arcing,
easing, and anticipation manipulations from the formative exploration. To
test this hypothesis, I analyzed participant ratings of each robot “operator,”
using items on whether participants would want to work with the operator
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again, how well they believed the operator performed, and their confidence
in the operator’s control of the free-flyer. Participants significantly preferred
the “operator” corresponding to the manipulated flight path, F (1, 23) =
13.39, p = .001.
Hypothesis 2 predicted that participants would find robot flight paths
composed from manipulated primitives to be more natural and smooth. An
analysis on participant perceptions regarding the robot’s motion supported
this hypothesis. Participants found manipulated paths to be significantly
more natural, smooth, elegant, graceful, and intuitive, F (1, 23) = 5.24, p =
.032.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that participants would feel safer working near a
robot executing flight paths with motions designed to convey intent. The
results provide support for this hypothesis, with participants finding the
robot that used primitives with motion manipulations as more safe and in
control, F (1, 23) = 5.18, p = .033.
Figure 4.6 summarizes the major results of the study. Only marginal
and significant effects are reported.

4.6

Discussion

Hypothesis 1 predicted that individuals would prefer working with a colocated free-flyer that communicated its flight path intentions using motion.
The experimental results provide support for Hypothesis 1, showing how lowlevel manipulations to motion primitives significantly increased the usability
ratings of a colocated robot. These results also supported Hypotheses 2 and
3; participants rated manipulated flight motions as more natural and felt
safer near a free-flyer using a manipulated flight path. The flight paths that
participants found to be effective were constructed using the manipulations
that the formative exploration showed to best express intent, demonstrating
a potential link between the animation principles that inspired the manipu-
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lations, the expression of intent demonstrated in the formative exploration,
and the improvement in usability found in the in-person laboratory experiment. However, while these findings highlight the promise of applying
a limited set of animation principles to aerial robot motions to improve
colocated interaction outcomes, future work is needed to further explore
the choice of manipulations, identify optimal manipulation parameters, and
explore how these results might generalize across other platforms.
Manipulation Considerations. Although the experimental manipulations proved effective, I consider this work to be a preliminary exploration
of the rich design space offered by manipulating robot flight motions. The
formative exploration provided evidence that arcing, easing, and anticipation
manipulations, inspired by the principles of natural motion and previous
research in expressive motion for ground robots, may also be beneficial in
expressing free-flyer intent. However, there are many other potential manipulations, such as modifying orientations or adding secondary actions, that
might better convey intent, minimize energy constraints, or express other
free-flyer properties. This study focused on manipulating the motions of the
interactive primitives, which appear most suited for communicating intent
and can be reasonably manipulated without disrupting the core actions
necessary to basic flight. Future explorations might examine manipulations
to core primitives as well, for example modifying hovering behaviors to
designate internal states such as idle or engaged.
Parameter Considerations. In choosing parameter values for realworld settings, designers must be aware of several considerations from
environmental factors and human perceptions that may impact manipulation
effectiveness. Environmental factors may constrain certain choices; in realworld interactions, choosing an improper Rxyz while arcing or too great a θ
while performing anticipatory motion could lead to collisions with obstacles.
Easing may not be appropriate or noticeable for very short distances or may
result in inefficiencies for longer flights. For longer distances, the proportion
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of the trajectory using easing may be more effectively constrained using
flight time, as in the in-person study, rather than distance. Future work may
be needed to explore whether larger settings might innately alter human
perceptions of flying robots; for example robot flight in open settings may lead
to higher baseline perceptions of safety compared with operation in confined
spaces even when the same motion manipulations are applied. Parameter
choices themselves may influence observer understanding regarding robot
intent; for example, varying Rxyz values will alter arc shapes, potentially
leading to different interpretations by viewers (e.g., people may prove more
adept at interpreting vertical rather than horizontal arcs as avoidance).
Human perception may additionally constrain other choices and affect the
scalability of these results. For example, extreme speeds may limit the
effects of trajectory manipulations such as arcing. More work is needed
to investigate how parameter choices might be optimized and adjusted to
constraints induced by environmental factors and human perception.
Platform Considerations. Although robot orientation was controlled
in both the formative exploration and laboratory experiment, the free-flyer
platform used in the in-person experiment contains secondary motions due
to the physical nature of its flight that may have confounded participants’
abilities to assess robot intent. The Parrot AR.Drone platform, as with
any multirotor MAV, adjusts pitch, roll, and yaw to navigate; such changes
may themselves provide anticipatory movements telegraphing motion intent.
As these secondary motions are proportional to acceleration, flight paths
lacking a smooth velocity profile had more noticeable secondary movements,
possibly reducing the effect size between the conditions. Future work might
explore the potential confounding nature of such secondary movements as
well as other motions such as flight disturbances due to wind or poor control.
Similarly, more work is needed to test the value of motion manipulations
on additional platforms, such as robotic blimps or space free-flyers, with
alternative form factors and constraints.
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Research and Design Implications
This study sought to explore the design of effective motions that might
increase colocated free-flyer usability. This work has important theoretical,
methodological, and practical implications for researchers and developers
seeking to bring free-flying robots into human environments. The motion
compositions, operationalized in a laboratory experiment, showcase the
potential of subtle motion manipulations in eliciting high-level interaction
outcomes, including participant desire to work near a free-flyer and sense of
safety, and highlight a potential link between natural and intent-expressive
motion. The proposed free-flyer motion framework outlines a design space
for modifying the trajectory, velocity, and orientation profiles of robot
flight primitives to achieve outcomes such as conveying intent. My design
methodology demonstrates an effective strategy for examining the potential
of various motion manipulations and illustrates how research in other relevant
areas such as computer animation can inspire the design of effective humanrobot interaction. Finally, this research might inform future explorations
with free-flyers by providing a model for interactive free-flyer experimental
scenarios and demonstrating practical manipulations that are shown to
improve the reactions of colocated participants.

4.7

Study Conclusions

In this work, situated within the aspect of developing methods to support
free-flyer expression, I explored how designers might improve robot motions
to increase the usability of free-flying robots acting in human environments.
After analyzing the motion design space by deconstructing high-level flight
paths into composite primitives, I developed several parameterized manipulations to the motions of these primitives, inspired by computer and film
animation principles. In a formative exploration using a virtual free-flyer, I
investigated the usefulness of these manipulations in conveying intent. My
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findings informed the design of manipulations to primitive motions for a
physically embodied free-flyer to use while executing task-based flight paths.
I evaluated these flight paths in an in-person laboratory experiment and
found that the motion designs significantly improved participants’ preferences for working with a free-flyer, ratings of robot motion naturalness, and
participant sense of safety, demonstrating the potential of designing flight
motions to enhance user interactions.
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5 study 2: designing explicit cues to
convey flight directionality
The previous chapter explored the design of robot flight motions as an
implicit cue in expressing free-flyer intent. In this chapter, I continue the
discussion of free-flyer expression, expanding the investigation to the space
of developing explicit methods for communicating flight directionality. This
study address challenges including the design of signaling mechanisms for
unconstrained six DOF movement, exploring issues of signal occlusion, and
comparing the relative effectiveness of various signaling approaches.1

5.1

Overview

As discussed in Chapter 4, current free-flyer embodiments all feature functional appearances, rather than forms that are zoomorphic or anthropomorphic.
Lacking cues from robot morphology and established mental models for
interacting with free-flying embodiments, while also faced with the prospect
of robot movement in any direction at any time, colocated humans may
experience difficulties predicting robot goals as well as where, when, how
far, and how fast the robot will move. Thus, while unconstrained aerial
abilities present unique opportunities for robotic assistance, they also pose
a challenge in achieving effective human-robot interaction.
For aerial robots to successfully work and collaborate with proximal
users, designers must account for human perceptions of small flying robots
traveling within shared environments. Recent research has begun to examine
perceptions of aerial robot morphology (Arroyo et al., 2014) and proxemics
(Duncan and Murphy, 2013). Additionally, research has explored the implicit
expression of flight intent (see Chapter 4; Szafir et al., 2014) and affect
1

This chapter is adapted from (Szafir et al., 2015)
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Figure 5.1: This study explores the design of visual signaling mechanisms for
flying robots to support the expression of robot intent and increase usability
in colocated interactions.
(Sharma et al., 2013) by manipulating aerial trajectories, velocities, and
accelerations across three spatial dimensions. However, task or environmental
factors, such as confined operating spaces, power optimization, or distance
from the user, may limit the saliency and clarity of such cues. The goal of this
study is to inform the design of robotic free-flyers that are able to explicitly
provide intended flight directionality to users at a glance. Such information
will support transient proximal interactions, such as when users pass by
robots in hallways or indoor environments, and enhance collaborations in
which robots act as peers. To this end, I explore the application of flight
constraints to leverage users’ prior experiences with flying objects and design
visual signaling mechanisms that allow robots to express their direction of
flight to nearby humans.
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In this chapter, I outline relevant work that informed my design process
and describe the application of flight constraints and the development of
visual signals as a solution space for signaling flight directionality (Figure
5.1). I describe the development of four different reference designs that
sample this space, each of which aims to leverage prior user familiarity with
light signals as a communicative mechanism. As current platforms lack
the capabilities to express my conceived signal designs, I also detail the
development of a payload, which can be built or 3D-printed and attached to
a flyer, that contains the necessary circuitry and an array of LEDs on which
to implement the signals. I present a user study to empirically evaluate
the designs and conclude with a discussion highlighting the importance of
considering robot expression of intent for user interaction, particularly for
aerial robots with a high degree of potential mobility.

5.2

Related Work

This work draws on an emerging body of research focused on communicating
robot intent, which was reviewed in Chapter 4. Additionally, the designs in
this study are informed by the flight movements of familiar artifacts such
as planes and flying animals in the natural world. I also draw from humancomputer interaction research focusing on the communicative affordances of
light signals as mechanisms in consumer product design, which can enable
intuitive feedback and feature a long history of use across a wide variety of
commercial products.

Communicating Robot Intent
This study is situated within the space of free-flyer expression, which is
motivated by the fact that user interactions with existing small aerial robots
involve a large “gulf of evaluation” (Norman and Draper, 1986) where a
gap exists between representations provided by a system and user abilities
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to asses and interpret the system. This gap arises partly from the lack
of abilities such robots currently have in effectively communicating with
users. Further, due to technological novelty, the potential for unconstrained
movements, and lack of prior knowledge or experience, users may have few
or incorrect expectations regarding how these robots will behave.
Designing expressive flight motions appears to be one promising approach
to bridge this gulf. Designers seeking to craft expressive motions can draw
from an increasingly rich investigation into human understandings of robot
motion. Human-aware motions have been explored for a variety robots
with anthropomorphic and zoomorphic features, and recent approaches
demonstrate the promise of applying similar methods to communicate flying
robot intent and affect (see Section 4.2 for a review of such research).
However, such expression often requires simultaneously manipulating
motion across three spatial dimensions, which may be impossible, impractical,
or costly due to environmental, task, power, computational, or platform
considerations. Instead, designers might wish to constrain the motion of
flyers to better integrate with human social norms or enable assistance in
confined spaces.

Flight Constraints
Constraints are a powerful design tool that can shape users’ conceptual
models during interactions (Norman, 1999). An example use of this tool
for designing human-robot interactions is the application of constraints to
the design of motion trajectories so that mobile ground robots better follow
human conventions (Kirby et al., 2009).
In a similar manner, while small aerial robots can freely move in three
dimensions simultaneously, such motion may not be conducive to human
experiences, which generally occur only in two dimensions. Instead, the motions of airplanes and birds provides an implicit convention for constraining
robot flight. Airplanes generally fly in “lanes” at fixed altitudes, changing
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height only when taking off, landing, or switching lanes. Likewise, birds glide
at various constant altitudes while soaring in thermal updrafts (Shannon
et al., 2002).
Applying similar constraints to robot flight (e.g., (Frank et al., 2007)) by
enabling free flight motions only in two-dimensional planes (manipulating
pitch, yaw, and roll), while changing such altitudinal planes (manipulating
thrust) only while otherwise hovering in place, might better support user
conceptual models. Additionally, constraining flight behaviors in this manner might enable robots to work more effectively in some of the confined
environments in which flyers are envisioned to provide assistance, such
as construction sites, indoor spaces during search and rescue, and space
stations.

Signaling Mechanisms
While flight constraints might leverage users’ previous experiences and
mental models regarding flight behaviors, thereby supporting movement in
confined environments, robots using constrained flight may no longer be
able to utilize motion as an implicit form of communication, necessitating
the exploration of alternative communicative mediums. Flyers seeking to
communicate with users may use visual (e.g., lights, displays) (Fong et al.,
2013a), auditory (e.g., synthesized speech, non-linguistic utterances (Read
and Belpaeme, 2014)), or even haptic (e.g., perching behaviors (Xie et al.,
2013)) mechanisms, as described in Section 3.2. However, the high degree
of background noise created by the propellers of many current flyers, the
inefficiency of utilizing audio cues in conveying directional information, and
the potential for safety or social concerns regarding flying robots invading
users’ personal space place limitations on the potential for auditory and
haptic feedback regarding flight intent. Instead, I explore the rich design
space regarding the development of visual communication mechanisms for
flying robots.
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Prior work in human visual perception has shown that dynamic visual
cues convey complex properties even in simple animations (Dittrich and Lea,
1994; Runeson, 1983), including indications of animacy and intent (White
and Milne, 1997). Similarly, research in abstract luminescent displays (Mutlu
et al., 2006) and lighting dynamics (Hoonhout et al., 2013) indicates that
light can evoke high-level social and emotional responses. While research
has noted the effectiveness of light signals in the design of automobiles
(Norman, 1993), to date no work has explored the design of directional
signals for small free-flying robots, which requires a consideration of many
factors including viewing angles, an ability to convey movement in multiple
dimensions, the potential for signal occlusion, ambient lighting conditions,
and cultural connotations of display properties such as color.
Integrating electronic screens in flying robots (e.g., (Fong et al., 2013a))
presents one option for high-fidelity visual feedback. However, screens suffer
from a number of limitations, making them less desirable for communicating flight intent. On terrestrial flyers, screens would have to be small
to balance weight considerations, providing little feedback except at short
distances. Additionally, screens only support unidirectional viewing from
a relatively small angle, creating a high potential for occlusion and missed
signals. Powering high-fidelity screens may drastically cut into flight time,
which is currently a primary consideration limiting the deployment of flyers.
While future systems might combine fixed-wing gliding with agile multirotor
movements to conserve battery (Sampaio et al., 2014) or make use of exotic
power systems such as power beaming (Achtelik et al., 2011), current systems
generally have flight times between 10–50 minutes (Duncan and Murphy,
2014).
Alternatively, many commercial platforms, such as the Parrot AR.Drone
2.0 and the DJI Phantom 2, include a small number of LEDs (typically
4–12) that may aid pilots in orientation during flight in a similar manner to
airplane navigation lights. However, while prior research has demonstrated
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the effectiveness of even a single LED in communicating system state to
users for consumer devices such as cell phones and coffeemakers (Harrison
et al., 2012), such setups might not be able to capture and convey the
complex space of flight intent. Further, ambient lighting conditions may
decrease visual saliency when using only a small number of LEDs, while the
positioning of the LEDs favors only a limited viewing angle (directly below
the robot). To address the limitations of screens and current LED designs,
I sought to develop visual signals that might support communication rich
enough to convey flight intent while remaining salient across a wide range
of perspectives and lighting conditions.

5.3

Design Process

I undertook an iterative design process aimed at realizing a vision of flying
robots that can use dynamic visual cues to effectively communicate with
nearby users to increase interaction efficiency, naturalness, and satisfaction.
My design process began with an analysis of design constraints and specifications: minimizing power consumption, supporting a wide range of
viewing angles and lighting conditions, requiring minimal modifications to
existing flyer designs, and, most importantly, providing affordances for the
expression of flight directionality. Through a process of iterative ideation,
I devised a ring of LED lights surrounding a flyer as a global metaphor
that could support 360° viewing-angles while providing a design space for
the development of compelling and evocative flight signals. I developed
four such signals as reference designs based on metaphors of common user
experiences that sample from the potentially unbounded space of using light
as a mechanism for signaling flight intent. Finally, I constructed a modular
payload, easily integrated with existing commercial platforms, which enabled
physical implementation of the designed signal.
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Designing Light Behaviors
I designed several signal behaviors to indicate various flight motions using the
global metaphor of a ring of light surrounding small robotic flyers operating
within the constrained flight space. In this design, the entire ring glowed

Figure 5.2: I developed four signal designs drawing from common user
experiences with light as a communicative mechanism.
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at a high intensity when changing altitude “lanes” due to the importance
in communicating this ability to users who lack experience with artifacts
capable of such movements. To communicate the direction of flight while
moving within a plane, as well as transitioning to and from hovering states,
I developed four high-level signal metaphors as reference designs, which I
refer to as blinker, beacon, thruster, and gaze (Figure 5.2).
Blinker — The blinker design applied the metaphor of automobile turn
indicators to a flying robot. Turn indicators use lights that flash at a rate of
1-2 Hz to serve as an effective mechanism for automobile drivers to convey
information regarding future movement in a single dimension (left or right).
In the blinker design, a section representing one-quarter of the LED ring,
centered on the future direction of movement, blinked at a frequency of 1
Hz prior to changes in movement.
Beacon — The beacon signal followed the metaphor of a beam of light
pointing the way, as in flashlights or lighthouses, creating an organic and
evocative signal. While hovering, all LEDs were set to a constant low
intensity. Prior to movement, light “bunched up” in a gradient by sampling
intensity values for LEDs from a Gaussian function centered on the future
movement vector, defined as:
2
2
I(x) = b × e−(x−v) /wπ

where I(x) indicates the intensity [0,b] of LED x; b is a brightness constant determining maximum brightness at the center of the distribution
(255 was used in this design); v is the planned motion vector; and w is
a variable determining the width of the distribution (10 was used in this
design). Increasing b increases beacon intensity, potentially increasing visual
saliency. Increasing w “widens” the beacon by reducing fall-off in LED intensity surrounding v, potentially increasing perceptible viewing angles but
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reducing beacon precision. When changing directions, the beacon smoothly
rotated to face the new motion vector, and when slowing to hover, the light
diffused back to a uniform low-intensity state.
Thruster — The thruster signal used the metaphor of light and flames
produced in jet engines propelling airplanes and spacecraft. In this design,
I envisioned light emanating in a focused, high-intensity region along the
“back” of the LED ring—in the area opposite to the direction of primary
movement. The light representing the thruster rotated along the ring to
adjust to changes in movement and “died down” in intensity when slowing
and hovering.
Gaze — The gaze signal was inspired by biological motion and the expressive potential of human eye movements. Gaze behaviors can allow observers
to divine others’ goals, intentions, and potential motions, and imbuing flyers
with similar behaviors might increase their social presence in addition to providing mechanisms for conveying directionality. In the gaze design, lighting
up two regions in close proximity to each other created two small “eyes,”
which rotated to “look” where the robot intended to fly. Eye sizes, distances
between the eyes, and rotation speeds were developed using measurements
of human eye size (Riordan-Eva, 2011), inter-pupillary distances (Dodgson,
2004), and saccade timings (Fischer and Ramsperger, 1984), and applying
scaling factors to account for size differences between the human head and
the LED ring.

Implementing Light Signals
Current free-flyer hardware does not support the designed blinker, beacon,
thruster, and gaze signals. To address this limitation, I designed and
prototyped a payload in the shape of a ring that can be mounted to the
legs of existing commercial free-flyers. This payload contains an Arduino
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“Blinker” design

“Thruster” design

“Beacon” design
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Figure 5.3: Physical implementations of the blinker, beacon, thruster, and
gaze signals.
microcontroller2 and an array of sixty-four individually-controllable, multicolor LEDs.3
The payload structure can either be constructed manually using lightweight PVC piping or with 3D printing. The Arduino governs the LEDs,
requiring only a future movement vector v from the motion planning software piloting the flyer (or a joystick if the robot is manually piloted), and
exposes an interface over both 802.11 and Bluetooth wireless communication
2

Information about the open-source Arduino microcontroller can be found at
http://www.arduino.cc/
3
Models for 3D-printing the payload and open-source code for implementing signal designs
are available at http://hci.cs.wisc.edu/projects/free-flyer-signaling/.
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Parrot AR.Drone 2.0

3DR Arducopter

Figure 5.4: A payload was prototyped to implement the signal designs. This
payload easily integrates with two commercial flyers: the Parrot AR.Drone
2.0 (left) and the open-source Arducopter (right). I have provided plans for
3D-printing this payload online.
protocols. The LED ring, an Adafruit NeoPixel digital RGB LED strip,4
enables the manipulation of three variables: LED color (RGB), intensity
[0,255], and position [0,63]. Intensity and position over time were determined
by signal design, as described above. Across all designs, I treated color as
a constant variable c, for which I selected blue to avoid potential cultural
connotations (e.g., red indicating stop, green go, yellow yield). In this design,
the LEDs are powered by the Arduino, which is linked directly to the main
free-flyer battery via an adjustable step-down voltage regulator. Figure 5.3
shows the visual appearance of the designs implemented on the physical
LED ring. I have implemented the entire payload design on both the Parrot
AR.Drone 2.0 and the open-source Arducopter (Figure 5.4), but only used
the former to evaluate the signal designs as it provided the most stable
control in indoor environments.
4

Information regarding the NeoPixel RGB LED strip used in this study can be found at
https://www.adafruit.com/category/168
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5.4

Experimental Evaluation

I conducted a 5×2 within-participants laboratory experiment to examine how
explicit signal cues regarding robot directionality might affect perceptions of
a colocated flying robot. Independent variables included signal design (five
levels: a baseline no-signaling behavior where all LEDs were off, simulating
existing robot behaviors, and each of the four designs detailed above) and
user task (two levels: exocentric free flight movements and egocentric flight
approaching the user, both at a constant altitude). Dependent variables
included participants’ predictions of robot intent and ratings regarding
aspects of perceived robot usability.
Prior to the study, participants were instructed that they would act as
“quality control” by monitoring a robot for errors as it flew to a number of
targets, denoted by QR codes, during two tasks. In both tasks, participants
observed a Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 carrying the payload prototype take off,
reach a fixed altitude 75 cm above the floor, and travel from a starting
location to several targets (Figure 5.5).
In the first task, the flyer started in the center of the environment 280 cm
from the participant and flew to eight targets located in a circle equidistant
from the starting location, where each target was located 45° apart and 190
cm away from the center. In the second task, the robot started across the
room 410 cm from the participant and flew to three targets, each separated
by approximately 30° and located 85 cm apart. One of the three targets was
directly in front of the viewer (160 cm from the starting location), and the
others were to the left and right of the participant (240 cm from the starting
location). In both tasks, the robot paused for 1 second when reaching a target
to simulate taking a measurement before returning to the starting location.
Next, the robot either repeated this process by approaching a new target
or landed if the task was finished. These tasks placed separate demands
on viewing angles and occlusion potential. Task 1 sampled perceptions
of general flight motions navigating in an environment from an exocentric
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perspective, while Task 2 consisted of egocentric flight motions approaching
users, which are particularly important for usability and safety.
Participants were given an ordered list of the targets that the flyer would
approach (eight in Task 1, three in Task 2). However, a subset of these
targets were randomly changed without participants’ knowledge (three in
Task 1, one in Task 2). The original target order, the new targets, the targets
they were replacing, and the resulting new target order were randomized for
every task. Participants were provided a computer interface that timed their
recording of either “correct” or “error” for each target and were instructed
to respond as soon as they believed they knew where the robot would travel.
For each target, participants were only allowed a single response and were

Task 1

Task 2
Robot
Light display

Robot
Light display

Targets
Targets
Glass Panel

Participant

Glass Panel

Participant

Figure 5.5: In the experiment, participants were tasked with predicting
robot intent as quickly and accurately as possible as it flew to a number of
targets across an exocentric task and an egocentric task.
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unable to respond until their interface was triggered by a notification that
the flyer was about to leave the starting location and approach a target. All
participants completed both tasks for all five conditions, with randomized
target, task, and condition order.
Custom robot control software used measurements from a ceiling-mounted
camera and an onboard sonar system to track the flyer, send pitch, roll,
yaw, and elevation commands for navigation, and correct disturbances in
flight motion. While it continuously sent updated commands to correct the
robot’s flight path, this system only sent the overall vector representing the
direction from the initial starting location to the current target location
to the Arduino controlling the lights. This high-level motion vector was
sent 300 ms prior to the start of any movement, so the lights telegraphed
the overall flight direction slightly before the robot began moving, rather
than constantly signaling minute disturbances and corrections that might
confuse users. While this system autonomously controlled the robot, an
experimenter stood by with a kill-switch that could land the flyer in case
of system failure. To ensure participant safety, participants were separated
from the flyer by a floor-to-ceiling pane of glass.

Procedure
The study took roughly one hour and consisted of four phases: (1) introduction, (2) observation, (3) evaluation, (4) conclusion.
First, the experimenter obtained informed consent and seated the participant at a table separated from the robot environment by a floor-to-ceiling
glass panel, through which they could see the targets and the flyer. Participants were instructed to monitor the robot as described above and were
given a tutorial on the software they would use to record either “correct”
or “error” while being presented with the robot’s “correct” target order and
the “correct” current target.
In phases 2 and 3, participants first observed the robot for both tasks in a
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randomly chosen order for a randomly chosen condition and then completed
a questionnaire evaluating their experience and the flyer behaviors that
they had just observed. Phases 2 and 3 were then repeated for each of the
remaining four conditions.
In phase 4, the experimenter collected demographic information, debriefed the participant, and paid them $10.00 for their time. Participants
were told that they were evaluating five different robot control algorithms,
each of which might exhibit different behaviors, but were never informed
about the light signals in any way to enable observations regarding whether
participants naturally and spontaneously found the lights to be intuitive
and useful in predicting robot intent.

Participants
A total of 16 participants (10 males, 6 females) from the University of
Wisconsin–Madison campus were recruited for this experiment. The average
participant age was 23.31 (SD = 3.92), with a range of 18–31. On a
seven-point scale, participants reported a moderate prior familiarity with
robots (M = 4.25, SD = 1.84) but a low familiarity with small aerial robots
(M = 3.06, SD = 1.69).

Measures and Analysis
Objective and subjective measurements captured the outcomes of the experimental manipulations. Guttman scores (Bergersen et al., 2011) served as a
composite objective measure of participant speed, the average time between
the interface allowing participants to record either “correct” or “error” and
participant responses, and accuracy, the number of correct responses classifying each target approach as either “correct” (matching the order given to
participants) or an “error.” This metric, which has been utilized to measure
perceived robot intent (e.g., (Dragan et al., 2013; Szafir et al., 2014)), scores
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incorrect responses as zero and scores correct answers based on speed, with
faster answers leading to higher scores.
Subjective responses to questionnaire items were grouped to construct
a number of scales. These scales provided manipulation checks (3 items
relating to communication, Cronbach’s α = .931, and 4 items relating to
predictability, Cronbach’s α = .821) and measured how the designs affected
robot usability. Participants rated the designs based on the clarity of robot
communication (4 items, Cronbach’s α = .953), how intuitive they found
robot communication (5 items, Cronbach’s α = .948), and their confidence
deducing the meaning of robot communication (7 items, Cronbach’s α =
.913). Scales also measured perceptions of the robot as a good work partner
(3 items, Cronbach’s α = .861) and how difficult participants found their
task (2 items, Cronbach’s α = .832). Participants also gave open-ended
responses regarding their impressions of the robot, its communication, and
their ability to interpret intent.
I analyzed data from the objective measures using a two-way repeatedmeasures Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) with type of signal design and
task as fixed effects. As participants only filled out subjective responses
after completing both tasks in each condition, I analyzed the subjective
data using a one-way repeated-measures ANCOVA with condition as a fixed
effect. Both models included participant gender, condition order, and task
order as covariates to control for gender and transfer effects. Post-hoc tests
with Bonferroni corrections determined the utility of each design across
Tasks 1 and 2, while Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test
controlled for Type I errors in all other post-hoc comparisons.

Results
Figure 5.6 summarizes the results from manipulation checks. Figure 5.7
summarizes the main objective and subjective results.
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Figure 5.6: Manipulation checks confirmed that light signals served as
communicative mechanisms, increasing robot predictability.

Manipulation Checks — As participants were not told that the robot would
use lights, or that lights might be in any way connected to flight motions,
I first verified that participants noticed the designs and recognized that
light cues signaled robot intent. I found a significant effect of signal design
on whether participants believed the robot was conveying its intentions,
F (4, 69) = 38.34, p < .001, as well as on participants’ self-rated abilities to
predict changes in direction and transitions between movement and hovering,
F (4, 69) = 7.56, p < .001. Post-hoc tests using Tukey’s HSD revealed that
users differentiated the signal designs from baseline behavior in terms of
telegraphing intent (all at p < .001) and believed that the use of gaze (p
< .001), thruster (p < .001), blinker (p < .001), and beacon (p = .034)
behaviors improved robot predictability over baseline flight behaviors. I
further confirmed that participants were able to intuit the meanings of each
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design by analyzing open-ended responses describing the robots’ use of light.
Below I present a subset of responses representative of the data that overall
suggests that participants appeared quite adept at comprehending signal
designs:
Blinker:
P12: “The robot blinked its lights in the direction it intended to go.”
P13: “The blue lights…would flash towards the direction the robot was
moving or about to start moving.”
Beacon:
P01: “[The robot] used a gradually decreasing set of lights (brightest
in the direction of movement) to signal its direction of movement. It
also used a constant ring of lights to denote a stationary or hovering
state.”
P07: “A gradient band of blue lights indicated the intended target.”
Thruster:
P05: “The lights were the opposite position of the direction it was
headed, so if you thought of the lights as jet engines propelling the
robot the other way it seemed to work.”
P08: “Blue band showing ‘back’ of robot, this light band would swing
around to the other side when the robot changed directions. Light
would intensify when robot was moving deliberately.”
Gaze:
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Figure 5.7: Results show that the gaze, blinker, and thruster designs improved participants’ speed and accuracy predicting robot intent. The designs
also improved a number of perceptions relating to robot usability by enhancing robot communicative and collaborative abilities.

P01: “Instead of a single band of light, there were two smaller bands,
almost looking like eyes.”
P12: “The lights came up in an ‘eyes’ pattern indicating which way
the robot was ‘facing,’ i.e., the direction in which it intended to move.”
Objective Results — I next confirmed that the designs were useful in allowing
participants to more quickly and accurately deduce robot intent. I found
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an overall main effect of signal design on the objective composite measure,
F (4, 144) = 4.45, p = .002, with Tukey’s HSD showing that gaze (p = .003),
blinker (p = .016), and thruster (p = .046), but not beacon (p = .522),
significantly outperformed the baseline. I also found a main effect of task on
performance, F (1, 144) = 14.68, p < .001, with performance significantly
higher in Task 1. Comparing the performance of each design across task
using five post-hoc comparisons with a Bonferroni-adjusted α level of .01,
I found the thruster, F (1, 144) = 7.08, p = .009, performed significantly
worse, while the beacon, F (1, 144) = 6.04, p = .015, performed marginally
worse in Task 2 compared with Task 1.
Subjective Results — To better understand potential tradeoffs between signal
designs and how they might each impact user interactions with flying robots,
I analyzed responses to a number of scales related to robot usability in terms
of perceptions of the robot’s communicative abilities and feelings about
working with the robot.
Participants rated the robot’s communication in terms of clarity, intuitiveness, and their confidence in their own interpretations of the communication.
I found a significant effect of signal design on perceived communication clarity, F (4, 69) = 46.26, p < .001, how intuitive participants found the robot’s
communication, F (4, 69) = 22.25, p < .001, and participant confidence
understanding the robot and inferring meaning in communication, F (4, 69)
= 6.43, p < .001. I performed post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s HSD
for each measure. In terms of clarity, post-hoc tests found all individual
designs to be rated significantly higher than the baseline at p < .001, but
revealed no differences between designs at the p < .05 level. However, for
perceived intuitiveness of robot communication, I found a significant difference between the blinker design, rated as highly intuitive, and the thruster
design, which participants found to be less intuitive, p = .022. Finally, while
gaze (p < .001), thruster (p = .004), and blinker (p = .020) significantly
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improved participant confidence in understanding robot communication over
the baseline, participants felt only marginally more confident when the robot
used the beacon signals (p = .078).
I also analyzed participant responses to the robot in terms of how they
might view it as a collaborative partner in a work environment. I found a
significant effect of signal design on participant perceptions of the robot as a
good work partner, F (4, 69) = 5.27, p < .001, and on participant perceptions
regarding how the robot helped them with their tasks, F (4, 69) = 4.62, p
= .002. Using Tukey’s HSD in post-hoc comparisons between conditions, I
found that participants rated gaze (p = .001), thruster (p = .002), beacon
(p = .029), and blinker (p = .044), as significantly improving perceptions of
the robot as a work partner over the baseline. However, participants felt
that only the robot demonstrating gaze (p < .001) and blinker (p = .027)
behaviors significantly made their task easier than the baseline, while the
thruster design was rated as only marginally helpful (p = .097) and the
beacon not at all (p = .216).

5.5

Discussion

While participants believed that all signal designs contributed to making the
robot a better potential work partner, only the gaze, blinker, and thruster
designs enabled participants to more quickly and accurately deduce robot
flight intent. I believe the limited utility of the beacon design can be traced
to an emphasis on signal generalizability at the cost of signal precision.
Compared with other signal designs, the beacon was developed to provide
the widest variety of viewing angles and included the largest number of
LEDs lit during movement (the choice of w led to 75% of the ring lit at
various intensities during movement). However, gradations of intensity may
have been too subtle for participants to perceive, and the increase in viewing
angle appears to have hampered the signal’s specificity in indicating the
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robot’s future movement:
P07 [Beacon]: “The wide blue band made it less clear exactly which
direction the robot intended to travel.”
P12 [Beacon]: “…it was difficult to tell which of the light areas was
actually brightest because the band was too wide.”
P13 [Beacon]: “Since nearly half the ring was illuminated when it
was moving, it was a little difficult to tell the precise direction of its
intended movement.”
P10 [Beacon]: “I preferred the solid LEDs over the gradient ones here,
which were harder to see and interpret.”
This lack of precision may explain the lower performance of the beacon in
Task 2, which required greater specificity as the targets were closer together.
On the other hand, participants appreciated the greater precision offered by
the gaze design:
P03 [Gaze]: “I especially like the accuracy offered by the pointer setup
the lights had.”
While the thruster exhibited equal precision to the gaze design, its poor
performance in Task 2, likely due to occlusion as it approached participants,
suggests that it is not an effective design for an egocentric perspective. Additionally, participants rated the blinker as more intuitive than the thruster,
possibly resulting from a greater prior familiarity with other vehicles that
blink rather than those with jet engines. However, the thruster performed
highly under the exocentric demands of Task 1, and some participants noted
that once they had adapted to the increased mental demands of the thruster,
they responded positively to the design:
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P13 [Thruster]: “The blue lights on the ring light up on the opposite
side of the robots intended direction. That part felt did not feel natural
or intuitive, but it did light up before the robot changed directions,
making its direction predictable.”
P07 [Thruster]: “The reversal of indication of the lights confused
me at first but then I figured out the pattern so it was useful, once I
learned what the indication on the lights meant.”
P09 [Thruster]: “If it were going forward, the back half of the lights would light up. I found that this was easy to understand, but
required more effort on my part than the lights indicating the ultimate
destination.”
P12 [Thruster]: “I thought of the lights as ‘engines’ (even though
I know they weren’t). They reminded me of the engine lights of the
Millennium Falcon. So it was natural for me to see them light up in
the opposite direction from the way the robot was headed.”
P14 [Thruster]: “I enjoyed that lights that were lit opposite of the
direction, it gave the robot a ship feel (engines on the back).”
Additionally, one participant had a concern with using blinkers in a
work environment, and another preferred the additional processing time and
specificity offered by the thruster:
P09 [Blinker]: “I found the flashing lights to be a little distracting.”
P03 [Thruster]: “I really liked how the lights didn’t just flash immediately in the direction because it allowed me time to process that
the robot was going to change direction. Also, smaller lights made
predicting fine directions much easier, meaning better error detection.”
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Participants appreciated that the signals indicated the general intent of
the robot, rather than showing minute course-corrections:
P09 [Gaze]: “The lights indicated the direction of the ultimate destination of the robot, not the direction it intended to move in. I found
this intuitive, and it gave me a broader picture of where the robot
intended to go. It was easier to tell when the robot was off course. It
never ended up in the wrong location from where it indicated it was
going.”
P13 [Beacon]: “Even when the robot went to the wrong station, it
indicated the direction it was going, which made it at least seem safe.”
The communication of high-level flight intent may have resulted in high
participant ratings of the robot as a good work partner across all designs;
even when the robot made “errors” according to the target list participants
had been given, it at least communicated with them regarding its intentions.
In the end, participants universally noted the necessity of signaling behaviors
for the robot, even if it made errors:
P08 [Baseline]: “No blue signal lights were used to indicate which
target the robot intended to visit. This left me to guess…which was not
easy. Sometimes it would take off in one direction and unpredictably
change directions.”
P16 [Baseline]: “There were no lights it was hard to understand the
robot. It kinda did what it wanted to on its own.”
P07 [Baseline]: “I thought I could learn it’s behavior and pattern set
to help me identify which target it will approach but I didn’t. It was
harder without the lights to help indicate where it was going. This one
flew very dangerously.”
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P08 [Baseline]: “Signal lights, to signal the robot’s inentions (sic),
and facilitate interaction with humans, are a necessity”

Limitations and Future Work
While the design constraints appear useful in leveraging mental models
of flying objects and the designed signals significantly improved observer
abilities to decipher robot intent, open questions remain regarding the
approach in this study. While this design process made use of constraints to
design robot behaviors that more closely match more familiar flying artifacts,
how flight constraints affect user perceptions of small flying robots is still
an open question. Future work is needed to examine tradeoffs between
fully three-dimensional flight and two-dimensional flight at various altitude
lanes. Additionally, each signaling behavior developed and evaluated in
this chapter served as a reference design sampling the potentially infinite
space of utilizing visual cues to convey directionality. Alternative designs are
possible, for example using a single LED to indicate direction (corresponding
to a beacon design with minimized w). The evaluated designs are based
on parameters thought to provide a valuable sampling regarding tradeoffs
between choices of viewing angles, occlusion potential, and discernibility
from a distance. Future work might explore additional parameter values,
designs, or design combinations (e.g., integrating gaze and thruster). Finally,
while the implementation of the light-ring payload affords full access to
the RGB gamut for each LED, signal designs were constrained to a single
color to avoid potential confounding effects of cultural connotations of color.
Future work may expand the design exploration to signals that use color to
communicate other aspects of motion, such as acceleration (as in automobile
brake lights), or convey information related to high-level robot state, such
as affect, interruptibility, or task importance, in addition to the aspects of
directionality explored in this work. Alternatively, colors might be used to
customize personal robots or aid in differentiating between multiple robots
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in a single environment.

5.6

Study Conclusions

In this work, I explored the design of explicit communication mechanisms
that convey robot flight intentions at a glance to increase usability during
colocated interaction. I first analyzed the “gulf of evaluation” between robot
flight abilities, robot signaling abilities, and user expectations and understandings. Next, I applied constraints limiting robot flight to align with human
understandings of flight motion and provide utility in enclosed environments.
To design mechanisms for robots to better express directionality while operating under such constraints, I conceived of a ring of light surrounding a
flyer as a global metaphor and developed four reference designs to sample
this solution space. I prototyped hardware in the form of circuitry and a
payload necessary for implementing such designs on commercial free-flyers
to enable a laboratory experiment. This user study evaluated the various
signal designs and found that three reference designs objectively improved
observer speed and accuracy when predicting robot intent while offering
tradeoffs in perceptions of robot usability across several aspects.
This work has important implications for researchers and designers
seeking to bring flying robots into human environments. The results demonstrate the promise of developing explicit communicative mechanisms to
enhance user interactions and improve the potential of robots to act as work
partners. In particular, the results illustrate tradeoffs in design decisions
involving occlusion, precision, and generalizability. Users preferred signal
specificity at the cost of generalizability and overall found gaze behaviors to
be highly useful in improving flyer abilities to communicate and collaborate
effectively. Additionally, user responses support the notion that visual cues
should convey high level aspects of flight intentions rather than low level
corrections to flight paths. Finally, this research may inform future explora-
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tions by providing a model for scenarios evaluating user understandings of
flight intent and demonstrating practical design improvements that improve
interactions with free-flying robots.
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6 study 3: supporting user collaboration
with flying robots
Chapter 3 introduced the interaction aspect of free-flyer control, representing
how the user can direct input to the robot in order to impart their goals and
accomplish various tasks. In this chapter, I explore the notion of control in a
study that examines how to design interfaces that support users in working
with free-flyers to accomplish realistic tasks.

6.1

Overview

Robots can fulfill many functions, such as serving as social agents (Fong et al.,
2003a), mediating human communication (Rae et al., 2015), or working in
automated industrial manufacturing and assembly lines (Mandfield, 1989).
This chapter focuses on the potential of free-flying robots as collaborative
assistants, enabling users to accomplish new tasks that require high degrees
of mobility. While free-flyers may be of use to proximal users, for instance
allowing teams of users and free-flyers to quickly canvas an area during a
search-and-rescue operation, this chapter specifically examines the design of
interfaces that support distal users, such as Alice the NASA flight controller
managing free-flyers on the ISS in the scenario described in Section 1.2.
A great deal of research has explored various forms of interaction for
distal users interacting with mobile ground robots, examining issues related
to robotic teleoperation, proposing new paradigms such as supervisory or
collaborative control, and investigating theoretical aspects of task analysis,
teamwork, interdependence, joint activity, and coactive design. Likewise,
prior work has examined interface design for large fixed-wing UAVs, such
as those used in military operations. However, relatively little is known
regarding how to extend such work to the design of interfaces for free-flyers.
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Current free-flyer interfaces, which typically afford manual teleoperation or waypoint planning via two-dimensional maps, suffer from several
limitations. First, teleoperation places a large burden on the operator and
does not support concurrent task work. Waypoint paradigms allow limited
planning a priori, but typically do not support dynamic re-planning as task
or environmental conditions change. Additionally, two-dimensional maps
do not support the type of dynamic mobility in three-dimensional space
that make free-flyers unique. Finally, both paradigms focus on supporting
low-level aspects of robot navigation and obstacle avoidance, rather than
focusing how to support users in accomplishing tasks as a whole.
The goal of this study is to inform the design of free-flyer interfaces
that can support distal users in accomplishing the types of tasks outlined
in Section 2.2. I take a user-centered, data-driven design approach by first
studying human-human teams to gain a better understanding regarding
what sort of support might aid users in collaborating with a distal assistant
that can move throughout three-dimensional space while providing a video
feed, pictures, and other sensor data. I use information collected regarding
the types of support distal users might require to design three free-flyer
interfaces that I evaluate in a laboratory experiment to understand tradeoffs
between designs that afford various levels of user support.
In this chapter, I first review related work in developing robot control and
management interfaces and discuss the current state of the art in free-flyer
interface design. Next, I present a formative exploration aimed at better
understanding what sort of support users might need in working with a
collaborator to accomplish the types of tasks with which free-flyers are
envisioned provide assistance. I then present the design and evaluation of
three interfaces, two of which are inspired by current free-flyer interface
designs and a third that is directly informed by results from the formative
exploration. I conclude with a discussion regarding the implications of this
work on the design of free-flyer interfaces, including tradeoffs found across
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design paradigms and open questions that can guide future explorations in
this space.

6.2

Related Work

Research in developing interfaces to support human-robot collaboration has a
long history that intersects several fields including robotics, human-computer
interaction, and cognitive psychology. In this section, I review related work
on developing distal control and supervisory interfaces for mobile ground
robots and then discuss current approaches towards developing interfaces
for free-flying robots.

Control, Collaboration, and Autonomy
Many traditional approaches towards developing robotic systems have focused on replacing human work in certain applications. Such methods
aim to introduce automation to reduce the need for humans to engage in
undesirable, dull, repetitive, or dangerous work and make such work faster,
safer, and cheaper. Early approaches often relied on the concept of function
allocation, an attempt to characterize relative strengths and weaknesses of
humans and machines to determine appropriate divisions of labor (Bradshaw
et al., 2004). The notion of function allocation can be traced to early work
in human factors from the 1950’s (Fitts, 1951).
At a similar time, related work on evaluating automation (Bright, 1955)
and examining the impact automated systems might have on the human
labor force (Bright, 1958) proposed the notion of levels of autonomy. This
notion first appeared in the form of a rubric with 17 levels describing
aspects of how a mechanized system might respond to direct input from
the user, changes in the environment, or even anticipate and respond to
user needs. Ferrell, Sheridan, and Verplank refined and popularized the
idea of levels of autonomy in pioneering work regarding the development
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Table 6.1: Levels of autonomy popularized by Sheridan and Verplank,
adapted from Johnson et al. (2011) and Parasuraman et al. (2000).
Description

Level
High

Low

10.
9.
8.

The computer decides everything, acts autonomously, and ignores the human.

7.
6.

The computer executes automatically, then informs the human.

5.
4.

The computer suggests a decision/action and executes it if the human approves.

3.
2.
1.

The computer narrows the selection of decision/actions.

The computer informs the human only if it decides.
The computer informs the human only if asked.
The computer allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution.
The computer suggests a single decision/action.
The computer offers a complete set of decision/action alternatives.
The computer offers no assistance: human must take all decisions and actions.

of human control for manipulators in space exploration and underwater
robotics throughout the 1960’s, 70’s, and 80’s (Ferrell and Sheridan, 1967;
Sheridan and Verplank, 1978; Sheridan, 1986). This work promoted the
notion of ten levels of autonomy ranging from Level 1, in which users are
responsible for all work, to Level 10, where a fully autonomous system can
perform the entire task without any intervention from the user (Table 6.1).
As part of understanding how users might interact with systems of varying
levels of autonomy, this work also advanced the concept of supervisory
control, a paradigm in which humans allocate tasks to semi-autonomous
systems, monitor system operation, and intervene when necessary.
The concept of supervisory control has inspired a great deal of research
into new paradigms for working with robots by pushing back against the
traditional notion of direct control in which robots must be manually teleoperated by users. Several researchers have noted that the original conception
of supervisory control was limited to defining a static distribution of work
between a user and a system and as a result have advanced notions of
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adjustable (Dorais and Kortenkamp, 2001), sliding (Dias et al., 2008), and
adaptive (Parasuraman et al., 2000) autonomy as more dynamic approaches
in which the distribution of work can be adjusted on-the-fly. Mixed-initiative
interaction takes a similar approach in dynamic allocation of task demands
with a focus on how agents (humans or machines) might negotiate to opportunistically determine appropriate roles to best accomplish the task (Allen
et al., 1999). Common examples of mixed-initiative interactions in HRI
include a robot requesting intervention from a human upon failing a task
(Murphy et al., 2000) or determining what actions to pursue based on human
emotional state (Adams et al., 2004). Further extensions promoting the
model of human-as-collaborator, rather human-as-controller, can be found in
Fong’s work on collaborative control (Fong et al., 2001b), which encourages
human-robot dialogs as a mechanism for adapting human-robot teamwork.
An alternative approach is represented by blended shared control, in
which a robot can support direct teleoperation by attempting to predict
user intentions and augmenting received inputs in a process that is invisible
to the user. This approach has shown promise for users operating dextrous
manipulators (Dragan and Srinivasa, 2013), surgical robots (Nudehi et al.,
2003; Okamura, 2004), wheelchairs (Pires and Nunes, 2002), and is even
inspiring the design of brain-computer interfaces for robotic control (Nijholt
and Tan, 2008), but faces the challenge of correctly deducing user intent
from actual input. Blended shared control appears to hold much in common
with user-directed guarded motion (or “safeguarded” motion), one of the
three operational modes outlined by Murphy for disaster robotics (the other
two being direct teleoperation and waypoint delegation; Murphy, 2014).
Building on all of these approaches is the methodology of coactive design, which focuses on supporting human-robot interdependence through
observability, predictability, and directability (Johnson et al., 2011). In
developing coactive design, Johnson argues that prior approaches inspired
by the concept of levels of autonomy are fundamentally limited for several
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reasons, including the fact that improving autonomy often comes at the
cost of increasing system opacity, simply modifying the role of automation
in joint human-machine systems changes the nature of activities and the
interaction in complex ways (i.e., the substitution myth; Christoffersen and
Woods, 2002), and that the notion of a single dimension of autonomy with
multiple levels does not provide sufficient guidance for design. Instead,
Johnson proposes a more nuanced definition of autonomy as consisting
of both self-sufficiency, “the degree to which an entity can take care of
itself” and self-directedness, “the degree of freedom from outside constraints,”
while advancing a focus on teamwork and interdependence. This approach
combats the notion that robotic systems should replace humans to engage
in dull or repetitive work or that increasing autonomy is always an appropriate goal, instead recognizing that “all useful robotic endeavors…are really
human endeavors. As such, humans will always be involved. Striving for full
autonomy is ignoring the contextual understanding and creativity people
bring to a problem” (Johnson, 2014).
The work described in this chapter was directly informed by the principles
of coactive design, which focuses on teamwork and collaboration with users
as an intrinsic part of successful task execution. However, I note that the
current coactive design approach suffers three key limitations.
The first limitation is the reliance on an “interdependence analysis table”
(Johnson et al., 2014). While such a tool, which draws on techniques from
traditional task analysis techniques, may be quite useful in identifying viable
team roles and potential interdependence relationships during the design
process, it relies on subjective evaluations by the designer rather than using
a more data-driven approach. For example, the assessment of the capacity
to perform and capacity to support relies solely on the designer’s best
judgement, which may be difficult to accurately gauge when designing for
novel systems whose capacities are still evolving.
The second limitation is the lack of representation of the coactive design
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process to the end user. To further advance the coactive design goals of
observability and predictability, it may be essential to communicate to users
why a system is behaving in a certain manner based on the interdependence
relationships predicted in the design process.
Finally, while the coactive design methodology has led to very successful
interfaces to support human-robot teamwork and collaboration (e.g., the
IHMC team using a coactive design methodology placed first in the 2014
DARPA Virtual Robotics Challenge; Johnson et al., 2014), it has so far been
limited to only the design of interfaces for interaction during realtime task
execution. Prior work has shown that human-robot teams often need support
not only when coordinating actions in realtime, but also during planning
phases that can occur at some point prior to execution or in certain phases
during execution (Shah and Breazeal, 2010; Shah et al., 2011). Planning
phases can be especially important to enhance team performance by helping
to build shared mental models regarding the goals, expectations, abilities,
and roles of each teammate while clarifying how communication will occur
(Stout et al., 1999).
This study seeks to address each of these limitations, first by collecting
information in a formative study as part of a data-driven approach towards
identifying the type of support a user might require, second by developing
a visual approach towards communicating interactive interdependence relationships to the user, and finally by developing an interface design that
supports planning and re-planning before and during task execution.

State of the Art in Free-Flyer Interfaces
Two main forms of interaction dominate the current trends in free-flyer
interfaces (Figure 6.1). The first trend is represented by direct teleoperation
using joysticks at a control station with a video display. While certain
platforms attempt to increase operator situational awareness by providing
first-person viewing of the robot’s video feed, these systems (as with any
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Teleoperation

Two-dimensional Waypoints

Figure 6.1: Two main paradigms currently exist in free-flyer operation: direct
teleoperation (left) and waypoint navigation using two-dimensional maps
(right). Both images show users operating free-flyers at the 2014 International
Micro Air Vehicles Conference and Flight Competition (IMAV).

teleoperation paradigm) are limited in several ways: they place a high
burden on the operator, they do not support the user in achieving any other
work concurrently, and they require users to have a great deal of skill in
operating a robot that has potentially unfamiliar degrees of freedom. As
an example of the skill required to teleoperate free-flyers, the FAA initially
considered regulations that would require commercial MAV operators to
obtain a pilot’s license (Harwell, 2014).
The second trend typically provides a two-dimensional overhead map view
and allows users to plot waypoints outlining a free-flyer flight path. Popular
interfaces include the Paparazzi Ground Control Interface (Brisset and
Hattenberger, 2008) and the open-source Mission Planner1 that integrates
with ArduPilot systems. While these systems provide limited support for
1

The Mission Planner is a popular open-source hobbyist waypoint delegation interface.
More information can be found at http://planner.ardupilot.com/
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planning free-flyer operations, they typically do not support re-planning or
adjustments during flight and are inherently limited by providing a twodimensional representation of the environment that does not match the threedimensional capabilities of free-flyers. Additionally, these representations
typically express flight plans at a large scale relative to the size of the robot,
rather than a scale more appropriate for proximal operations within human
environments.
Other approaches have tried to combine a live video display with a twodimensional map, often allowing users to take manual control if problems
arise during waypoint navigation, similar to approaches for designing large
fixed-wing UAV control stations (Lorite et al., 2013). Combining video
with map information is used not only for terrestrial MAVs, but also for
the operation of the Smart-SPHERES free-flyers on board the International
Space Station (see Figure 6.2, adapted from Fong et al., 2013a). However,
simply presenting a map and a robot video feed may lead to error-prone
context switching as the user must attempt to make cognitive inferences
regarding what is being shown in the video and the map representation.
A further limitation of such systems is that, while users may be able to
alternate between manual teleoperation and automatic waypoint navigation,
this context switch is often binary; Johnson points out that it is “commonly
accomplished by literally flipping a switch on a controller…the transition
between the two modes is often chaotic and a high risk activity” (Johnson,
2014).
Several approaches have sought to address the limitations of these systems, examining how to better overlay pictures and video onto maps (Drury
et al., 2006; Goodrich et al., 2008), developing control systems using mobile
devices or multi-modal interfaces (Quigley et al., 2004), and even designing
interfaces for one-to-one mapping in which the user wears a virtual headmounted display (HMD) and the free-flyer becomes the users’ “floating head”
(Higuchi and Rekimoto, 2013). Pitman and Cummings (2012) advanced the
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Figure 6.2: The Smart-SPHERES Workbench enables ground controllers to
operate free-flying robots on board the International Space Station. However,
this system does not support dynamic re-planning and only supports a binary
transition between waypoint navigation and manual control. Figure adopted
from (Fong et al., 2013a).

notion of “perceived first-order control,” which bears similarities to a blended
shared control or user-directed guarded motion approach, allowing users
to “nudge” a free-flyer using gestures on a mobile touchscreen to provide
fine control while ensuring safe operation. Johnson et al. (2012) proposed
an approach guided by the coactive design method that combines a threedimensional environmental map with the robot’s video feed and presents
a visualization of the robot’s flight path that can be edited by the user .
This approach is the most similar to the designs I present in this chapter,
particularly in the recognition of the importance of a three-dimensional
representation of the work environment rather than a two-dimensional map.
However, all of these approaches are still limited in focusing solely on
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aspects of free-flyer navigation and obstacle avoidance, which represent
only one aspect of successful teamwork. While such issues are critical for
the deployment of free-flyers, new research methods using advanced vision
algorithms and embedded sensors are increasingly able to address problems
in low-level flight navigation (Achtelik et al., 2009; Bachrach et al., 2011;
Scaramuzza et al., 2014; Winkvist et al., 2013). However, no amount of sensor
or automation improvement will be able to address higher level human-robot
interdependencies regarding task and activity, such as how to make decisions
regarding task procedure, priority, and how to respond to unexpected events.
Prior research in joint activity theory has demonstrated that mechanisms
for forming and sharing task representations are critical to collaborative
work (Sebanz et al., 2006). Although research on human interaction with
ground robots has begun to examine shared mental models of task (Huang
et al., 2015; Mutlu et al., 2014), to date interfaces for free-flying robots are
not task or activity oriented.
Instead, this chapter argues that free-flyer interfaces should focus on
supporting task and teamwork interdependencies to support users in accomplishing the types of high-level tasks described in Section 2.2, rather than
the task of navigation. In this view, humans are essential teammates that
can help to plan free-flyer tasks, monitor execution, and intervene when
necessary or desired, while systems support the user by automating low-level
aspects of free-flyer navigation.

6.3

Formative Exploration

To ground my work and inform the design of control interfaces for free-flyers,
I first conducted a formative study of human-human teams. I treated this
study as a form of design exploration lacking a priori hypotheses. In the
exploration, I gathered data on how users sought to accomplish a variety of
tasks with a distal experimental confederate that mimic archetypical tasks
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in which free-flyer are envisioned to provide support.

Tasks and Setup
In this formative exploration, I conducted a human-human study in which
participants worked with a remote experimental confederate to navigate and
explore a remote environment. Participants could view the environment
and interact with the confederate using videochat via a tablet carried
by the confederate. The participant had to work with and instruct the
confederate to accomplish three tasks: (1) inspecting a number of boxes in
the environment and recording the barcodes of boxes that appeared damaged,
(2) writing or drawing a detailed description of the remote environment, and
(3) surveying the confederate while recording any “mistakes” made during
an assembly task. The confederate, imitating general free-flyer constraints,
only followed very low-level instructions that a robot could feasibly execute
(e.g., simple translation and rotation commands), and could not interact
with the environment in any physical manner.
The study tasks were designed to raise questions related to interdependence, such as those noted by Johnson (2014): “‘What is the robot doing?’
‘What is it going to do next?’ ‘How can I get it to do what I need?”’ that
“highlight underlying issues of observability, predictability, and directability”
and elicit participant responses to obtain data regarding how users might
intuitively attempt to answer such questions. The first task was designed to
require a great deal of movement throughout the environment as the boxes
were located at a variety of position and heights, forcing the confederate to
change “altitudes.” Additionally, both the first and second tasks were designed to be open-ended in an attempt to generate a large pool of participant
behaviors – in the first task, it was up to the participant to decide what
“damaged” meant while the second task contained an open-ended response.
The third task attempted to simulate a surveillance task in which a free-flyer
might be utilized as a mobile camera that required participant vigilance and
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situational awareness.

Participants
A total of nine participants (5 male, 4 female) were recruited for this study
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. However, the digital
video file for one of the male participants was corrupted and thus excluded
from the analysis. These participants represent novice users, rather than
experts such as NASA flight controllers, as true free-flyer operations experts
are still quite rare due to the novelty of the technology. However, the actions
of these novice users can still be extremely valuable in affording insights
regarding how to design more intuitive systems that might decrease training
times and better support overall interaction. The study took approximately
30 minutes, for which participants were compensated $5.00.
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Figure 6.3: In the formative exploration, participants used a videochat system to direct a confederate, who modeled free-flyer behaviors, to undertake
exploration, inspection, and surveillance tasks. Videos were then analyzed to
determine high-level participant behaviors in working with the confederate
and generate guideline for interface design.
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User Behaviors
Video recordings of each interaction were analyzed to identify high-level
patterns of user behaviors (Figure 6.3). After a period of iteration examining
and refining observed behaviors, eight dominant patterns emerged for classifying participant actions. These behaviors bear similarities to language acts
such as references and installments described in prior work in communication
grounding (Clark and Brennan, 1991), but are focused towards the domain
of free-flyer interaction:
Spatial commands represented the participant giving a discrete command that referenced the places and objects in the distal environment
(e.g., “Can you rotate the view so that I can see the top of that tall
box on your left?”)
Sequential commands represented the participant making a plan
of discrete actions with the confederate (e.g., “I’d like you to walk to
the center of the room, then raise the camera to eye level, and then
slowly turn in place for a full 360-degree circle”)
Combination commands represented behaviors that appeared to
aggregate both spatial and sequential cognitive processes (e.g., “Let’s
move on…I want to look at the next box over in the right corner near
the door. I’d like you to approach it and then lower the camera to the
height of the box.”)
Inferred commands represented commands that the confederate
interpreted based on potentially ambiguous, but low-level, input from
the participant (e.g., participants asking the confederate to “zoom”
in on a detail was inferred to mean that participants wanted the
confederate to move closer to the object as there was no zoom feature
on the camera).
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High level commands represented commands that were too abstract
for the confederate (or a free-flying robot) to interpret and carry out
(e.g., “I’d like you to explore the room.”)
Refinement represented the negotiation and arbitration process between participants giving a high level command and eventually determining the correct spatial or sequential command(s) that the confederate
could actually carry out to accomplish participant goals (e.g., in response to the previous high level command, the confederate would
respond “Ok, what specifically would you like me to do?”).
Verification represented the times when the confederate and participant communicated to ensure that spatial commands or series of
sequential commands were correctly achieving participant goals (e.g.
Participant: “To the right a little bit more…” Confederate: “Like
this?” Participant: “Ok, perfect”). Often, this process resulted in new
commands if breakdowns‘ occurred.
Miscellaneous represented extraneous social chatter between participants and the confederate, consisting of interactions such as introductions and goodbyes at the beginning and end of each session or
off-task conversation.
Video data from each interaction was annotated with these classifications
by two coders. Data was divided evenly between the coders, with an overlap
of 12.5% of the data coded by both. Inter-rater reliability analysis revealed
substantial agreement between the raters (Cohen’s κ = .72) (Landis and
Koch, 1977).

Design Implications
Figure 6.4 shows the frequencies of each action reported by the video coders.
While miscellaneous discussion was reported most frequently (M = 58.75,
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Figure 6.4: The frequencies of participant spatial, sequential, combination,
inferred, and high level commands, refinement and verification processes,
and miscellaneous chatter.
SD = 25.95), it was largely excluded from the analysis. Three major design
implications emerged from examining the remaining participant behaviors.
First, 10.99% of total communication was taken up by high level commands
(M = 8.13, SD = 4.55) or refinement (M = 4.50, SD = 2.88). This
represents teamwork inefficiencies where time is wasted as participants
struggled to generate actionable commands that a free-flyer would be able
to understand. Overall, a large portion of such interaction occurred during
an initial adjustment phase (81.5% of high level commands occurred in the
first half of participant interactions).
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Figure 6.5: Occurrences showing at what percentage of the total interaction
time participant behaviors were observed.

Figure 6.5 presents the distribution of participant behaviors over the time
(as a percentage of the overall interaction time) that they were observed.
These findings indicate that participants required a period of adaptation
before they were able to effectively work with a partner operating under a
set of constraints similar to those placed on free-flyers. This leads to the
design implication that users may need support to intuitively understand
what free-flying robot capabilities and limitations are from the beginning
of the interaction. In terms of coactive design principles, such support will
likely increase the directability of the system.
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Participants did not appear to exhibit a preference between spatial and
sequential commands, instead needing to utilize both quite frequently to accomplish the tasks (spatial: M = 22.88, SD = 10.47, sequential: M = 27.00,
SD = 8.55). Every single participant used both types of commands, pointing for a need to support three-dimensional spatial reasoning about the
work environment while concurrently supporting temporal planning and
re-planning. These design recommendations also align with the principles
of coactive design; providing a three-dimensional view of the robot’s environment may enhance system observability, while supporting sequential
planning and re-planning may aid in system predictability. It is interesting
to note that both the data-driven approach in this work as well as the
interdependence analysis table used by Johnson et al. (Johnson et al., 2012)
led to a similar design recommendation for providing a three-dimensional
representation of the environment, however, the other design implications
identified here are unique to my approach.

6.4

Interface Designs

I undertook an iterative design process to develop three alternative interfaces
that provide various forms of support regarding the requirements identified
in the formative exploration (Figure 6.6). The first combines principles
of teleoperation with approaches from blended shared control with userdirected guarded motion, resulting in a “safe-guarded teleoperation” (Fong
et al., 2001a) design that maximizes directability, potentially at the cost
of observability and predicability. The second interface extends traditional
two-dimensional waypoint delegation interfaces commonly in use by supporting waypoint planning and re-planning on the fly in a three-dimensional
representation of the work environment. Finally, the third interface supports
waypoint planning and re-planning in a three-dimensional representation
of the environment while also providing an editable, visual timeline repre-
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Safe-Guarded Teleoperation

Waypoint Delegation

Collaborative Interface

Figure 6.6: I designed three interfaces to explore user teamwork with freeflyers: a safe-guarded teleoperation (left), a waypoint delegation interface
(center), and an interface designed to most fully support the collaborative
behaviors from the formative study (right). Larger versions of each interface
are displayed below.
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senting different interdependencies between the user and the robot. This
collaborative interface most fully supported the types of teamwork observed
in the formative study. This section details each design.

Safe-guarded Teleoperation Interface
The safe-guarded teleoperation interface (Figure 6.7) provides a live video
display from the robot and affords directing a free-flyer using a controller. While this interface shares much in common with traditional free-flyer
teleoperation interfaces, it differs in two key respects. First, manual teleoperation interfaces provide joysticks that must be manually controlled
to direct free-flyer thrust, pitch, roll, and yaw. Constant manual control
of four axes is simply too challenging for intuitive use; while experts with
such controls can demonstrate complex aerobatic maneuvers, it is extremely
difficult for novice users to even maintain a stable hover. Instead, this
interface automates the low-level aspect of controlling thrust, pitch, roll, and
yaw using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller (Ang et al.,
2005). A PID controller takes the form:
u(t) = Kp e(t) + Ki

Z t
0

e(τ )dτ + Kd

d
e(t)
dt

where Kp , Ki , and Kd represent constant parameters for tuning the proportional, integral, and derivative gains, e represents the error given an actual
and desired value (in this case, the robot’s position), and t is the time.
Using this controller, users can specify a desired location for the robot,
causing the robot to fly to that location and hover until a new location
is entered. This control scheme frees the user from having to constantly
correct minute errors in thrust, pitch, roll, or yaw in a manual fashion. In
this interface, users control the desired altitude, location, and orientation of
the robot with joysticks on a commercial game controller. This input is fed
to the PID controller on the backend, which causes the robot to fly to the
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Figure 6.7: The safe-guarded teleoperation interface presents a video feed
while allowing users to direct the robot using a controller and ensuring they
do not crash. The control scheme was inspired by controls commonly used
in first-person videogames and allowed users to manage the desired location
of the robot rather than having to manually adjust thrust, pitch, roll, and
yaw as in traditional free-flyer teleoperation.

desired location. This scheme, which also provides users with a first-person
video feed from the front of the robot, is very similarly in feel to controlling
first-person videogames. Further, it ensures safe handling of the robot as
safeguards can be put in place to ensure that desired locations will not place
the robot too close to walls, ceilings, or objects in the environment.

Waypoint Delegation Interface
The waypoint delegation interface (Figure 6.8) was inspired by interfaces
such as the Paparazzi Ground Control Interface and Mission Planner described in Section 6.2. Like these interfaces, it enables the user to plan a
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Waypoint Delegation

Figure 6.8: The waypoint delegation interface extends current free-flyer
paradigms by providing a three-dimensional map of the environment and
supporting re-planning of waypoints during flight.

route for the free-flyer by placing waypoints prior to flight. However, this
interface supports placing waypoints in a three-dimensional map of the work
environment, rather than the two-dimensional overhead maps common to
traditional free-flyer interfaces. Additionally, this interface supports adding,
modifying, and deleting waypoints not only during a planning phase prior
to flight, but at any time during task execution.
In this interface, users can view and navigate through a three-dimensional
map of the work environment created from a point-cloud that was constructed
by scanning a room using an Xbox Kinect and the PCL library.2 For the
purposes of developing this interface prototype, the environment map was
constructed a priori. However, in practice, free-flyers may be able to build
2

The PCL library is a large scale open project for 2D/3D image and point clooud
processing. More information about PCL can be found at http://pointclouds.org/
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Figure 6.9: Waypoints are represented by spheres that signify where a robot
will perform an action. Above, a “Sound Measurement” waypoint is selected,
showing a visualization of how the robot will be positioned and oriented
when taking the sound measurement, along with draggable handles to adjust
position or orientation.

environment maps on-the-fly using simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) techniques (Winkvist et al., 2013). Users can create waypoints by
selecting a robot action, such as taking a picture or sensor measurement,
from a list and dragging it into the environment where they would like the
robot to perform the task. Raycasting is used to determine where to place
the initial waypoint in three-dimensional space from the two-dimensional
mouse coordinates where the user drops the action.
Waypoints are represented by spheres that symbolize robot actions using
color-coding and a visual icon that serves as an action glyph. Once initially
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placed, the user can modify the waypoint by dragging manipulators that
move the waypoint in the x, y, or z direction. Additionally, the user can drag
a circular manipulator to change the desired orientation of the robot at that
waypoint. To help contextualize the robot’s position and orientation while
completing the action in the environment, a three-dimensional visualization
of the robot, including a representation of the viewing area of the robot’s
camera, is presented whenever the user selects or manipulates a waypoint
(Figure 6.9). A path of arrows link each waypoint to show the overall flight
path the robot will follow.
Users may need to adjust the task plan or intervene to modify robot
position and orientation at any time. To provide real-time control over
robot behaviors, waypoints can be added, modified, or deleted at any time
prior or during robot flight. For example, consider a situation where a user
plans a waypoint to take a picture of an object in the environment but
during execution, when the robot flies to waypoint, they cannot quite see the
details of the object in question. In this situation, the user could manipulate
the position or orientation of the waypoint that the robot was currently
hovering at to cause realtime changes to the robot’s position and orientation.
Likewise, if during execution planned waypoints become extraneous, they
can be deleted, while new waypoints can be added if task or environmental
demands change. As in existing systems, new waypoints are always added
at the end of the queue.
Once the user is ready to execute a flight path of planned waypoints, the
robot will automatically fly to the first waypoint and begin the corresponding
task (e.g., collecting data, taking a picture, etc.). When the task is completed,
the robot will continue to hover at the waypoint and will present the collected
data to the user via a text message in a notification dialog or, in the case of
an image, via a popup window. The user must click a button to advance the
robot to the next waypoint, representing an implicit constant dependency
the robot has on the human to determine when the particular task at
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each waypoint has been accomplished to the user’s satisfaction. The robot
relies on a PID controller, similar to that described in the safe-guarded
teleoperation interface, to autonomously navigate from its current position
to the desired position indicated by the current waypoint. Likewise, this
controller can ensure that the robot flies in a safe manner and does not come
too close to obstacles, walls, or the ceiling. Moreover, the three-dimensional
representation of the environment can further support users by visually
demarcating what areas are safe for the robot to fly and not allowing the
user to position waypoints beyond these boundaries in dangerous areas near
environmental hazards.
This design aims to support several of the design recommendations found
in the formative study. By providing the users with a discrete list of actions
the robot can accomplish, we introduce a design constraint to help guide
participant understandings of how they might work with the robot and what
robot capabilities are from the beginning of the interaction. By providing
an interactive, three-dimensional representation of the environment, we
better support spatial thinking regarding how to work with a teammate
that can freely move in three-dimensional space. By enabling users to add,
modify, and delete waypoints both prior and during task execution, we
better support planning and dynamic re-planning to better leverage the
asymmetric abilities of the user and the robot.

Collaborative Interface
While the waypoint delegation interface addresses many of the design recommendations from the formative exploration, it was not designed to explicitly
support the type of temporal cognitive processes observed in the participant
sequential behaviors. As a result, I designed a third interface that extends
the waypoint delegation interface with an interactive timeline that supports
dynamic task reordering and visually depicts interdependence relationships
between the user and the robot.
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Collaborative Interface

Figure 6.10: The collaborative interface was designed to most fully support
the types of teamwork observed in the formative study. It provides a threedimensional map for waypoint planning and an interactive timeline for
managing interdependencies and sequential task order.

This collaborative interface (Figure 6.10), like the waypoint delegation
interface, provides a three-dimensional map of the environment in which
users can place waypoints by dragging a selection from a list of robot actions.
Similarly, users can add, modify, or delete waypoints during planning or
while the robot is flying, with the robot autonomously navigating to each
waypoint using a PID controller. However, unlike the waypoint-delegation
interface, the collaborative interface includes an interactive task timeline
at the bottom of the screen. This timeline explicitly shows robot actions
and human interdependencies and supports dynamic re-sequencing of task
actions.
Every time the user adds a new waypoint, a corresponding action block
is added to the timeline. The user can select and drag these blocks to
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re-order the timeline, changing the planned flight path in terms of waypoint
orderings. These changes propagate to the arrows depicting the flight path
in the three-dimensional virtual environment. Providing sequential task
re-ordering may allow users to more dynamically respond to changes in task
or environment; while the waypoint delegation interface always places new
waypoints at the end of the queue, in the collaborative interface users can
rearrange the order of waypoints at any time.
Additionally, the timeline explicitly encodes interdependence relationships, which can include waiting on the user to indicate that the robot should
move to the next waypoint (similarly to the waypoint delegation interface),
automatically advancing to the next waypoint when the robot has finished
the planned task while notifying the user using visual and audible cues, or
simply moving on to the next waypoint automatically. Certain robot actions
are linked to inherent interdependencies. For example, taking a picture automatically generates an interdependency in which the robot should wait on
the user to approve the photograph before advancing to the next waypoint,
given the difficulty for the robot in understanding whether or not a picture
captured what the user intended. Other actions, such as taking a sound
measurement, contain no inherent interdependencies and would allow the
robot to automatically advance by default. However, the user can change
these dependencies as desired by right-clicking on an action block in the
timeline. This opens a context menu where they can specify that, following
this action, the robot should wait on user approval, notify the user while
advancing, or simply move on to the next waypoint as soon as the robot is
finished.
Overall, this collaborative interface aims to provide similar benefits as
the waypoint delegation paradigm, while further supporting participant
abilities to sequentially order tasks and enhancing system observability by
explicitly encoding interdependence relationships that can be customized by
the user.
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6.5

Experimental Evaluation

The formative exploration regarding the types of support that users might
require when working with a distal assistant moving in three-dimensional
space led to several design implications for free-flyer interfaces. I actualized
these findings by implementing three complete free-flyer interface to gain a
further understanding of how differing levels of support and interdependence
might help users better collaborate with, task, and manage distal free-flyers.
I then designed and conducted an in-person laboratory experiment in which
participants utilized these interfaces to interact with a physically-embodied
free-flyer, operating in a remote environment, to accomplish a series of
realistic tasks. In this experiment, I examined how well each interface
design supported participant abilities to effectively work with the robot to
accomplish their tasks as well as how the interfaces affected participant
perceptions of the robot.

Hypotheses
I developed several hypotheses regarding how the effectiveness of the various
interface designs:
Hypothesis 1. Spatial support in the form of a three-dimensional map and
the opportunity to plan activities in advance will allow users to accomplish
their tasks more efficiently using the waypoint delegation and collaborative
interfaces compared with the safe-guarded teleoperation interface.
Hypothesis 2. By providing an interactive timeline that supports dynamic
sequential task reordering, the collaborative interface will allow users to
respond more quickly to unplanned changes in task or environmental conditions compared to the waypoint delegation. As users of the safe-guarded
teleoperation interface will be actively engaged in the current task, they
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will likewise be able to respond more quickly to changes than users of a
waypoint delegation interface.
Hypothesis 3. The safe-guarded teleoperation interface will place a higher
cognitive load on users over the waypoint delegation and collaborative interfaces as it will require more constant participant intervention and attention.
Hypothesis 4. As support for interdependence between user and robot
increases, participants will perceive the robot to be more of a teammate and
less of a tool. Therefore, the waypoint delegation and collaborative interfaces
will lead to greater perceptions of the robot as an assistant compared with
safe-guarded teleoperation.

Experimental Design
I conducted a 3 × 1 between-participants laboratory experiment to evaluate
how well each of the three interface designs support intuitive tasking, control,
and management of free-flyers. The independent variable represented what
type of interface participants used: the safe-guarded teleoperation, waypoint
delegation, or collaborative interface. Dependent variables included objective
measures of task performance as well as subjective scores regarding participant cognitive load and participant ratings regarding the robot’s perceived
collaborative role.
This experiment used a modified AscTec Hummingbird as the experimental platform. As the Hummingbird does not have a native video camera,
an unlocked Samsung Galaxy S4 Mini commercial cellphone was attached
to the robot, with a periscope lens to enable forward-facing vision. The
Android IP Webcam application3 was utilized to stream video from the
3

The
Android
IP
Webcam
application
can
be
found
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pas.webcam&hl=en

at
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Figure 6.11: The experimental environment was set up to mimic that of a
warehouse in which a free-flyer might soon be deployed.

phone to the user interfaces. The Hummingbird was also modified to include
three infrared LEDs for tracking, as described in Section 6.5.

Experimental Tasks
This experiment strove to replicate realistic demands that will be placed on
human-robot teams as free-flyers integrate into environments such as warehouses or the international space station, as in the scenario from Section 1.2.
The environment in which the robot operated mimicked that of a warehouse
with various clutter including pipes, boxes, and shelves (Figure 6.11). Six
experimental tasks were designed for the user to carry out that represent
a variety of realistic tasks that place different types of interdependency requirements on the human-robot team. These tasks were grouped into three
categories: three planned tasks, two unplanned tasks, and one secondary
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task.
Planned tasks: Three tasks were fully described to participants in the
experimental instructions. These tasks required visiting locations throughout
the robot’s environment at a variety of heights to take measurements or make
observations. As participants completed these tasks, they were instructed
to fill in responses on a digital worksheet that provided an abstract, twodimensional overhead view of where the tasks needed to be performed (Figure
6.12). Participants were able to plan how they would like to accomplish
these tasks, which could be carried out in any order the participants chose,
and were instructed that completing these tasks were their main priority.
These tasks included:
Sound survey: This task required participants to measure sound levels
at four vents located in the remote environment. Participants were
instructed to locate the vents and take a sound measurement as close to
the vents as possible to get an accurate reading. They then needed to
compare the measured values against a provided baseline measurement
to determine whether or not the vent required repair. This forced
a dependency in which the user to wait on the robot for the sound
measurements, while the robot would be free to continue new tasks
after taking the measurement.
Pipe inspections: This task required participants to work with the robot
to inspect four pipes located in the robot’s environment. Participants
were instructed to examine a serial number on each pipe, use the
number they observed to look up the pipe’s installation date in a
provided list, and then save a picture of any pipe that had been
installed prior to a certain date. This task introduced a dependency
in which the robot had to wait on the user before advancing since it
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would not be known in advance whether or not a picture of the pipe
would be required.
Inventory logistics: This task required participants to locate a “misplaced” box in the warehouse environment. Participants needed to
work with the robot to scan a number of boxes that were marked with
augmented reality (AR) tags indicating the contents of the box and a
box identification number. Once the missing box was found, participants were instructed to record the box identification number. This
task was intended to place a series of interdependency relationships
on the human-robot team and require extensive collaboration in order
to navigate amongst the boxes, bring the robot to a point at which it
could scan the AR tags, and make decisions regarding whether or not
the box had been located.
Unplanned tasks: Participants were also instructed that either the robot
or a “warehouse supervisor” might ask them to accomplish additional tasks
during the experiment. They were instructed to give any such additional
tasks equal priority to the three planned tasks described above. However,
they were not instructed regarding what such tasks might entail, only that
details would be provided if the robot or supervisor requested their assistance.
These requests came in the form of text messages; prior to the experiment
participants were shown one dialog over which the robot would communicate
any data measurements or requests for aid and a second dialog over which
the supervisor would communicate. These dialogs were read-only and the
participant could not enter text to send messages to the robot or supervisor.
An audible alert sounded whenever the participant received a message from
the supervisor or a help request from the robot. All participants received
one request from the supervisor and one request from the robot, which were
triggered at set times while the robot was in flight:
Air quality measurement: This task represented a request by the super-
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Task Worksheet

Secondary Task

Robot starting position

Figure 6.12: A digital worksheet guided participants through the planned
tasks and served to record their answers. These tasks were distributed
throughout the robot’s environment. A secondary task was designed to
gauge how much concurrent work each interface design afforded. Participants
were instructed to click on the graph showing the higher average battery
temperature (the bottom graph in this stimuli). Once selected, a new stimuli
would appear.

visor to check the air quality in the remote environment. Participants
were sent a text message indicating that sensors in the room had
detected a potential ammonia leak, that the supervisor would like
confirmation of the leak from the robot, and that the data from the
next air quality check would automatically be sent to the supervisor.
This task was inspired by a recent incident on the international space
station in which a false alarm indicated a potential ammonia leak,
forcing the American modules to be evacuated (Dunn, 2014). In such
events, whether on the ISS or in a terrestrial industrial environment
in which toxic chemicals may be present, free-flyers may assist by
assessing the environment while maintaining human safety. Users
could not plan for this task, which required them to spontaneously
take an air quality measurement anywhere in the experimental room.
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Robot re-alignment: This task represented instances in which robots
may recognize that internal errors or faults have occurred and require
assistance from users. In this task, the robot sent a text message to the
user requesting help in re-aligning its internal map of the environment.
Users were sent a picture of the current video feed from the robot and
had to click on five points, similar to tasks in which users must click
on corners to align three-dimensional scans or help calibrate computer
vision systems. While both this task and the air quality measurement
task interrupted users, this task did not require the user to re-direct
the robot in any manner.
Secondary task: In addition to the main experimental tasks described
above, users were given a secondary task with instructions to complete it
whenever they felt they had spare time. This secondary task was designed to
measure user free time and thus indirectly gauge the attentional demands the
work placed on the user. Several tasks, such as performing mental arithmetic
or reading email have been suggested in prior literature in HRI and Human
Factors (Crandall et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2001; Olsen and Goodrich, 2003).
I adapted such tasks to the context of operating a free-flyer in a warehouse
environment in an attempt to enhance the realism of the experiment.
The secondary task in this study presented users with a pair of line
graphs that ostensibly showed internal robot temperatures across prior robot
operations. Users were instructed that as battery temperatures increase,
robot flight performance decreases. Therefore, users were asked to act as
quality control and click on the graph portraying the higher average battery
temperature. Once a graph was selected, a new pair would appear. Users
were able to complete as many of these secondary tasks as they chose, but
their instructions emphasized that they should only work on such tasks
when otherwise unoccupied. Each comparison task was designed to take
users a maximum of 20 seconds to enable users to quickly perform these
tasks during any available free time and switch smoothly back to the main
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tasks as necessary. The stimuli were generated by dividing a continuous
Perlin noise signal (Perlin, 1985) into two equal segments. The values within
each segment were then adjusted using the process described in Albers et al.
(2014) such that the average Y-value of the segments differed by five. The
location of the “correct” graph was randomized for each stimuli. An example
stimuli is shown in Figure 6.12.

System Implementation
Several variables in interface presentation were controlled across condition
in this experiment. The size of the presented video feed was constant across
each interface, however the location of this feed on the users screen was not
due to the increased demands on screen space in the waypoint delegation
and collaborative interfaces. Likewise, the size of the three-dimensional
environment map was constant across the waypoint delegation and collaborative interfaces, although again location was not as the collaborative
interface required space for the interactive timeline. The sizes of the robot
and supervisor dialog were consistent across all three interfaces. All interfaces supported zooming in the robot’s camera using a slider next to the
video feed; users of the teleoperation interface could additionally use the
controller’s D-pad for this purpose (see Figure 6.7).
The main robot interface was presented on a monitor directly in front
of participants. A secondary monitor to their right contained the digital
worksheet for participants to record their progress on the planned tasks (e.g.,
marking down the sound measurements, identifying which pipes needed
to be replaced, and recording the identification number of the missing
box) as well as complete any secondary tasks when they were otherwise
unoccupied (Figure 6.13). Participants in the waypoint delegation and
collaborative interface used a mouse and keyboard for all interactions with
the main interface, to fill in the worksheet, and to complete secondary tasks.
Participants using the safe-guarded teleoperation interface utilized an Xbox
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Figure 6.13: In the experiment, participants used an interface on a main
monitor in front of them to work with the robot. A secondary monitor to
their right presented a task worksheet and secondary tasks.

360 for the main interface while needing to switch to a mouse and keyboard
to fill in the worksheet and complete any secondary tasks.
During execution, each interface controlled the robot by sending desired
three-dimensional coordinates via WiFi to a unified backend server. In the
safe-guarded teloperation interface, the initial desired location matched the
starting location of the robot and the user could alter the desired location
using the controller as described previously. For the waypoint delegation
and collaborative interfaces, the desired location was indicated by the
current waypoint. The backend server was responsible for translating these
coordinates into flight commands (e.g., thrust, roll, pitch, and yaw) that the
robot could understand and sending these commands over radio via a serial
connection with a USB adapter. To accomplish this, the server monitored
the position of the robot using a single camera mounted in the ceiling of
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the environment. This camera was equipped with a wide-angle lens to be
able to view the entirety of the experimental room and an infrared filter to
isolate the infrared LEDs that were installed on the robot. Distortion from
the wide-angle lens was corrected using the approach found in Devernay and
Faugeras (2001). The infrared LEDs were arranged on the robot in the form
of an isosceles triangle such that the server could directly deduce the robot’s
position and orientation while the area of the triangle corresponded to the
robot’s altitude. Four PID controllers independently managed robot thrust,
roll, pitch, and yaw using the current robot position identified from the
ceiling-mounted camera and the desired position indicated by the positions
sent from the interface. This process enabled the robot to autonomously
navigate to desired locations within the environment, while simultaneously
protecting the robot by placing bounds on the maximum and minimum
allowed goal locations. These bounds were selected to prevent the robot
from flying too close to walls or the ceiling.
The cellphone attached to the robot enabled the user to view a live
videofeed and supported the user in saving pictures. All other sensor readings
were simulated based on robot position. For example, when participants
requested a sound measurement, the server determined which vent the robot
was closest to and reported data accordingly such that two vents would
always report sound levels indicating a repair was needed while the other
two would always report normal readings. The same two vents required
repair across all participants. Likewise, the air check measurement would
always report data indicating that the ammonia leak was a false alarm.
Each sound measurements took 10 seconds to complete, while air quality
measurements took 20 seconds. Measurements could be canceled at any
time prior to completion and presented participants with a progress bar that
indicated remaining measurement time. Participants were prevented from
taking multiple measurements simultaneously. The sensor measurement
delay was instituted to increase the realism of the task and present potential
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opportunities for users to complete secondary tasks.
The AForge library4 was used in scanning the augmented reality tags
for the inventory logistics task. The Helix Toolkit library5 was used in
presenting the three-dimensional maps of the environment in the waypoint
delegation and collaborative interfaces. The EmguCV library6 was used
in filtering the video from the ceiling mounted camera and identifying the
location of the robot. All other code for the interfaces, backend server, and
network communication was custom-written in C#.

Experimental Procedure
The study took 30–45 minutes and consisted of six main phases: (1) introduction, (2) instruction, (3) planning, (4) execution, (5) evaluation, and (6)
conclusion.
First, the experimenter obtained informed consent and brought the
participant into a controlled room distant from the robot environment.
Participants were seated at a table, informed they would be working with a
robot in a distant warehouse, and given an instruction packet detailing the
experimental tasks. While the participant read through the instructions,
the experimenter left the room and set up the experiment, ensuring that the
robot had a fresh battery, was positioned in an identical starting location
for each participant, and that all network connections had been successfully
initialized.
4

The AForge library is a C# framework for computer vision and image processing algorithms. More information about the AForge library can be found at
http://www.aforgenet.com/
5
The Helix Toolkit is an open-source library for extending the 3D functionality of
the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). More information can be found at
https://github.com/helix-toolkit
6
The EmguCV library is a cross platform .Net wrapper for the popular
OpenCV image processing library.
More information can be found at
http://www.emgu.com/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
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In phase 2, the experimenter re-entered the participant’s room and verified that participants understood the experimental tasks. The experimenter
then administered a tutorial with a dummy version of the interface that
participants would use. This interface was not connected to the robot, but
enabled users to briefly become familiar regarding interface functionality.
Participants were required to demonstrate knowledge regarding how to
navigate the robot and how to instruct the robot to perform each possible
measurement. Once the experimenter had verified that the participant
understood the interface and answered any final questions, they started up
the real interface that was connected to the robot and left the room so the
participant could begin the planning phase.
In phase 3, the participant was given as much time to plan how they would
accomplish the tasks as they desired. For both the waypoint delegation and
the collaborative interfaces, users were able to set waypoints for the robot.
The collaborative interface additionally supported the user in re-arranging
the order of robot actions on a timeline and defining interdependence
relationships, as described above. The safe-guarded teleoperation interface
did not support either this spatial or temporal planning, however users were
still given time, if they desired, to think about how they would accomplish
their tasks. Whenever the user felt ready, they could click on a button to
begin the execution phase of the experiment.
In phase 4, the robot took off from a set location and could be guided by
the user to navigate around the environment and perform a variety of data
collection and sensing tasks. In the safe-guarded teleoperation condition,
users directed the robot using a game controller, while in the waypoint
delegation and collaborative interfaces, the robot flew to user designated
waypoints, as described in Section 6.4. Participants had ten minutes of
flight time to accomplish as many of the experimental tasks as possible in
whatever order they chose while filling in the task worksheet and completing
any secondary tasks. The supervisor’s air quality request was triggered
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three minutes into the execution phase, while the robot re-alignment request
occurred after six minutes. A timer was always visible to indicate to
participants how much flight time they had remaining. Upon reaching
the ten minute limit, the robot automatically landed, the interface closed,
and the experimenter re-entered the participant’s room. The ten minute
flight time limit was instituted to place demands on participant resources in
completing the tasks and to align with platform battery limitations.
In phase 5, the experimenter administered assessments to gauge perceived
workload and had participants evaluate their experience and perceptions of
the robot. In phase 6, the experimenter collected demographic information,
debriefed the participant, and paid them $5.00 for their time.

Participants
A total of 38 participants from the University of Wisconsin–Madison were
recruited for this study. Two participants were excluded from analysis due
to not following the instructions of the experiment, resulting in a total
of 36 participants (12 per condition, each condition was gender-balanced).
Participant ages ranged from 19–50 with an average age of 24.42 (SD = 6.17).
On a seven-point scale, participants reported a moderate prior familiarity
with robots overall (M = 3.53, SD = 1.83) but a low familiarity with small
flying robots (M = 2.64, SD = 1.64). As a result, these participants mainly
represent novice users; however, one participant noted that they had a
great deal of prior experience operating model airplanes and had obtained
a private pilot’s licence. Another participant noted that they had prior
experiences working with machine automation. Further, participants overall
reported a moderate amount of prior familiarity with videogames (M = 4.22,
SD = 1.87), which may be relevant due to the design of the safe-guarded
teleoperation interface.
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Measures and Analysis
Objective and subjective measurements captured the outcomes of the experimental manipulations. Several measures were derived from prior work
investigating metrics for human-robot interaction (Crandall et al., 2002;
Olsen and Goodrich, 2003; Steinfeld et al., 2006).
Five objective measures captured aspects of the effects of interface design
on the human-robot team. As users in any condition could choose not to
create a plan and simply start flying the robot, planning time served as
a manipulation check to determine whether participants actually utilized
the additional planning support provided by the waypoint delegation and
collaborative interfaces. Communication bandwidth was measured in terms
of how much information was sent by the user to the robot in order to
accomplish task goals. Team efficiency was calculated by dividing the
percentage of tasks (including secondary tasks) accurately completed by the
number of commands issued by the user. Intervention response effectiveness
and intervention response time addressed how well users were able to react
to unplanned tasks.
Subjective measurements included the NASA-Task Load Index (NASATLX) to measure perceived cognitive workload and responses to questionnaire items that were grouped to construct a scale that provided a measure
of participant perceptions of the robot’s role. This scale consisted of 3
items relating to whether participants perceived the robot’s role as one they
needed to supervise, manage, or assist (Cronbach’s α = .748). Participants
also gave open-ended responses regarding their impressions of the robot, the
interface they used, and their overall experience.
I analyzed the collected data with a one-way independent measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the main experimental manipulation as
a fixed effect. Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test controlled
for Type I errors in post-hoc comparisons across experimental conditions.
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Results
Figure 6.14 provides a visual summary of the results of this experiment.
Manipulation Check — While the waypoint delegation and collaborative
interface offer a much greater degree of support for planning, participants
were free to start the execution phase of the experiment whenever they desired in all conditions. I first verified that participants understood that such
support was offered, indicating a general understanding of the interfaces, by
analyzing the time spent planning in each condition. I found a significant
effect of interface design on planning time, F (2, 33) = 24.28, p < .001, with a
post-hoc comparison using Tukey’s HSD revealing that users of the waypoint
delegation and collaborative interfaces spent significantly more time planning
than those using the safe-guarded teleoperation interface at the p < .05 level.
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Figure 6.14: Results from the objective and subjective measures. Greenshaded regions represent variables that were found to have an equal level in
using Tukey’s HSD post-hoc comparisons at the p < .05 level. Overall, results
supported Hypothesis 1 (bandwidth and efficiency), 2 (responsiveness), and
4 (perceptions of the robot), but not 3 (cognitive workload).
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Hypothesis 1 — H1 predicted that participants would be able to accomplish
tasks more efficiently using the interfaces that supported planning prior
to execution. To test this hypothesis, I first analyzed bandwidth regarding
how many commands each participant sent to the robot. I found a significant effect of interface design on bandwidth, F (2, 33) = 34.00, p < .001.
A post-hoc comparison with Tukey’s HSD found that participants in the
waypoint delegation (M = 644.83) and collaborative (M = 749.08) interface
conditions sent significantly fewer commands to the robot than those in the
safe-guarded teleoperation condition (M = 2804.50) at the p < .05 level.
To gauge overall efficiency, I created a composite metric for scoring overall
task performance as a percentage of tasks completed correctly, with bonuses
for any secondary tasks that were completed in addition to the main tasks.
Efficiency was calculated by taking this score (ranging from 0–100) and
dividing it by how participant bandwidth, creating a ratio of task completion
to commands sent. I found a significant effect of interface on efficiency, F (2,
33) = 5.11, p = .012, with Tukey’s HSD showing that the safe-guarded
teleoperation interface was significantly less efficient than the other two interfaces at the p < .05 level. Thus, overall the results supported Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 2 — H2 predicted that participants using the safe-guarded
teleoperation interface and the collaborative interface would be able to better
respond to spontaneous, unplanned events that require new teamwork. To
test this hypothesis, I first conduced a manipulation check to determine that
participants were indeed responding to spontaneous requests. I found that all
participants responded to the robot’s request for recalibration (which did not
require any teamwork, interaction with the robot, or replanning), and did so
relatively quickly (teleoperation: M = 17.63 seconds, waypoint: M = 14.44
seconds, collaborative: M = 10.16 seconds, no significant differences found
across condition at the p < .05 level). This indicates that participants
understood when interruptions occurred asking them to conduct new tasks.
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To determine whether interface designs affected participant abilities to
respond to unplanned events that required actual intervention on their part,
I analyzed participants’ intervention response effectiveness and intervention
response time regarding participant abilities and time taken to successfully
respond to the supervisor’s spontaneous request. Fisher’s exact test determined that the percentage of participants that successfully intervened
and worked with the robot to perform an air quality check in response to
the supervisor’s request differed significantly across interface conditions,
p = .008. Fisher’s exact test was used in place of a Pearson chi-square as
the data was very unequally distributed across conditions (all participants
using teleoperation completed the air quality check, all but one participant
succeeded using the collaborative interface, while only half succeeded in
the waypoint condition). I also found a significant effect of interface design
on intervention response time, F (2, 33) = 16.90, p < .001, with post-hoc
Tukey’s HSD comparisons showing that participants took significantly longer to respond in the waypoint condition (M = 338.48 seconds) compared
with the teleoperation (M = 78.68 seconds) or collaborative (M = 160.25
seconds) interfaces. These results provide support for Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3 — H3 predicted that participants using the teleoperation interface would perceive a higher cognitive workload compared with participants
in the other two conditions. The NASA-TLX assessed perceived workload.
However, the analysis did not find sufficient evidence to reject the null
hypothesis that perceived workload would not differ across conditions, F (2,
33) = 2.72, p = .081.
Hypothesis 4 — H4 predicted that participants in the waypoint and collaborative interfaces would perceive the robot as more of partner or assistant and
less of a tool compared with participants using the teleoperation interface. I
found a significant effect of interface design on participant’s rating regarding
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their perceptions of the robot, F (2, 33) = 5.04, p = .012. A post-hoc
comparison using Tukey’s HSD revealed that participants rated the robot’s
role as a teammate that they supervised, managed, and assisted significantly
higher in the waypoint and collaborative interfaces over the teleoperation
interface at the p < .05 level.

6.6

Discussion

The experimental results indicate that the collaborative interface, which was
designed to best support the interdependencies and user needs identified
in the formative exploration, represented a superior overall design. The
results supported Hypothesis 1, indicating that the collaborative interface
outperformed the safe-guarded teleoperation design in terms of bandwidth
(an important consideration for deployments, such as those used in the
domain of space exploration, in which communication may be limited or
intermittent) as well as efficiency. Hypothesis 2 was also supported, revealing that the collaborative interface outperformed the waypoint-delegation
interface in enabling users to quickly intervene and respond to spontaneous
changes in task or environmental condition. The results further supported
Hypothesis 4, indicating that the collaborative interface better supported
perceptions of teamwork with the robot compared with the teleoperation
interface. However, Hypothesis 3 remains unconfirmed: the results did
not provide not sufficient evidence for any difference in perceived cognitive
workload across condition.
Two potential confounding factors may provide an explanation regarding
the lack of support for Hypothesis 3. First, combining the strict time limit for
the execution phase of the experiment with the requirement that participants
quickly learn to use a novel interface and work with a robot with which they
lacked prior familiarity may have placed a great burden on perceived cognitive
load for all participants, overshadowing any potential effects of interface
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design. Second, the effect of interface design on perceived workload may have
affected by participants’ prior familiarity with videogames, especially as the
control scheme for the safe-guarded teleoperation interface closely mimicked
interaction with first-person games. Overall, comparisons to videogames
were frequently made in open-ended responses across conditions:
P922 [Collaborative]: “I tend to use inverted controls when I (rarely!)
play 1st person video games.”
P769 [Collaborative]: “I kept expecting the controls to work slightly
differently, more like in Minecraft7 I guess.”
P448 [Teleoperation]: “It honestly felt like a slightly challenging
video game (well…I was using a controller after all).”
P522 [Teleoperation]: “Hook this bad boy up to a ps3 controller,
and you’ll get millions of proficient operators for this machine.”
As participants may have perceived similarities to their past experiences
with videogames, any unexpected alteration (e.g., not supporting inverted
controls, using a controller from a different commercial videogame console)
may have increased the variance of reported cognitive workload. While the
goal of this study was to inform the design of interfaces that better support
teamwork and task completion overall, future studies might specifically
investigate how free-flyer interfaces might be designed to reduce cognitive
workload. Alternatively, studies might further explore tradeoffs in designing
interfaces to mimic videogame interfaces as matching user prior experiences
in domains such as videogames use may diminish training times and enhance
system intuitiveness.
Despite the lack of support for Hypothesis 3, the results overall supported
the use of the collaborative interface. The interactive timeline appears to
7

Minecraft is a popular videogame: https://minecraft.net/
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have been critical in enabling participants to quickly respond to unplanned
events; many participants in the waypoint interface noted the challenge in
using an interface that did not provide such support:
P889 [Waypoint]: “The waypoint system made it difficult to follow
supervisor instructions, because any new commands were added to the
end of the list of waypoints.”
P222 [Waypoint]: “…I also could not figure out how to interrupt the
established way point in order to take the requested air quality measure,
without erasing all of the previously established markers.”
P924 [Waypoint]: “The lack of the ability to insert a new task into
the middle of the linked list of tasks or to change the type of task
currently running resulted in a situation that required one to throw
away the entire plan thereafter to deal with a sudden change…having to
throw out my plan to deal with the air quality emergency was beyond
frustrating.”
These results hold significant ramifications for free-flyer interface design as
most free-flyer interfaces do not currently support dynamic task re-planning
during execution. Similarly, these results demonstrate that interfaces that
better support teamwork can offer benefits in terms of bandwidth and
efficiency over teleoperation paradigms.

Limitations and Future Work
Although the collaborative interface design appears to represent a positive
tradeoff in terms of efficiency and responsiveness, future work is needed to
more fully explore the free-flyer interface design space. While Hypothesis
4 examined how interface design might affect perceptions of the robot as
a teammate, the main focus of this study was on task completion. Future
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work might more fully examine the social aspects of teamwork. In the
formative exploration, participants exhibited a great deal of social conversation, coded as miscellaneous chatter, throughout the interaction. Likewise,
participant responses in the laboratory experiment hint at a potential for
social interaction, even in the teleoperation condition:
P448 [Teleoperation]: “I essentially had a ‘robot buddy’ who I could
steer around and give directions to…”
P579 [Waypoint]: “If [the robot] has a name, it would be very
adorable.”
P769 [Collaborative]: “I [sic] was fun! I would like to interact with
more robots.”
As prior studies have demonstrated that ground robots will be viewed as
social actors (Forlizzi, 2007; Sauppé and Mutlu, 2015), future studies might
further explore the aspect of social interaction during human-robot teaming
for free-flyers.
This study was also limited in scope to only exploring distal control
and collaboration with a single free-flyer. While Chapter 7 explores the
design of a system to support bystander interaction with nearby free-flyers
and other recent work has begun to examine proximal interactions for main
users (e.g., using gestures as in Ng and Sharlin, 2011), the development
of robust interactive systems that enable main users to effectively direct
and collaborate with colocated free-flying robots remains an open problem.
Likewise, additional research is needed to explore the scalability of free-flyer
interface designs for working with multiple robots, which may find inspiration
in similar studies of fan-out for mobile ground robots (e.g., Olsen Jr and
Wood, 2004).
Finally, the collaborative interface, as with any prototype, could be
further enhanced to increase usability for real-world deployments. Partici-
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pants provided several suggestions in their open-ended responses, including
developing better systems to log collected data and providing a small twodimensional minimap that tracked robot location (another feature often
found in videogames). Further improvements might combine the collaborative design demonstrated here with the “nudge” system from Pitman and
Cummings (2012) for more precise control or integrate the video feed into
the three-environment and provide a finer degree of control over planned
paths, as in Johnson et al. (2012). Further development is also needed
to integrate the system presented here, which used a three-dimensional
map of the environment developed a priori, with other work examining
how free-flyers might develop such maps on-the-fly. Future studies might
explore how to support planning and execution as a free-flyer builds a map
in realtime or may investigate new workflows, such as first having a free-flyer
autonomously scout an area to build a map, then letting the user construct
a task plan, and finally supporting collaborative teamwork to execute the
plan.

6.7

Study Conclusion

In this work, situated within the aspect of developing methods to support
free-flyer control, I explored the design of interfaces to support distal users
in tasking and directing free-flying robots acting in human environments.
In a formative exploration, I studied human-human teams to generate
design requirements for supporting users working with a distal assistant
to accomplish archetypical free-flyer tasks. My findings, along with prior
research in interfaces for mobile ground robots, informed the design of
three prototype interfaces that were implemented as part of an end-to-end
system for free-flyer control. I evaluated these interfaces in an in-person
laboratory experiment. I found that a collaborative interface that supported
spatial waypoints in three-dimensions as well as an interactive timeline for
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task planning and re-planning significantly improved user’s efficiency in
accomplishing tasks, their ability to intervene in response to spontaneous
changes in task demands, and their ratings of the robot as a teammate.
These findings demonstrate the potential of a data-driven approach for
identifying and designing for teamwork and interdependence, while offering
practical insights to address limitations in the design of current free-flyer
interfaces.
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7 broader issues: supporting bystander
privacy and security in flying robot
interactions
The previous chapters explored aspects of robot expression and control in
detail, using laboratory experiments to show how the design of new robot
behaviors and interfaces can improve interaction outcomes such as robot
usability and safety. In this chapter, I expand the investigation with an
analysis of privacy, an issue that is already arising as free-flying robots begin
to be deployed outside of laboratory settings. I envision that a great deal of
future work will be needed to address privacy concerns raised by free-flyers
as they are deployed, which will likely require integrated solutions that blend
technical and legal approaches with understandings of culture and society.
This chapter highlights some of the key considerations for developing privacy
policies for free-flyers and provides an overview of the types of scenarios
that might raise privacy concerns. In addition, I outline the design of a
prototype system, termed MavZAP, as part of a technological solution
that enables bystanders to regulate and enforce a wide range of security and
privacy policies on free-flyers. This prototype has been implemented on two
commercial free-flyer platforms.1

7.1

Overview

Small free-flyers, predominantly in the form of MAVs, are being tested for
deployment across a range of consumer and commercial applications. Recent
estimates place the global market for MAVs as a $2.5 billion industry (Dillow,
2014). The increased adoption of this technology introduces a number of new
risks associated with free-flyer use, particularly to individuals, or bystanders,
1

A system feasibility evaluation across several use cases can be found in Appendix A
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who are not directly collaborating with the robot but simply happen to
be nearby. Section 1.2 presents a vivid portrayal of how the integration
of free-flying robots might introduce privacy concerns in domestic settings.
Such events, where MAVs have been perceived as compromising the privacy
or secrecy of others, have already been reported (Navera, 2014; Jeffries,
2014). In addition to potential privacy violations via integrated sensors,
free-flyers can also be responsible for physical harm to people and property
via collisions. For example, in April 2014, a triathlete was injured due to a
MAV crashing during filming of a race (BBC News, 2014), and in September
of 2013, a MAV fatally struck its 19 year-old operator (Goodman, 2013).
There have also been a number of close calls, including an FAA report of
a midair near-collision between a MAV and a 50-seat airplane flight over
Florida (Botelho, 2014).
Ensuring that free-flyers are operated safely and in a way that respects the
privacy of bystanders is an emergent, multifaceted problem. Lawmakers have
struggled to enact widespread legislation that permits responsible MAV use
while prohibiting irresponsible practices. Expectations of privacy can vary
based on local regulations, customs, and cultures and are constantly evolving.
Even responsible pilots may unintentionally or unknowingly violate new
laws, which may carry stiff penalties (Condliffe, 2014). Furthermore, there is
no way for the relevant stakeholders (such as safety officials, operators, and
bystanders within the vicinity of the robot), who may have conflicting goals,
to describe what they consider to be acceptable use of a nearby free-flyer;
homeowners may want to disallow devices from taking video recordings of
their property, while realtors might desire to utilize MAVs to showcase other
homes in the same neighborhood. Law enforcement officials might wish to
designate certain zones as no fly areas, either permanently (e.g., airports,
military bases) or temporarily (e.g., stadiums during concerts or sporting
events).
In this chapter, I review the role of bystanders as proposed by prior
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research in human-robot interaction and identify limitations in current
approaches towards mitigating issues of privacy and security surrounding
the introduction of free-flyers into commercial and domestic settings. I
outline use scenarios that may raise privacy concerns and describe the design
of MavZAP, a prototype system designed to support bystanders and other
stakeholders, such as homeowners, building managers, and law enforcement
agencies, to specify, communicate, and enforce privacy and security policies
on nearby MAVs. MavZAP consists of an online interface that enables
users to quickly craft desired policies, a secure protocol for transmitting
policies over existing 802.11 infrastructures, and a hardware prototype that
can integrate with existing commercial MAVs to enforce behaviors that
align with user-specified policies. I conclude with a discussion regarding the
necessity of such systems for free-flyer deployment and the opportunities
and challenges of designing systems to support bystander interaction.

7.2

Related Work

This work draws on an emerging body of research focused on a recognition
that human-robot interaction represents a complex paradigm that consists
of a variety of user and robot roles. Below, I review work that identifies
how bystanders might be affected by new technologies that are deployed in
their environment and examine current methods that attempt to mitigate
the novel risks posed by free-flyer deployments.

The Role of Bystanders
In human-robot interactions, users and robots may take on any of a variety
of different roles, the type of which may directly affect communication and
cooperation (Dautenhahn et al., 2005). Prior work in HRI has identified
a number of distinct user roles that relate to individual differences in the
type of interaction. Scholtz (2003) first established three broad user roles:
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supervisor, operator, and peer. Scholtz and Bahrami (2003) then added the
role of mechanic while refined the role of peer by distinguishing bystanders
from teammates. Later, Goodrich and Schultz (2007) added the roles of
mentor and information consumer.
While a great deal of work has explored designing support for robot
supervisors and teammates (Chapter 6 provides an overview such research),
relatively little work has been devoted to understanding bystander interactions. Scholtz and Bahrami (2003) define a bystander as one who “does not
explicitly interact with a robot but needs some model of robot behavior to
understand the consequences of the robot’s actions” and gives the example
of a person causing a robot to stop by walking in front of it. As bystanders
typically only interact indirectly with robots and only have access to influencing a subset of potential robot actions, Scholtz and Bahrami note that “the
largest challenge here is how to advise the bystander of the capabilities of
the robot that are under her control. There will most likely not be a typical
display.”
Research on long-term deployments of ground mobile service robots have
echoed this view, noting that visitors often need information about the
robot and its purpose, but limiting recommended support to providing social
interactions and scripted dialogs for introducing the robot (Hüttenrauch
and Eklundh, 2002; Severinson-Eklundh et al., 2003). However, the advent
of personal smart-phones and tablets has created a new opportunity in
which small displays are now becoming ubiquitous (e.g., the Pew Research
Center estimates that 64% of American adults now own a smartphone;
Smith, 2015). The spread of mobile computing platforms, combined with
the deployment of personal computers throughout business and domestic
settings, makes it likely that bystanders will in fact have access to a display
either immediately or in their general vicinity during most interactions
with free-flyers. In this chapter, I explore how such displays might afford
more than just social support for bystanders and alternatively may enable
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bystanders to gain better understandings of robot capabilities and serve
as an interactive platform for providing limited control in affecting robot
operations.

Limitations of Current Approaches
The motivation for this work comes mainly from the threat that free-flying
robots may pose to violating bystander privacy and security, as well as the
threat to their physical safety. Currently, two major types of approaches
have been employed in an attempt to mitigate such risks. The first is that
some manufacturers voluntarily provide a list of “no-fly” zones that is flashed
into robot firmware prior to sale. The purpose of a no-fly zone is largely
to keep robots away from areas prohibited by regulating agencies, such as
airports. The second existing protection is to enact legal regulations that
penalize operators for misusing free-flyers. For example, the FAA commonly
enacts temporary bans on piloting MAVs in the immediate vicinity of large
sporting events, punishable by fines or jail time (Condliffe, 2014).
While these protection mechanisms may help mitigate some of the risks
posed by free-flying robots, there are a number of limitations that they do
not address:
• Insufficient Environmental Context: The most immediate concern raised by free-flyers is the threat of a collision. While a manufacturer can attempt to restrict the behavior of a robot, they may lack
the context to properly detect if a collision is imminent. Alternatively, overly restricted behavior may actually lead to unsafe conditions
during robot operation due to dynamic or unforeseen environmental
factors.
• Optional Policy Updates: Although robot manufacturers may
hardcode a list of no-fly zones before distributing their devices, they
currently lack the capability to dynamically update this list during
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operation. As a recent example of this, the MAV manufacturer DJI
recently attempted to distribute a “mandatory” update to their nofly list. However, installing the update requires the cooperation of
operators to download the update and flash it to their device, which
operators may simply choose not to do.
• Bystander Isolation: Although bystanders are potential victims of
interactions with free-flyers, they have no effective means to communicate their desires to nearby robots. As a result, operators without
prior knowledge of bystanders cannot respect their wishes, possibly
incurring the legal penalties described above.
• Architecture Diversity: Because the only policies that are enforced
on free-flyers are those hard-coded by manufacturers, they are often
specific to the architecture of a given system. Further, there is no
standard for the hardware that a free-flyer must use or the command
protocol by which operators control such robots. Consequently, even
if bystanders could effectively specify high level policies, it may be
infeasible to translate them to every potential free-flyer platform.
• Lack of Privacy Protections: An area of growing concern is that a
free-flyer’s integrated sensors might violate the privacy of bystanders
(Navera, 2014; Jeffries, 2014). In particular, many MAVs deployed
today have video cameras to record footage or stream data back to
the operator. To date, no onboard protection mechanism has been
developed to prevent this type of privacy violation.
Research has begun to examine new ways to mitigate these limitations
in current approaches. For instance, NASA has begun to examine the
development of an air traffic management systems for free-flyers (Simonite,
2015) that may alleviate risks to permanent fixtures such as airports or
government bases. However, such systems also suffer from several limitations:
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they require planned flight paths to be submitted to a coordinator for
approval prior to flight and thus require full knowledge of all routes and
sensitive locations a priori, they do not support dynamic, online robot
management, and they only focus on flight while ignoring the threat posed
by sensors such as cameras that may invade privacy. Alternatively, recent
work has recognized the threat of other continuous sensing technologies (e.g.,
Google Glass), and have proposed systems for selectively disabling sensors
to preserve privacy using a world-driven access control model (Roesner et al.,
2014). While this model enables bystanders to affect the operation of nearby
technology (e.g., a bystander can request not to be recorded by a Google
Glass device), it relies on a visual marker approach (e.g., the bystander
would need to show a QR code to the camera). Such an approach faces
limitations in placing a burden on the users to generate potentially unfamiliar
visual codes and may not be feasible to implement in practical scenarios.
Instead, I describe the design of MavZAP, a system for MAVs that supports
the nuanced and dynamic privacy needs of bystanders, requiring only a
smartphone or other traditional display and an 802.11 wireless connection.

7.3

Design Process

The design of MavZAP was informed by a number of real-world incidents
involving violations of security, privacy, and safety posed by MAVs. Below,
I describe the high-level goals that guided the design process, present an
overview of the MavZAP architecture, highlighting each system component
to illustrate how the system fulfills the design requirements, and then discuss
how MavZAP might mitigate the new risks posed by MAVs.

Design Goals
Based on the challenges presented by free-flyers and limitations of current
approaches discussed in Section 7.2, four broad requirements were developed
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towards achieving an effective system for enforcing MAV security and privacy
policies:
• Flexible: MAVs cover a range of devices, from small all-in-one units to
large customizable platforms. Different platforms may have different
sensors and flight capabilities, leading to a variety of potential security
or privacy violating behaviors. Platforms also differ in their software
and hardware architectures, as well as their communication methods,
for instance over WiFi, various radio frequencies, or encrypted channels.
An important consideration in MavZAP is ensuring that it can enforce
policies that cover the wide range of potential MAV behaviors that
might be relevant to bystanders and can integrate with a diverse array
of MAV platforms.
• Dynamic: Security and privacy protocols will evolve as MAVs gain
additional capabilities and are further integrated into society. Regulations, as well as bystander preferences, are not static and will
require dynamic responses. As such, it is imperative that MavZAP
be amenable to quick and continuous updates.
• Accessible: Bystanders that wish to express a policy regulating MAV
behavior should be able to do so using high-level primitives, without
regards to the individual MAV specifications. Furthermore, users of
MavZAP should be able craft policies without concern for how the
policy will be enforced. Conversely, MavZAP should be implemented
such that minimal modifications are required to base MAV platforms.
• Robust: In developing a new system for bystanders, there exists the
potential for malicious adversaries to spoof messages in a manner
negatively affecting other bystanders or the robot operator or owner. Therefore, it is crucial that MavZAP contain a method for
authenticating messages to prevent spoofing by a malicious party.

Stakeholders
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Figure 7.1: The system design of MavZAP includes an interface bystanders
can use to craft geographic policies, nodes that broadcasts such policies, and
an enforcer to impose these policies on MAVs.
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Design Approach
To achieve the goals outlined above, the design of MavZAP introduces three
novel contributions: the concept of zone-aware policies that allow for the
encoding of robot behavior tied to specific geographical regions, the notion
of a trusted policy enforcer that compels MAVs to follow specified security
and privacy policies, and a secure protocol for communication. Figure 7.1
details the the major components of the MavZAP design.
Zone-Aware Policies
MavZAP centers on managing the behavior of MAVs using a language
of zone-aware policies. A zone-aware policy is represented as a finite,
dynamically updated list of (zone,action) pairs:
h(τ1 : α1 ), (τ2 : α2 ), · · · , (τn : αn )i
where τi is a zone—a geographic region such as a rectangle whose bounds are
delimited by GPS coordinates—and where αi is a policy action—a behavior
that is induced on a MAV when operating within τi .
The set of policy actions is shown in Table 7.1. These actions were
developed by considering the threats posed in scenarios in which free-flying
robots have been found to violate privacy, security or safety that have been
reported as MAVs have begun to integrate into commercial and personal
use. While such a list is not intended to be exhaustive, it covers a wide
range of threats posed by MAVs today, and can be extended with new action
types to support additional behaviors as free-flyers are further utilized. This
language is designed to facilitate high-level policy abstraction, enabling its
application to MAVs without needing to specify implementation details such
as specific robot platform, supporting the design goals of flexibility.
Another advantage of zone-aware policies is that they enable highly visual
frontend interfaces for users to specify and manage policies, supporting the
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Table 7.1: Available zone-aware policy actions.
Message
FLY_IN_ZONE
AVOID_ZONE
IGNORE_NODE
FLIGHT_PATH
ENABLE_SENSOR
DISABLE_SENSOR
LAND

Description
Enter a zone and do not leave
Do not enter a zone
Ingore the messages from a node
Follow a particular path
Force a given sensor to be used
Force a given sensor to be unused
Immediately ground the MAV

design goal of accessibility. Bystanders, such as Rand from the narrative
in Section 1.2, may be briefly transformed into users as they are presented
with a geographical map in which they can draw zones and then attach
actions constraining or enabling robot abilities within these zones. For
example, a bystander might specify that a certain region is a “no-camera”
zone, and that no footage should be allowed within the zone. Alternatively,
law enforcement officer might specify that a certain zone should prohibit
the use of MAVs altogether.
Policy Enforcer
To achieve the design goals outlined above, the system design relies on a
single key assumption: the existence of a small, trusted computing base
on board MAVs in the form of a policy enforcer. This enforcer serves
as the interface between the outside world, in which MAVs may receive
commands from operators or privacy requests from bystanders, and the
inner sensor payloads of the robot, such as a camera, microphone, or GPS
device. The enforcer offers two main benefits: it ensures that a MAV has the
proper hardware to discover zone-aware policies that are broadcast using a
special protocol (described below) and it translates zone-aware policies from
high level user specifications into commands that can be actualized by the
attached MAV, potentially making use of a manufacturer-specific API. This
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chapter details the development of a prototype enforcer and envisions that
future free-flyers may be required to have a similar component installed. In
the US, recent rulings have already upheld the authority of the government
to regulate civilian and commercial MAVs, and requiring a trusted enforcer
in MAVs would be very similar to Canadian laws requiring speed limiters on
large trucks (of Transportation, 2012). Specifying a trusted enforcer helps
to support the design goal of developing a system that is robust to misuse
due to either user ignorance or adversarial goals.
Protocol
Existing technologies to regulate MAVs largely rely on a static policy that
is installed once by the manufacturer or operator and may subsequently be
updated between flights. There are two major limitations of this approach.
First, it requires that bystanders who would like to place some constraint
on a MAV must first upload their constraint to a central repository for
registration. Second, it requires that MAV owners and operators constantly
keep their robots synchronized with the central repository. MavZAP avoids
these limitations by using a custom protocol called MEP (for MAV Exclusion
Protocol) to broadcast policies in the field. Instead of uploading zone-aware
policies to a central repository, bystanders can create policies with a policy
crafting frontend interface and upload their preferences to a local MEP
broadcast node (also known simply as a MEP node), which can take the form
of a smartphone or home WiFi router. Such MEP nodes can then broadcast
zone-aware policies using existing wireless infrastructures, taking advantage
of ad-hoc networks broadcast by bystander smartphones or existing home
WiFi networks. Any MAV carrying an enforcer that flies within range of
MEP nodes can then download the local policy on-the-fly, supporting the
design goal of developing a dynamic system. Additionally, to further support
the design of a robust system, MEP provides an optional authentication
mode, which affords secure mutual authentication between MEP nodes and
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policy enforcers, in addition to a standard lightweight mode that emphasizes
low latency transport. This mimics practices on the internet, where certain
websites offer an additional layer of security by providing secure socket layer
(SSL) authentication that can be verified with a trusted third-party.

MavZAP Use Cases
To demonstrate the flexibility of this design, I present three recent real-world
scenarios involving the misuse of MAVs and describe how MavZAP might
act to mitigate such threats.
No-Fly Zones
Scenario: In late January, an off-duty Defense Department staffer piloted
and crashed a DJI Phantom 2 on the White House lawn. Piloting the MAV
in this region violates federal regulations set forth by the FAA (Calamur,
2015). At the time, the Phantom 2 had no built-in prohibition for flying
in this region. DJI subsequently patched the firmware to restrict flight in
a 15.5 mile radius the White House, but users reported that the firmware
patch caused “unanticipated flight behavior” and DJI rolled back the patch
(D’Orazio, 2015).
Use of MavZAP: No-Fly zones represent a straightforward application
of MavZAP: the manufacturer can use the policy builder to specify zones
around restricted areas (such as the White House), and attach a policy
forcing any MAV to avoid the region or land upon entry. An advantage of
MavZAP in this case is that the enforcer is decoupled from firmware. Thus,
the enforcer will not alter flight behavior outside of policy zones. This case
also demonstrates the usefulness of MavZAP in situations where there is
no cooperation from MEP nodes: a trusted manufacturer can pre-load the
enforcer with no-fly zones and prevent an untrusted operator from violating
the zones, whether unknowingly or by malice.
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Guidance Lanes
Scenario: In April of 2014, the BBC reported that an Australian athlete
was injured in a collision with a MAV being used to capture video of a
sporting event. Although the Australian Civil Aviation Safety Society states
that unmanned vehicles may not fly within 30 meters of a person, the MAV
in this incident was being piloted 10 meters directly above the participants
(BBC News, 2014).
Use of MavZAP: This incident is distinct from a no-fly zone, as requiring
manufacturers to permanently prohibit flight over all possible sporting
or entertainment events is overly restrictive for operators and impractical
for manufacturers due to the transient nature of such events. However,
event organizers will be aware of safe boundaries and can define limits or
safe operating paths for MAVs that keep them away from bystanders or
athletes. To support this behavior, MEP nodes can communicate with
MAVs using the designed MEP protocol. MEP commands can be used to
signal emergency actions, such as a request for a MAV to land immediately,
but they can also be used to relay commands that are attached to a zone
that is not in proximity at all. Thus, MEP can be used not only to define
regions in which a MAV may not operate, but also specify a safe route in
which to leave or follow. In this example, event organizers might wish to
ensure that MAVs are not allowed to statically hover above the event and
could instead broadcast safe flight paths along which MAVs could film.
Home Privacy Broadcasts
Scenario: In August of 2014, the CBC reported on at least 10 incidents in
which police complaints were filed on account of MAVs hovering near residences (Davison, 2014). In one case highlighted by the report, a MAV equipped
with a camera was pointed inside an apartment window for approximate
half an hour. Although legal protections exist to prevent voyeurism, there is
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no direct way to find a craft’s operator. Such events mimic the experiences
described by a bystander in Section 1.2.
Use of MavZAP: The true power of the designed system is that it allows
networks of MAVs and MEP nodes to communicate point-to-point. Beyond
simply advertising ad-hoc no-fly zones, policies can communicate a range of
desires: for the sake of privacy, a zone can be established in which MAVs are
allowed to fly, but only if they turn off certain sensors, such as forward-facing
cameras. MEP further supports the ability to selectively prohibit sensors
within a region based on specific parameters, such as MAV orientation. For
example, a homeowner might broadcast a selective policy that allows full
MAV capabilities except for disabling MAV cameras when MAVs are pointed
directly at their house.

7.4

Design Prototype

In the previous Section, I introduced the overall design of MavZAP and
the types of policies that can be expressed to a MAV. Here, I discuss the
details regarding an end-to-end implementation of a prototype MavZAP
system, including the development of a frontend interface to build policies,
the custom MEP protocol used to communicate commands from a MEP
node to a policy enforcer, a hardware prototype of a policy enforcer, and
the interaction between the various components of the system.
Sample Policy: To aid in the discussion of system implementation, I
present a simple example policy and show how MavZAP facilitates the
creation, propagation, and enforcement of the policy through its various
components. The policy consists of three separate policy zones on a university
campus. The first zone is a “no-fly zone” around a sports arena. In order to
minimize the risk of collisions in a crowded stadium, the policy forces any
MAV that enters the zone to land. The second zone provides a guidance path
for MAVs flying near a building, advertising a safe path that allows free-flyers
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Figure 7.2: Users can craft policies and manage MEP nodes via an online
interface accessible from desktop, tablet, or mobile devices. In this example,
the user is managing three nodes, whose policies will be automatically
translated into MEP protocols and broadcasted using existing 802.11 access
points.

to navigate around the building away from any potential collisions. Finally,
a zone around a secure building broadcasts a message to prohibit MAVs
from capturing images of the restricted area. This example demonstrates
several of the policy primitives of MavZAP (listed in Table 7.1): the no-fly
zone uses LAND to ground MAVs, the guidance path uses FLIGHT_PATH to set
a flight lane, and the secure building uses DISABLE_SENSOR on the MAV’s
camera.

Frontend Interface
I developed a graphical interface to allow users to quickly and intuitively craft
new policies and zones without knowing the underlying policy primitives.
The interface supports MAV deployments via an online frontend written
entirely in HTML and Javascript. This interface is built on top of the Google
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Maps API. A majority of screenspace is devoted to a satellite map, with a
toolbar to the left of the screen supporting various user actions including
adding MEP nodes, managing the zones and policies that existing nodes are
broadcasting, interfacing with registered MAVs (if any), and allowing the
user to quickly reset all of their policies. Currently, this interface supports
four policies: a land policy, a camera off policy, an avoid policy, and a follow
path policy.
Crafting and Managing Policies
To craft policies, users must first register their MEP nodes with the frontend.
Adding a node consists of the user registering their WiFi access point,
giving the node a descriptive name, and indicating its geographical location.
Registered nodes are represented as pins on the satellite map, and can be
selected by clicking directly on the pins or from the “manage nodes” toolbar.
Each node manages two areas of geographic space: a broadcast region and a
policy zone. The broadcast region represents the communication range of the
node and is visualized as a circle radiating out from the node with a color
corresponding to the policy being broadcast. The policy zone represents
where a policy should take effect, which may be either within or outside
of the node’s broadcast range (allowing MAVs to collect and store policies
as they fly through broadcast regions that can be acted upon when later
entering the policy zone). When users select a node, an options panel
appears allowing users to specify the node’s policy and policy zone. Users
are able to choose policies from a dropdown menu and can specify the policy
zone with a scalable and translatable circle or rectangle, or can indicate
that the policy zone should align with the broadcast region. When users
are finished editing their policies and zones, they can click a “Start” button
that exports the indicated settings to their registered MEP node via Ajax.
Figure 7.2 displays a screenshot of the policy builder. In this example,
the user has registered three MEP nodes corresponding with the sample
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policy described above: a node at a sports arena, a node at a student union,
and a node at a department building. To specify the No-Fly Zone policy
at the sports arena, the user has selected the “Land” command from the
arena node’s menu and dragged a rectangle covering the stadium and the
surrounding area to indicate the policy zone. Illustrating the Guidance Lane
policy, the user has selected the “Follow Path” command from the student
union node and has drawn a path helping MAVs navigate around an outdoor
patio such that they do not risk crashing into areas with large congregations
of bystanders. To craft the Privacy policy, the user has selected the “Camera
Off” command from the department node and denoted the policy zone using
a draggable circle.

MEP Protocol
As detailed in Section 7.3, the MavZAP system relies on a protocol to
enable communication between MEP nodes, which broadcast zone-aware
policies, and policy enforcers, which enforce policy behaviors on MAVs.
The MEP protocol has been implemented with a number of features and
primitives that are particularly well suited to MAV communication.
Message Structure
Figure 7.3 shows the structure of a MEP message, which consists of a
fixed-length, 32-byte header and a variable-length body with a maximum
of 1243 bytes. The header contains fields for the name of the MEP node
(or MAV) owner or operator, the organization of the MEP node (or MAV),
the purpose of the message, the length of the message body, an 8-bit flag
used for specifying the communication mode (authenticated or light-weight),
and a reserved space of 5 bytes for the possibility of future developments.
Additionally, only the first bit of the 8-bit field for communication mode is
currently utilized, leaving space for the creation of supplementary flags in
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Figure 7.3: MEP message format.
the future.
Communication Modes
The design of MEP is meant to address a fundamental tension in communication between bystanders and MAVs: messages should be received and
processed as quickly as possible in order to respect policies with as little
latency as possible, but credulously obeying every message that is sent to a
MAV might provide malicious adversaries with undue control over the robot.
Determining which of these goals is more important is highly dependent
upon the context in which MAVs operate. Consider the scenarios presented
in Section 7.3: in the case of a home privacy broadcast, there is little harm
in trusting a bystander and disabling a video feed, and doing so with as
little latency as possible helps to respect privacy considerations. In the case
of a guidance lane, it is important to ensure that the lane is being broadcast
by a trusted entity rather than a malicious bystander.
To resolve this tension, MEP offers two modes of communication: a
lightweight mode, which is optimized to reduce latency and packet size but
sacrifices security guarantees, and an authentication mode that allows for
secure, trusted communication between a node and a MAV. However, as
my focus is human interaction, the details regarding the complete imple-
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mentation of the lightweight and authentication modes and their security
ramifications is beyond the scope of this dissertation. A full account of each
protocol mode can be found in Davidson et al. (2015).
MEP Node Deployment
By virtue of the simplicity of the protocol, MEP messages are less than 300
bytes in lightweight mode and 1000 bytes in authentication mode. Thus,
messages can be embedded into the information element (IE) of an 802.11g
frame using a technique known as “beacon stuffing” (Chandra et al., 2007).
Leveraging beacon stuffing allows MEP messages to be delivered using
existing WiFi hardware and software infrastructure. Instead of having to load
a special driver for constructing messages, existing, ubiquitous WiFi drivers
can be used to construct a frame. User-space packet injection libraries, such
as Scapy (Biondi, 2015), can then embed the MEP message into the IE of
the frame. The advantage of this approach is that it enables MEP messages
to be broadcast over any router that supports packet injection, allowing
many home routers and inexpensive WiFi antennae to act as MEP nodes.
The prototype implementation of MavZAP uses Scapy to implement
WiFi beacon stuffing and an Alfa AWUS036NHA Wireless adaptor running
Kali Linux as the MEP node for broadcasting MEP messages. This
implementation eases the path to deployment of MavZAP in WiFi-dense
environments such as neighborhoods, campuses, business and commercial
environments, and sporting events. Existing software infrastructures already
support deploying software applications such as MavZAP to WiFi routers
(Willis et al., 2014). Nevertheless, there are environments where WiFi is
not an ideal mechanism for broadcasting to MAVs. For example, sparsely
populated or rural environments, areas with high WiFi interference, and
zones requiring long distance communication may necessitate a different
mechanism, such as WiMAX. However, the MEP protocol is amenable
to altering the underlying transport mechanism to support alternative
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infrastructures.

Enforcer Prototype
Although MEP allows bystanders to broadcast messages to MAVs, in
isolation it cannot force a MAV to comply. Additionally, as the current
implementation of MEP relies on 802.11, any MAV that does not support
WiFi cannot receive any MEP policies. The design of a policy enforcer
seeks to address both of these limitations, first by providing the necessary
hardware to interact with MEP nodes regardless of MAV platform, and
second by providing the necessary software to guarantees that legitimate
zone policies will not be ignored by the MAV. This design also aims to
ensure that the enforcer does not significantly impact the performance of
standard MAV operation in a negative manner. To meet these design goals,
the enforcer was prototyped as a separate piece of hardware running custom
control software.
Hardware
The enforcer was prototyped using a single-board Raspberry Pi B+ computer.
Although a production deployment of MavZAP would benefit from the use
of a more focused design, likely using a custom board, the Raspberry Pi is a
sufficient prototype for a proof of concept meeting the system design goals.
The Raspberry Pi offers a complete Debian distribution, with a removable
micro SD card for storage and 512 MB of RAM. The Pi is small and light
enough to mount on MAVs without impeding functionality. To capitalize on
this advantage, the enforcer is equipped with its own independent power
source as well as additional sensors, including a WiFi dongle that allows the
enforcer to receive MEP messages, even if the MAV itself cannot.
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Figure 7.4: The software architecture of the enforcer module. The policy
logic is abstracted from the physical devices on the MAV, meaning policies
can be platform-agnostic.

Software
In order to account for the various hardware configurations that a MAV might
use, the policy needs to be modular to the hardware details of the attached
MAV. Thus, there are two pieces to the software: the core policy processing
module and a hardware abstraction layer that handles the translation of
policy actions into actual MAV sensor readings and hardware commands.
Figure 7.4 shows a diagram of the enforcer’s software architecture: The
policy checker maintains a list of every zone that it is aware of, both zones
statically loaded before flight time and zones received during flight from
MEP nodes. The checker runs a tight loop over all potentially relevant
policies to determine whether the MAV is operating in any policy zone
and, if so, trigger the appropriate action. In this loop, the policy checker
sends high-level queries and commands to a lower-level hardware abstraction
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Enforcer Prototype

Figure 7.5: The enforcer prototype attached to an Arducopter. The enforcer contains its own battery and WiFi card and communicates with the
Arducopter CPU using a wired USB connection.

layer that translates the commands into the actual interface used by the
attached MAV. For instance, to determine if the MAV is within a policy
zone, the policy checker issues an abstract query to the location stub that
will translate the abstract query to a concrete request for a sensor reading,
such as a platform-specific command for GPS coordinates.
Deployments
The enforcer acts as an intermediary between the platform-specific control
API of the MAV to which it is attached and the MEP nodes broadcasting
MavZAP policies. Two MAV platforms, the Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 and the
open-source ArduCopter, have been outfitted with enforcers to demonstrate
the flexibility of the enforcer design (Figure 7.5 shows an Arducopter equipped with an enforcer). These platforms sample the ever-expanding space
of commercially available MAVs and were selected due to their popularity
and their ability to represent the main capabilities and usage patterns of
modern MAVs.
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The hardware abstraction stubs for these two models are quite different.
For the AR.Drone 2.0, the enforcer receives zone-aware policies from MEP
nodes, converts any currently relevant policies into instructions understood
by the AR.Drone SDK,2 and broadcasts them to the internal robot CPU via
WiFi. The ArduCopter does not have an integrated WiFi receiver, however
the enforcer’s WiFi dongle still enables communication with MEP nodes. In
the ArduCopter implementation, the enforcer translates policy actions into
MAVLink commands, an open-source protocol natively understood by the
ArduCopter CPU.3 The enforcer sends these commands to the ArduCopter
via a wired USB connection. Despite these differences, the abstract policy
logic remains constant across both platforms and the frontend policy interface
would present identical experiences to bystanders near either platform.

Requirements Analysis
The implementation of MavZAP described directly supports many of the
design goals outlined in Section 7.3:
Flexible: As the MEP protocol is implemented on top of traditional
wireless 802.11, an online interface naturally integrates into home use in
which users wish to create zones around personal residences, industrial use in
which companies wish to secure offices or warehouses, and government use to
protect infrastructures such as airports or restricted bases. In these settings,
an online interface serves as a conduit transforming existing WiFi access
points into MEP nodes designating various zones and policies. Further,
the enforcer serves as an abstract interface between bystanders specifying
policies and the low-level, MAV specific commands needed to implement
such policies, allowing MavZAP to present a unified platform-agnostic
interface.
2
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Dynamic: Policies and policy regions can be updated at any time, simply
by changing the settings in each node’s option panel, with resulting updates
propagated to the MEP node in realtime and thus any MAVs with enforcers
flying within the region covered by the node. Circular policy regions are
translated into a latitude and longitude representing the center of the region
along with a radius to define the area. Rectangular regions are translated
into a series of four geographic points at the corners of the rectangle. The
follow path policy is translated into a series of geographic waypoints for
MAVs to follow, along with the geographic information relating to the policy
zone. This frees MAVs from needing to be preprogrammed with static a
priori protocols.
Accessible: An online frontend interface supports a wide variety of user
platforms. Users can build and manage policies using traditional desktops,
tablets, or mobile devices, and can push policy modifications ahead of flight
or as realtime updates.
Robust: The MEP protocol is designed to support mutual authentication
to protect against situations in which adversaries broadcast malicious policies as well as adversarial MAV operation. By integrating such mutual
authentication with a public regulating authority, as in authenticating SSL
certificates, this system allows for accountability of both MEP node and
MAV operators.
Additionally, the implementation described offers the potential for direct
access to a database that can contain a large number of policies and be
used in validating policies and MAVs for further accountability, although
the development of such a database is beyond the scope of this work. Such a
database might enable manufacturers to specify the multitude of restricted
zones based on regulating agencies a priori, while providing a simple manner
of upgrading these zones as new regulations are passed. Further, an online
system might enable users to link personal accounts and preferences to this
database if they desire to maintain consistency across personal settings.
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This setup supports varying levels of trust by associating policies with users
and implementing distinct user account privileges, for example not allowing
bystanders to dictate policies that would conflict with zones set up by
authorities (e.g., government regulating agencies or MAV manufacturers).

7.5

Limitations and Future Work

While the MavZAP prototype shows promise for mitigating novel security
and privacy risks posed by MAVs, a number of open problems remain that
require further system enhancements and validations prior to real-world
deployments. For example, the current enforcer implementation assumes
that enforcers can rely on MAVs to provide GPS and compass data to trigger
policies. This limits system integration with MAV platforms that do not
contain such integrated sensors or provide ways to query telemetry data
and raises the potential for misuse as MAVs may spoof data passed to the
enforcer to avoid policy enforcement. This limitation might be addressed by
future enforcer modules that contain built-in GPS and compass sensors.
A second limitation involves the observed system latencies. Although
MavZAP imposes a low latency overhead on average (see Appendix A), any
latency raises the possibility of temporary policy violations. For instance,
the current implementation may allow brief periods of policy violations as
policies are downloaded to the enforcer. Until policies are downloaded, the
enforcer will place no constraints on a MAV in the policy zone. One way
to mitigate such enforcement delays may be to impose a hovering behavior
or holding pattern when the MAV first enters a new broadcast region until
policies have been downloaded and evaluated. Although such an approach
would cause MAV operation to be less efficient, briefly suspending MAV
operation when entering a new zone seems to be an acceptable tradeoff in
advancing the privacy and safety of all bystanders within the broadcast
region.
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A final challenge to policy enforcement may rise from unanticipated
future MAV actions that are specifically crafted to briefly violate policies.
For instance, an operator may rapidly spin a MAV in a region with a “nocamera” policy with the goal of capturing brief images of the target before
the enforcer has the chance to block out the camera. The current reactive
enforcer cannot predict future MAV actions and may fail to prevent such
an attack. One way to mitigate this risk is for the enforcer to act as a
proactive supervisor that validates all planned MAV actions to ensure that
they will not violate policies prior to execution. A proactive supervisor
would have additional benefits in its ability to be verified on all potential
MAV actions and inputs prior to deployment, perhaps leading to regulations
regarding certain certifications and standards a MAV (with enforcer) must
meet prior to sale and distribution. This would follow similar methods with
automobiles, which must pass many safety standards and be certified for
emissions as part of the manufacturing process.

7.6

Study Conclusion

Free-flyer technology is maturing at a rapid rate and MAVs are being
increasingly adopted by consumers, industrial organizations, and government
agencies. However, this emerging technology poses new threats to privacy
and security that must be mitigated to ensure that MAVs perform according
to the expectations and preferences of all stakeholders affected, not just MAV
owners and operators. This chapter analyzed how the integration of freeflyers might pose new risks to bystanders, presented a policy-specification
language designed to mitigate these risks by allowing bystanders to specify
zone-aware security and privacy preferences, and demonstrated the design of
a prototype system for creating and enforcing such policies on nearby MAVs.
As part of this implementation, I detailed a visual interface that temporarily
transforms bystanders into users that can craft and manage nodes, zones,
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and policies, a secure and extensible protocol for communicating zonebased policies to MAVs from base stations using existing WiFi network
infrastructures, and a prototype of a trusted hardware module that can
interface with existing MAVs to enforce desired behaviors, such as landing,
following a specific route, or disabling certain privacy-invading sensors. While
a full system deployment and user evaluation or contextualized interview is
beyond the scope of this work, Appendix A provides an evaluation of system
latency and feasibility. Overall, the prototype design shows promise in
providing a flexible, dynamic, accessible, and robust approach to managing
the novel security and privacy risks that are emerging as free-flyers integrate
into society. While this chapter contributes an analysis of free-flyer use cases
that create these new risks and a prototype system that can inform future
designs that aim to support bystanders, more work is necessary to fully
develop comprehensive solutions. These solutions will need to additionally
consider legal and cultural developments as technical solutions alone are
unlikely to be sufficient to manage the integration of free-flyers into society.
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8

discussion

In this dissertation, I have identified and explored a design space for developing small aerial robots as free-flying assistants that operate within human
environments. While prior work has mainly focused on engineering aspects
related to developing robots that can fly and designing algorithms for obstacle avoidance and navigation, my approach instead takes a human-centered
design perspective inspired by methods in human-computer interaction
and human interaction with mobile ground robots. The previous chapters
detailed a conceptual design space for human-free-flyer interactions and
discussed four studies that each examine a specific design element: implicit
means for expressing robot intent, explicit methods for expressing robot
directionality, tasking and control interfaces for distal users, and supporting
bystander privacy. In this chapter, I discuss overall insights for the design of
free-flying robots, review the validity and generalizability of my approach,
and consider future directions for extending this work.

8.1

Synthesis and Reflection

Chapter 2 outlined the history of the development of free-flying robots
and Chapter 3 proposed a design space that was inspired by theories from
cognitive science that have found application in HCI and HRI (Norman
and Draper, 1986). This design space outlines three aspects of free-flyer
interaction—control, expression, and ecological fit—along with design variables specific to each aspect.
Chapter 4 investigated the aspect of expression, specifically examining
how free-flyer flight behavior might be designed to convey robot intent in
order to improve human perceptions regarding robot safety and usability.
Chapter 5 also explored the aspect of expression, but focused on how freeflyers might explicitly signal planned flight movements. The results of
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Chapters 4 and 5 offer design guidelines for improving the ability of freeflyers to work effectively near colocated humans, such as John, the warehouse
worker in the scenario from Section 1.2. Chapter 6 considered the aspect of
free-flyer control, describing a study that led to the design and evaluation
of three potential interfaces for users working with distal free-flyers, such as
Alice, the NASA flight controller in the scenario from Section 1.2. Chapter
7 extended these focused studies by presenting a preliminary examination
of privacy issues that may arise in real world deployments, such as those
faced by Rand in the scenario described in Section 1.2.
While each study found a number of individual results, three main insights become apparent when considering the work as a whole:

1. Free-Flyers will be social robots. Past work has shown that humans invariably exhibit social responses towards computer systems.
Users will mindlessly apply social rules and expectations, use human
social categories such as gender or ethnic stereotypes, and hold to
premature cognitive commitments based on human social understandings when dealing with machines (Nass and Moon, 2000). Likewise,
social expectations are placed on mobile ground robots operating in
human environments (Forlizzi, 2007; Sauppé and Mutlu, 2015). The
results of my explorations in this dissertation foreshadow that similar
expectations will be levied on free-flying robots as well. For example,
the light signal design found most useful and natural by users in Chapter 5 mimics human gaze behaviors, which are a powerful social cue
in human-human interactions. Similarly, while Chapter 6 focused on
the design of interfaces to support human-free-flyer teams accomplish
shared tasks, user responses indicated that they already saw the robot as a social agent (e.g., “a buddy”) and desired additional social
interaction (e.g., requests for the robot’s name). It therefore seems
likely that users will perceive free-flyers as social robots regardless of
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developer intent. As a result, I argue that increased research is needed
regarding the design of free-flyers for social interaction, identifying
specifics such as how social interaction will play a role in task completion and robot integration into organizations or the relationship
between various design variables and positive social outcomes.

2. Inspiration can be derived from existing paradigms. Freeflying robots are novel in many ways. Most notably, they provide a
platform for bringing a camera or other sensors to arbitrary positions
in three-dimensional space. Unlike traditional robots, environmental
impediments such as stairs or flooring are no longer a concern, while
ceilings and trees present new hazards. They also present many new
challenges towards effective human interaction, as detailed throughout
this dissertation. However, despite this novelty, this dissertation has
shown that design inspirations for free-flyers may often be successfully derived from existing paradigms. For example, the studies in
Chapters 4 and 5 draw inspiration from prior communicative paradigms, including principles of film and computer animation, human
behaviors, and technologies such as automobiles and jet aircraft, to
develop new ways for free-flyers to effectively communicate to nearby
humans. Likewise, the design process in Chapter 6 draws inspiration
from prior work developing interfaces for mobile ground robots and
points to further potential design inspiration from videogames. In this
dissertation, I often found it useful to conduct a process of formative
inquiry to quickly gain insight regarding how to effectively apply ideas
drawn from other sources to the domain of free-flying robots. While
I utilized these studies to generate implications for further design
prior to implementation and experimental evaluation, this approach
might be extended to generate formal models, similar to procedures
used in explicit model construction for humanoid robots (e.g., Huang
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et al., 2015). While it may be challenging to design human-human
studies for model construction of free-flying robots due to discrepancies
between human and robot capabilities, such approaches may be useful
in designing the types of social behaviors that the first insight implies
will be necessary for free-flyers integrating into human environments.
Additionally, observing human interactions can inform our knowledge
of human expectations and task behaviors, providing insight and design guidelines for developing robot behaviors and adaptations.

3. A human-centered perspective can offer unique insights. This
dissertation offers a number of guidelines for the design of free-flying
robots and builds knowledge regarding the relationships between design
variables, such as robot flight behaviors or the types of support provided
by interfaces, on interaction outcomes such as robot usability and safety.
As a whole, this work reveals how user hesitancy or ambivalence
towards free-flyers can be overcome by designing new affordances and
tools that help users make sense of and interact with these novel robots.
The design of these solutions offers several unique observations when
compared with prior engineering-centered approaches. For instance,
Chapter 4 reveals a tradeoff space between straight flight, which is
most efficient for free-flying robots, and flight that is manipulated
to enhance human perceptions of robot safety and naturalness. This
hints at a higher level insight: solutions for sociotechnical problems
may occasionally need to make sacrifices to the base technology in
preference for supporting users. Likewise, Chapter 5 illustrated the
importance for free-flyers to provide methods that enable nearby people
to quickly and accurately predict robot intentions, while Chapter 7
highlighted how real world free-flyer use is already causing negative
reactions due to concerns regarding invasions of privacy. These findings
also offer a more generalizable insight: to successfully integrate into
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human environments, it is no longer enough for free-flyers and other
novel technologies to operate correctly and safely, they must also be
able to effectively express and communicate this fact to users and
bystanders while following conventions deemed appropriate by culture
and society.

8.2

Limitations

This work embraces a forward-looking vision of free-flying robots as colocated
assistants. However such robots are not yet widely adopted and remain
largely devices for use in research laboratories or by hobbyists. While I
believe that the human-centered perspective espoused in this dissertation
is essential to achieving actual free-flyer deployments, limitations in the
proposed design space, research methdology, platforms, and experimental
tasks may pose threats to the validity and generalizability of my approach.

Design Space
The proposed design space is largely inspired by the human action cycle,
which identifies potential gulfs of execution and evaluation. In applying this
model to interaction with flying robots, I consider aspects of robot control
and expression. In addition, I supplement my proposed design space with a
consideration of free-flyer ecological fit. However, the aspect of ecological fit
remains unexplored in empirical research, largely due to the lack of current
free-flyer deployments. As free-flying robots become increasingly ubiquitous,
more work will be needed to understand issues of robot acceptance, role,
and impact on organizations and workflows.
In addition, the proposed model may have limitations in representing
more complex interactive scenarios. Real scenarios will consist of more than
unidirectional communication from a free-flyer to a user, or vice versa. Further, additional knowledge is needed to better understand how the solutions
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presented in this dissertation will scale to interactions of longer durations
and more longitudinal timeframes, as well as scale to multiple users and
robots interacting simultaneously. Finally, this model still contains several
gaps in understanding regarding the relationships between the potential
design variables presented in Chapter 3 and interaction outcomes. For
example, while this dissertation explored distal teamwork and collaboration
with free-flyers in Chapter 6, the aspect of colocated teamwork is left for
future work.

Research Methodology
This dissertation follows a design-oriented research methodology in which
research artifacts, such as new robot behaviors or interfaces, are developed to further our knowledge of human interaction with free-flying robots.
Research findings are generated from a positivist empirical approach in
which laboratory experiments evaluate hypotheses regarding the effects of
the research artifacts on interaction outcomes such as task performance
or perceptions of robot safety and usability. While my approach revealed
many novel design insights for free-flying robots, it poses potential threats
to generalizability and validity.
A design-oriented research methodology relies on the development of
research artifacts to probe a design space. However, if such artifacts are poor
reference designs, they will be of limited use in generating useful knowledge.
In my work, I utilized commercial hardware and open-source tools to implement my designs, ensuring that they could feasibly be implemented on flying
robots currently or in the near future. I grounded the design inspiration for
developing research artifacts in established prior work that examines aspects
such as designing expressive animated characters, common user experiences
such as automobile turn indicators, and research in ground robotics. In
addition to these methods, I validated my designs in an iterative process.
I utilized formative explorations to generate potential designs using data
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collected from human behaviors. I administered formative evaluations to
sample large solution spaces and discriminate between potential designs at
an early stage. Finally, I conducted formal laboratory experiments that
involved participants interacting with free-flyers to analyze the effects of the
final design artifacts.
While laboratory settings are useful in controlling extraneous factors to
identify significant differences across the main variables under investigation,
they may limit the generalizability of the results to new tasks and roles
that free-flyers might fill in real deployments. The novelty of free-flying
robots further complicates this issue as a potential confounding effect in the
experiments described in this dissertation. While future users may be experts
and interact frequently with free-flying robots, experimental participants
typically represented novices who had very little prior familiarity with freeflyers. However, my work examined underlying issues central to usability,
such as the predictability of robot flight motion and the ability of interfaces
to support teamwork, that will be essential for experts and novices alike.
Additionally, my findings can help diminish the training, experience, and
time required to transition from a novice to an expert who is comfortable
working with and near free-flying robots.
While I present many envisioned free-flyer scenarios as motivations for
my research, considerations regarding real-world conditions must contain a
degree of speculation given the lack of current free-flyer deployments. The
experiments presented here made a variety of tradeoffs in attempting to
balance mimicking the context of envisioned deployments withe the benefits
of isolating the effects of a particular robot behavior or interface design.
Additional work will be required to translate the design implications for
free-flyers outlined in this work to real-world settings. Further, as freeflyers are deployed, more interpretivist, constructivist, or mixed-methods
research paradigms (Sale et al., 2002) using methods such as action research
or field experiments may be useful for studying interactions in situ and
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building contextual knowledge regarding theoretical models of human-freeflyer interaction.

Research Platforms
While a wide variety of free-flying robots are now available, the vast majority
represent consumer devices for entertainment purposes and are not suitable
for research and development. As a result, the studies in this dissertation
were conducted using the more advanced Parrot AR.Drone, APM Arducopter, and AscTec Hummingbird platforms. However, even these platforms
have significant limitations in terms of battery life, embedded sensors and
ability to support autonomy, and morphology.
Due to battery limitations, experimental interactions typically lasted
between 10 and 20 minutes and represented a novel experience for most
participants. This may limit ecological validity as real-world deployments
will likely lead to a series of interactions with users that may each be longer
than those evaluated.
Limitations in onboard sensors necessitated a variety of interventions,
including the Wizard-of-Oz technique used in Chapter 4 and instrumenting
the experimental environment with additional sensors to enable autonomy
as in Chapters 5 and 6. In all studies, flight control took place on a
separate machine that sent motor commands to the robot wirelessly rather
than integrating sensor data and performing flight planning on the robot
itself. Real-world deployments will require more advanced embedded sensors
and processing power such that free-flyers are able to autonomously hover,
navigate around obstacles, and construct maps of their environments.
Finally, each platform is of roughly similar size and takes the form of
a quadcopter MAV. While quadcopters are currently the most popular
free-flyer design, they rely on propellers for generating lift, which cause
a great deal of noise and may lead to safety concerns. Future designs
may develop robot morphologies more appropriate for close interaction,
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potentially limiting the validity of my approach. Likewise, evaluating only
on MAV platforms may limit the generalizability of my findings to other
free-flyers variations such as blimps or space robots.
In particular, extending this work to free-flyers for use in space may
require a more nuanced examination of aspects such as proxemics, signal
designs, or interface capabilities. Additional refinements may be required
due to a lack of enabling factors for space robotics, limitations in communication bandwidth, or additional safety concerns regarding certified materials
and components that are less of a concern in terrestrial deployments. Additionally, while microgravity affords unique opportunities for interaction, it
also presents unique challenges, such as a lack of grounding for establishing
common frames of reference. While I believe that many research findings
in this dissertation are relevant for free-flyers in any domain, such as methods for signaling robot intent or the importance for free-flyer interfaces
to support interactive representations of both spatial and temporal task
interdependencies, future work will be needed to further develop designs
specifically for use in space.

Experimental Tasks
The relative nascency of free-flying robots also complicated the design of
experimental tasks. While these tasks were informed by prior investigations
into potential uses for free-flying robots, the exact tasks in which free-flyers
will eventually provide assistance is still unknown. As a result, robotic tasks
in this dissertation were designed to evaluate archetypical functions such
as inspecting objects or taking measurements. Similarly, the measures in
this dissertation were largely drawn from prior work in human interaction
with mobile ground robots. However, better understandings of real-world
free-flyer tasks may necessitate the development of new experimental measures, especially for tasks that involve potentially high-force, impulsive, or
high-speed interaction with objects, humans and the environment. Additio-
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nally, with the exception of the experiment detailed in Chapter 4, all tasks
represented interactions between a single human and a single robot. Further
work is required to better inform the design of experimental tasks and metrics for free-flyer interactions as well as explore more complex interactions
with multiple people and robots.

8.3

Technical Challenges

In this work, I had to address a number of technical challenges. These
challenges largely arose from our current lack of knowledge regarding the
design of free-flyers for human use and limitations of current platforms.
The nascency of the research space outlined in this dissertation often
made it difficult to understand how to characterize potential free-flyer
interactions with humans and how to integrate prior findings from work
with ground robots or other fields. In situ observations were not possible,
although increased government, commercial, and domestic interest in freeflying robots may soon offer opportunities for overcoming this limitation.
Instead, I derived a great deal of design insight from other areas, such
as principles of animation (Chapter 4) or automobile signals (Chapter
5). However, these insights were often heuristic by nature and had to be
quantified into mathematical models for actual implementation. For instance,
animation principles yielded a heuristic design insight that arcing may be a
useful manipulation for robot flight; actually implementing arcing required
the development of a parameterized model where starting and ending robot
locations were represented by quaternions that defined a chord on a sphere,
with spherical linear interpolation defining the robot’s trajectory through
three-dimensional space.
As described in Section 8.2, the experimental platforms used in this
dissertation suffered from a number of limitations and are not sophisticated
enough to achieve the interactions required by the experimental scenarios
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discussed in this dissertation on their own. I designed a number of technical
solutions to supplement the onboard sensing capabilities of the research
platforms. Most significantly, the study described in Chapter 6 necessitated
the design of a full system to track and automate free-flyer navigation on
the back-end to ensure that the robot followed user commands from the
designed interfaces. This system was developed from scratch and integrated information from a ceiling-mounted camera that tracked a free-flyer I
augmented to include a constellation of infrared LEDs with information
from a three-dimensional point-cloud map of the environment. This system
enabled autonomous navigation to arbitrary positions in the environment
and offered a tracking and control accuracy on the order of centimeters.

8.4

Towards a Framework for Human
Interaction with Free-Flying Robots

My goal in this work is to examine free-flyers from a human-centered
perspective and develop implications for improving free-flyer design. To that
end, I have proposed a design space for considering the variables that may
affect human interactions with free-flying robots and presented a series of
four studies that explore different aspects of this space. While this work has
led to several significant implications for free-flyer design, it represents only
a first foray into the space of understanding free-flyer interactions.
There are a number of design elements identified in Chapter 3 that are
beyond the scope of this dissertation. For example, while Chapters 4 and 5
explored the design of communicative mechanisms for expressing free-flyer
intent, there are a number of other communicative goals that free-flyers may
need to communicate. Likewise, while Chapter 6 investigates the design
of interfaces to support teamwork with distal free-flyers and Chapter 7
offers a preliminary exploration of privacy issues for bystanders, the area of
colocated teamwork is left for future investigation. Most significantly, the
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aspect of free-flyer ecological fit remains a nascent research area.
My hope is that, by demonstrating the importance of designing free-flyers
for human interaction, this work lays a foundation for future explorations.
My proposed design space currently serves as a theoretical scaffold for
understanding how the studies described in this work might fit into a
broader context of free-flyer interaction. However, future studies that build
on the understandings developed here will fill in gaps, produce additions,
and refine this model, eventually leading to a full framework for designing
assistive free-flying robots.
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9

conclusion

Advances in engineering have led to a new class of small robots imbued with
the capacity for flight that have captured public attention and imagination.
Their remarkable agility and freedom of movement foreshadow a future in
which free-flying robots provide significant benefits by assisting in tasks such
as delivery, data collection, and environmental inspection and exploration.
All of these tasks will require that free-flyers work in human environments
and often closely collaborate with users. However, very little work has
examined how such robots can be designed to actually accomplish such tasks
and effectively work with people. In this dissertation, I have attempted to
begin to address this deficiency.
In studying free-flying robots, I have taken a human-centered approach
that focuses on understanding how humans will perceive these robots and
designing ways to enhance communication between people and free-flyers.
My work follows in the tradition of design-oriented research, in which I have
developed new artifacts (in this case, robot behaviors, prototype interfaces,
and hardware modifications) to generate knowledge regarding the design
space of human-interaction with free-flying robots. Overall, this research is
positivist and empiricist as, while I often conduct formative explorations
to generate design insight, I formally evaluate my hypotheses in controlled
laboratory experiments.
The goal of my work is to enable the design of free-flying robots that are
able to achieve user goals quickly and efficiently while acting in manner appropriate for human environments. My thesis argues that an understanding
of the human-free-flyer interaction design space is essential to accomplishing
this goal. In supporting this thesis, my dissertation has made a set of
theoretical, methodological, and practical contributions.
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9.1

Theoretical Contributions

My work has constructed a body of knowledge regarding a proposed design
space for human interaction with free-flying robots. This proposed space
helps to serve as a theoretical scaffold that collects and synthesizes previous
findings from fields including human-robot interaction, human-computer
interaction, and cognitive science that are relevant to the design of freeflying robots, while also identifying new areas for future study. It presents a
conceptual model for designing and analyzing human-free-flyer interactions
in terms of the expression of robot goals and intent to users, user control
and input into the system, and the ecological fit of free-flyers within a larger
environmental context. It also provides an overview regarding the types
of considerations and design variables that may be relevant to affecting
various aspects of free-flyer interaction, several of which are explored in
detail throughout the studies in this dissertation. The detailed explorations
presented in each study build theory regarding the relationships between
variables within the design space, for example the demonstrating how flight
motions can be augmented to better communicate robot intent and thus
increase perceived safety and usability. As future studies add to the body
of knowledge presented in this dissertation, the design space and the relationships between design variables can be further refined as part of a true
framework for the design of assistive free-flying robots.

9.2

Methodological Contributions

Currently, the study of human-interaction with free-flying robots is quite nascent. There has been little experimental research and the lack of widespread
free-flyer deployments introduces a challenge towards in situ studies. This
dissertation contributes methodological knowledge regarding a principled
manner of studying and evaluating interactions. My approach incorporates a design-oriented research methodology within a positivist empirical
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framework of laboratory experiments. I have presented a categorization
regarding the types of archetypical tasks with which free-flyers might provide
assistance as well as a series of experiments that detail how such tasks might
be implemented in laboratory settings to isolate the effects of various design
variables. This work also adds insight regarding how design inspiration might
be drawn from existing paradigms and integrated into the novel design space
represented by free-flyers. Finally, my dissertation reveals how prior work
with mobile ground robots can be adapted to theoretically and empirically
ground studies of free-flyers, for instance by using validated measures to
evaluate aspects of accuracy, precision, or task performance.

9.3

Practical Contributions

This dissertation provides a number of practical contributions for improving
the design of free-flying robots. In this work, I have designed various methods
for communicating robot intent and shown how they can improve perceptions
of robot safety and usability. I have also presented the design of several
forward-looking interfaces for remote collaboration with free-flying robots
and have established their utility and trade-offs in supporting teamwork
and task completion. I have further demonstrated the development of an
end-to-end system that provides bystander support in managing issues of
privacy and security. These novel and extensible designs can be of great
benefit in considering how free-flyers will fit into the broader context of
human activities.

9.4

Closing Remarks

Free-flying robots hold promise in improving the quality of everyday human
life. However, they have had difficulty advancing beyond use in research labs
or as consumer devices manually piloted by hobbyists. While it is important
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to continue to advance aspects of robot engineering, such as improving
battery lifetimes and the quality of embedded sensors, the tasks envisioned
for these robots will continually place demands that exceed robot capabilities
regardless of underlying technology. Instead, to provide utility in real-world
contexts that are largely unstructured, dynamic, and include aspect of
uncertainty, these robots will have to work with people and will regularly
operate within human environments. Thus, throughout this dissertation, I
have argued that the interaction these robots have with humans will be a
critical factor in whether or not this technology becomes widely adopted and
whether these robots are ever able to reach their true potential as human
assistants. I have presented a variety of ways in which free-flying robots can
be designed to better support interaction with humans and have outlined
a wider design space to situate my work and inspire future explorations.
While further work remains to cultivate and refine this design space, this
dissertation serves as a foundation for the study of human interaction with
free-flying robots and provides grounding for theoretical, methodological,
and practical aspects of free-flyer design towards the ultimate goal of a true
free-flying robotic assistant.
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a

appendix: mavzap system evaluation

Chapter 7 presented the design of MavZAP, a proof-of-concept prototype
system that forces free-flyers to respect the privacy and security concerns of
colocated bystanders. Here, I detail several system tests that evaluated the
performance, latency, and overhead of the prototype MavZAP implementation to determine the usefulness and practicality of a real-world MavZAP
deployment. The results of these evaluations can be considered representative of baseline MavZAP performance, with room for improvement as
production deployments may use more optimized and tightly integrated
hardware, especially in terms of policy enforcers and the MAVs to which
they are attached. Nevertheless, the results from the prototype indicate
that MavZAP can provide effective, expressive, and efficient mediation of
MAV behavior.

A.1

Procedure

An important goal of MavZAP is to react to zone-aware policies in a
timely manner. This is especially important in cases where a policy zone is
broadcast from within the zone that it takes effect, as it implies that nearby
MAVs will need to react to the policy as soon as possible. With this goal in
mind, the evaluation of MavZAP consisted of a series of experiments to
analyze system latency and validate how quickly and effectively the system
prototype could enforce specified policies. These experiments established
performance benchmarks for characterizing the latency of MavZAP in
various circumstances.
The overall latency of MavZAP can be characterized as the sum of
three constituent factors: the transmission latency between sending a MEP
message from the MEP node and the enforcer receiving the message, the
policy lookup latency representing the time to determine if an installed policy
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is active, and the command invocation latency between the time that a
policy is triggered and the time that the enforcer is able to communicate
with the attached MAV to invoke desired behaviors. Additionally, operating
in authentication mode might add further verification latency as certificates
for the MEP node and MAV are confirmed; however, such latency was not
analyzed in this evaluation.
Each aspect of latency was examined in a series of experiments that focus
on a worst-case analysis of latency. This analysis assumes that each aspect
of latency will always contribute to a degradation of system performance;
in real-world deployments this is not always the case as configurations will
not always impose every latency factor. For example, if a MAV is sent a
policy zone before actually entering that zone, it will not be effected by
transmission latency.
Although a full system implementation was developed for both the Parrot
AR.Drone 2.0 and the ArduCopter, the evaluation focused on the ArduCopter
as it is a more extensible MAV platform and is more representative of the
MAVs that are currently posing security and privacy concerns in real-world
use cases. The ArduCopter is a modular platform that can be outfitted
with a number of optional attachments that can extend functionality. The
ArduCopter used as an experimental platform was equipped with a number
of sensors: a forward facing camera, an optical flow sensor for lateral
stabilization, sonar for downward proximity, a GPS sensor for location and
velocity, a magnetometer for compass heading, and an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) for orientation and acceleration.
To limit the confounding potential of environmental factors such as
weather, the majority of latency tests were performed with the ArduCopter
in a controlled lab setting. For experiments that required an outdoor
environment, such as access to GPS, tests were performed in a college
campus area cleared of bystanders. In these experiments, the ArduCopter
was immobilized via ground tethers or by removing the propellers.
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Figure A.1: (A) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) showing transmission latency for 1000 packets when a free-flyer is 60 meters from a MEP
node. (B) Policy lookup latency under varying number of policies.

A.2

Results

Figure A.1 summarize transmission and policy lookup latency, while Table
A.1 summarizes the findings related to command invocation latency. Each
are described in detail below.
Transmission Latency: Transmission latency was measured along a lineof-sight path at distance intervals of ten meters, starting with the MAV
directly next to the MEP node and ending with a maximum distance of
sixty meters between the MAV and node. At each distance, the MEP node
sent 1,000 packets to the MAV to measure median latency. Each packet
consisted of 388 bytes with a 185-byte LAND packet embedded using the
beacon-stuffing procedure described above. Median latencies ranged from
73.6ms to 104.9ms. The latency cumulative distribution function (CDF) for
packets in the test with a distance of 60 meters is shown in Figure A.1 (A).
Policy Lookup Latency: The enforcer must query the list of known
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Table A.1: Command invocation latency for the enforcer to query sensors
and direct underlying MAV hardware (ms).
Command
GPS
Heading
Land
Camera

Mean
12.42
0.32
156.22
126.82

Std Dev
8.93
1.02
45.06
31.42

Max
43.38
13.28
240.46
170.53

Min
0.82
0.10
117.00
76.56

policies to determine which, if any, policies are currently active so that it
can send the appropriate commands to the attached MAV. The prototype
enforcer simply iterates through every stored policy and calculates whether
the current MAV location, indicated by a GPS sensor, falls within the
bounds of a policy zone. Thus the lookup time is O(n), where n is the
number of zones. Figure A.1 (B) shows the relationship between policy
lookup latency and number of zones.
Command Invocation Latency: The enforcer must often communicate
with the underlying MAV hardware to query sensors and impose constraints
on robot behaviors. To evaluate this command invocation latency, the time
between the enforcer calling a command and receiving corresponding results
was measured across four frequently-used MavZAP commands: get current
GPS coordinates, get current heading using an internal compass, land, and
turn off camera. Table A.1 provides descriptive statistics regarding one
hundred trials of the first two commands and five trials testing MAV landing
and disabling the camera.

A.3

Discussion

Overall, the latency performance of the prototype implementation of MavZAP shows promise for real-world deployments. However, the maximum
tested range in the experiments was limited by the hardware used in the
prototype MEP node to sixty meters. Several methods might be employed
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to increase this range and potentially further decrease transmission latency,
including the use of high-gain antennas, advanced 802.11 standards, wireless
adapters with high transmit power, or wireless range extenders. For example,
off-the-shelf wireless range extenders could broaden the coverage range to a
distance of 1.5 miles (Amped Wireless, 2015).
Though there are some outliers in transmission latency due to reliance
on WiFi communication, average aggregate latency is low. To contextualize
results of the evaluation, I present a discussion regarding the feasibility of
MavZAP across the three possible use cases detailed in Section 7.3. Recent
reports state that the United States contains approximately 19,000 airports
and government facilities (United States Department of Transportation,
2015). Therefore, these scenarios rely on a baseline assumption that a
MAV has 20,000 total policies: 19,000 static policies covering regulations for
airports and government facilities and an additional 1,000 dynamic policies
representing zones downloaded by a MAV as it navigates through different
broadcast regions during normal operation.
No-Fly Zones: To impose a static no-fly zone, such as that implemented
by DJI around the White House, the MavZAP enforcer would need to
first identify the MAV’s current location (a call to the GPS command),
lookup the White House zone policy, and then trigger a mitigating command
(potentially a LAND command). Assuming 800 milliseconds of policy lookup
latency, which corresponds to searching through roughly 20,000 policy zones,
and worst case performance of all command invocations (43.38ms for GPS
and 240ms for LAND), we can expect that the enforcer will compel a MAV to
land roughly one second after entry into the no-fly zone. Given a sufficiently
large policy perimeter around the sensitive content of the zone, MavZAP
appears to hold great promise in enforcing no-fly zones.
Guidance Lanes: For dynamically transmitted routes, MAVs must first
enter the MEP broadcasting region surrounding an event or location and
will incur one round of transmission latency in receiving the route. The
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performance benchmarks indicate that this will impose a delay of approximately 128ms on average and is unlikely to exceed 4 seconds. However,
in the worst-case scenario, the enforcer is not guaranteed to receive the
policy until approximately 8 seconds after entering the broadcast region.
Once a MAV receives a policy and enters the policy zone, the MAV can
expect a worst case latency of 43.38ms from querying the GPS and 0.8s of
policy trigger latency (again, assuming 20,000 policies) to recognize that
it is inside the policy zone. At this point, the overhead of the command
will be dominated by the flight time to follow the path. Thus, on average,
MavZAP will begin guiding MAVs approximately .971s after they enter
the broadcast region, with an unlikely worst case ceiling of approximately
8.84s in the event of spikes in transmission latency.
Home Privacy Broadcasts: MavZAP supports two forms of privacy
policies that might be used to protect domestic privacy. At a high level,
users can construct policies fully blocking out sensors, such as cameras, while
operating anywhere in a policy zone. Alternatively, users can specify specific
locations within a zone that are off-limits to sensors, for instance disabling a
camera only when the MAV is facing a home. In both instances, the MAV
will first enter the broadcast region and must download the zone-aware
policies, with an average latency of 128ms. Next, the MavZAP will incur a
GPS query delay of 43.38ms and a 0.8s policy lookup delay to see if a policy
should be triggered. In the simplest use case, the enforcer will then trigger
a command turning off the sensor (M = 126.82ms for disabling a camera).
In the more complex case, the enforcer will first query the MAV’s heading
using the internal compass (M = .32ms) and then disable the sensor if the
orientation matches that of the target. Thus, a realistic ceiling for the total
time delay introduced by MavZAP in the most complex use case will be
1.10s on average.
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